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1st book of Kings commonly called the 3rd book of the Kings ; and, The 2nd book of Kings, commonly called the 4th book of the Kings [braille].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1546

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 594

3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1272

4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2350

12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 8

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 377

1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1541

6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 19

Adamson, George, 1906-
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 158

Adamson, Iain, 1928-
Man of quality [braille] / [Iain Adamson].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 161

Born free [braille] : a lioness of two worlds / [Joy Adamson].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 214

Addison, Joseph, 1672-1719.
Essays of Joseph Addison [braille] / [Joseph Addison].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1624

Adlard, Mark.
Greenlander [braille] / [Mark Adlard].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2208

Admiral Sir John Jellicoe [braille]
1 v.
Braille 703

Advanced reading skill builder. Book 1 [braille].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1061

Aeschylus.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 219

Aeschylus.
Eumenides (The Furies) [braille] / translated by Gilbert Murray.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 224

Aeschylus.  
Prometheus bound [braille] / translated into English verse by Lewis Campbell.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 760

Agar, Herbert, 1897-  
Abraham Lincoln [braille] / [Herbert Agar].  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 62

Agate, James, 1877-1947.  
Contemporary theatre [braille] / by James Agates.  
[Burwood, N.S.W.] : [Royal Blind Society of N.S.W.], 1928.  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2871

Melbourne : Braille Writers’ Association of Victoria, 1921.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1115

Aiken, Joan, 1924-  
3 v. of interpoint braille ; 35 cm.  
Braille 2023

Alcott, Louisa May, 1832-1888.  
Good wives [braille] / [Louisa May Alcott].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.  
6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1235

Alcott, Louisa May, 1832-1888.  
Little men [braille] / [Louisa May Alcott].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1912.  
6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1234

Alcott, Louisa May, 1832-1888.  
Little women [braille] / [Louisa May Alcott].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Aldington, Richard, 1892-1962.
Strange life of Charles Waterson [braille] / [Richard Aldington].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1237

Aldridge, Alfred Owen, 1915-
Man of reason [braille] : the life of Thomas Paine / [Alfred Owen Aldridge].
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 162

Allan, J. Alex (James Alexander)
Men and manners in Australia [braille] : being a social and economic sketch history / [J. Alex Allan].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 843

Allbeury, Ted, 1917-
Consequences of fear [braille] / [Ted Allbeury].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2304

Allbeury, Ted, 1917-
4 v. of interpoint braille ; 34 cm.
Braille 2369

Allen, C. R.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1679

Allen, Steve, 1921-
Mark it and strike it [braille] : an autobiography / [Steve Allen].
10 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 840

Allen, Walter Ernest, 1911-
All in a lifetime [braille] / [Walter Allen].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 485
Allingham, Margery, 1904-1966.
More work for the undertaker [braille] / [Margery Allingham].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2620

Allsopp, F. J. (Francis Joseph)
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1345

Almond, Gabriel A. (Gabriel Abraham), 1911-2002
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 326

Amis, Kingsley, 1922-
I want it now [braille] / [Kingsley Amis].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2270

Amis, Kingsley, 1922-
Take a girl like you [braille] / [Kingsley Amis].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2876

Amis, Kingsley.
Lucky Jim [braille] / [Kingsley Amis].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2312

Ammers-Kuller, Jo van, 1884-
Rebel generation [braille] / Jo van Ammers-Kuller ; translated by M.W. Hoper.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2738

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 171
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1134

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1127

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1128

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1129

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1130

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1131

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1132

Anchorhold [braille]
3 v.
Braille 830

Andersch, Alfred, 1914-
Sansibar, oder, Der letzte Grund [braille] / [Alfred Andersch].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Anderson, John.
Modernizing your home [braille] : Odhams practical power tool and hand tool manual / [John Anderson].
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1699

Andrews, Lucilla, 1919-
Hospital summer [braille] / [Lucilla Andrews].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1457

10 v. of braille.
Braille 1251

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 460

Anthony, C. L.
Autumn crocus, a play in three acts [braille] / by C.L. Anthony [ie. Dorothy Gladys Smith].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 373

Anthony, C. L.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1939.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 379

Anthony, Evelyn, 1928-
Elizabeth [braille] / [Evelyn Anthony].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 455

Anthony, Evelyn, 1928-
Legend [braille] / [Evelyn Anthony].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2183
Antony, Jonquil,
Mrs Dale [braille] : ten years in the life of a doctor's family / by Jonquil Antony and Robert Turley.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1770

Apocrypha [braille].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1479

Apuleius.
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 5

Apuleius.
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2788

Archer, Peter, 1926-
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 56

Aristophanes.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1587

Aristophanes.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1587

Aristophanes.
Wasps [braille] / [Aristophanes].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1354
Aristotle.
Ethics of Aristotle [braille].
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2969

Arkell, Reginald, 1882-1959.
Round house [braille] / [Reginald Arkell].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 483

Arnold, Matthew, 1822-1888.
Essays in criticism [braille] / by Matthew Arnold.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1919.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2957

Arnold, Matthew, 1822-1888.
Poetical works of Matthew Arnold [braille] / [Matthew Arnold].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 63

Arruza, Carlos, 1920-.
My life as a matador [braille] : the autobiography of Carlos Arruza / [Carlos Arruza].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 167

Ashe, Rosalind.
Moths [braille] / [Rosalind Ashe].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1808

 Asher, John A. (John Alexander), 1921-.
 Short descriptive grammar of Middle High German with texts and vocabulary [braille] / [John Alexander Asher].
 1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 261

Ashford, Daisy.
Young visitors [braille] : or Mr Salteena's plan / [Daisy Ashford].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1620
Ashley, Maurice, 1907-
England in the seventeenth century [braille] / [Maurice Percy Ashley].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 58

Asquith, Cynthia, Lady, 1887-1960.
Married to Tolstoy [braille] / [Asquith, Cynthia Mary Evelyn (Charteris), Lady].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 464

Atiyah, Edward, 1903-1964.
Arabs [braille] / [Edward Selim Atiyah].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3

Attenborough, David, 1926-
Quest in paradise [braille] / by David Attenborough.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2995

Aucassin and Nicolette, and other medieval romances and legends [braille] / translated from the French by Eugene Mason.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1994

Selected poems [braille] / [W. H. Auden].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1325

Some poems [braille] / [W. H. Auden].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 851

Augier, Emile, 1820-1889.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 502

Aumonier, Stacy, 1887-1928.
Heartbeat [braille] / [Stacy Aumonier].
3 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 1817

Austen, Jane, 1775-1817. 
Northanger Abbey [braille] / [Jane Austen]. 
3 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 1405

Austen, Jane, 1775-1817. 
Pride and prejudice [braille] / Jane Austen. 
Sydney : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1953. 
6 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 2996

Austin, F. Britten (Frederick Britten), 1885-1941. 
Road to glory [braille] : a biographical novel of Napoleon / [Frederick Britten Austin]. 
4 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 99

Australia Post. 
Postcode Australia [braille] : an alphabetical listing of Australian place names with their postcodes / issued by Australia Post. 
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1981. 
3 v. of braille, embossed one side ; 28 x 32 cm. 
Braille 1152

Australia. Dept. of Health. 
Commercial foods suitable for inclusion in gluten free diets [braille] / [Australia. Dept. of Health]. 
1 v. of braille, embossed one side. 
Braille 1209

Australia. Dept. of Social Security. 
1 v. of braille, embossed one side. 
Braille 1210

Australian Broadcasting Commission. 
1 v. of braille, embossed one side. 
Braille 1298

Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1391

Australian explorers [braille] : a selection from their writings / edited by Kathleen Fitzpatrick.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 289

Australian hymn book [braille].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1297

v. of braille, embossed one side ; 28 x 29 cm.
Braille serial 1

v. of braille, embossed one side ; 28 x 29 cm.
Braille serial 1

v. of braille, embossed one side ; 28 x 29 cm.
Braille serial 1

v. of braille, embossed one side ; 28 x 29 cm.
Braille serial 1

v. of braille, embossed one side ; 28 x 29 cm.
Braille serial 1
3 v. of braille, embossed one side ; 28 x 29 cm.
Braille serial 1

Ayer, A. J. (Alfred Jules), 1910-
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 212

Ayer, Frederick.
Man in the mirror [braille] / [Frederick Ayer].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2637

Backhouse, J. K. (John Kenneth)
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2401

Bacon, Francis, 1561-1626.
Bacon's Essays and Colours of good and evil with notes and glossarial index [braille] / edited by W. Aldis Wright.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 96


Bagley, Desmond, 1923-1983.
Spoilers [braille] / [Desmond Bagley].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2746

Bagley, Desmond, 1923-1983.
Tightrope men [braille] / [Desmond Bagley].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2768

Bailey, John, 1864-1931.
Dr Johnson and his circle [braille] / [John Bailey].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1413

Bainbridge, F. A. (Francis Arthur), 1874-1921.
Essentials of physiology [braille] / by Bainbridge and Menzies; edited and revised by H. Hartridge.
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 7

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2744

Burwood, N.S.W.: Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1953.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 64

Balchin, Nigel, 1908-1970.
In the absence of Mrs. Petersen [braille] / [Nigel Balchin].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2132

Balchin, Nigel, 1908-1970.
Kings of infinite space [braille] / [Nigel Balchin].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2745

Balchin, Nigel, 1908-1970.
Last recollections of my Uncle Charles [braille] / [Nigel Balchin].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 474

Balchin, Nigel, 1908-1970.
Sundry creditors [braille] / [Nigel Balchin].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 462

Balchin, Nigel, 1908-1970.
Way through the wood [braille] / [Nigel Balchin].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 77

Baldwin, James, 1924-
Go tell it on the mountain [braille] / [James Baldwin].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1270

Baldwin, Stanley, 1867-1947.
Our inheritance [braille] : speeches and addresses / [Stanley Baldwin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 469

Baldwin, Stanley, 1867-1947.
Service of our lives [braille] : last speeches as Prime Minister / [Stanley Baldwsin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 387

Balfour, Graham, Sir, 1859-1929.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 694

Coral island [braille] / [R. M. Ballantyne].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1016

Fighting the whales [braille] / [R. M. Ballantyne].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1936.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 520

Lighthouse [braille] : the story of a great fight between man and the sea / by R.M.
Ballantyne ; abridged by Gladys A. Taylor.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1927.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2884

Martin Rattler [braille] / [R. M. Ballantyne].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 912

Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1924.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2947

Balzac, Honore de, 1799-1850.
Cousin Pons [braille] / translated by Ellen Marriage.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 92

Balzac, Honore de, 1799-1850.
Droll stories [braille] / [Honore de Balzac].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 503

Balzac, Honore de, 1799-1850.
Eugenie Grandet [braille] / [Honore de Balzac].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 782

Banking for consumers [braille] / Bank Education Service.
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1295

Barclay, Florence L. (Florence Louisa), 1862-1921.
Broken halo [braille] / [Florence Louisa Barclay].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 497
Barclay, Florence L. (Florence Louisa), 1862-1921.
Wheels of time [braille] / [Florence Louisa Barclay].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1939.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2816

Barclay, Florence L. (Florence Louisa), 1862-1921.
White Ladies of Worcester [braille] : a romance of the twelfth century / [Florence Louisa
Barclay].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 79

Bareau, Paul, 1901-
City [braille] / [Paul Louis Jean Bareau].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1829

Barke, James, 1905-1958.
Bonnie Jean [braille] / [James Barke].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 52

Barker, W. B.
Biology for general science [braille] / [W. B. Barker].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 232

Barlow, James, 1921-1973.
Both your houses [braille] / [James Barlow].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2623

Barlow, James, 1921-1973.
Patriots [braille] / [James Barlow].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1741

Barnard, Alan, 1928-
Thomas Sutcliffe Mort [braille] / [Alan Barnard].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 650
Barnard, Marjorie, 1897-1987.
Macquarie's world [braille] / [Majorie Faith Barnard].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1953.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 786

Barnes, Winifred.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2716

Barr, Robert, 1850-1912.
Dark island [braille] / [Robert Barr].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2012

Barrett, Arthur Octavius.
Australia's entail [braille] / [Arthur Octavius Barrett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 439

Australia's wonder animals [braille] / by Charles Barrett.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2949

In Australian wilds [braille] : the gleanings of a naturalist / [Charles Barrett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 443

South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1944.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2922

Barrett, George Slatyer, 1839-1916.
Musings for quiet hours [braille] / [George Slatyer Barrett].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1902.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1501

Barrett, James, Sir, 1862-1945.
Eighty eventful years [braille] / by Sir James Barrett ; foreword by Sir John Latham.
2 v. of braille.
Braille 448

Barrett, William Alexander, 1836-1891.
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1911.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1465

Barrett, Wilson, 1848-1904.
Sign of the cross [braille] / [Wilson Barrett].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 486

Barbara's wedding [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 378

Courage [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 544

Kiss for Cinderella [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 444

South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1930.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2979

Little white bird [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1940.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 530

Little white bird [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1192

Mary Rose, and other plays [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1926.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 515

My lady nicotine [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1939.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1554

Sentimental Tommy [braille] / by J.M. Barrie.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1931.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2952

Twelve-pound look [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 394

What every woman knows, and other plays [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 651

When a man's single [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 565

Will [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 400

Window in Thrums [braille] / [Barrie, James Matthew, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 572
Bartimeus.
Malta Invicta [braille] / [Bartimeus].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 522

Barton, Bruce, 1886-1967.
Book nobody knows [braille] / [Bruce Barton].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 817

Barton, Bruce, 1886-1967.
Man nobody knows [braille] / [Bruce Barton].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 827

Baseley, Godfrey, 1904-
Village portrait [braille] / [Godfrey Baseley].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1668

Basso, Hamilton.
Pompey's Head [braille] / [Hamilton Basso].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 493

Bates, Daisy, 1859-1951.
Passing of the aborigines [braille] : a lifetime spent among the natives of Australia / [Daisy Bates].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 645

Cruise of the Breadwinner [braille] / [Herbert Ernest Bates].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1526

Day of the tortoise [braille] / [Herbert Ernest Bates].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2321

Oh! to be in England [braille] / [Herbert Ernest Bates].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2554

Triple echo [braille] / [Herbert Ernest Bates].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2300

Batham, Guy.
Drifting around the South Seas [braille] / [Guy Batham].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 59

Baudelaire, Charles, 1821-1867.
Petits poemes en prose (Le spleen de Paris) [braille] / [Charles Pierre Baudelaire].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 293

Bauer, Florence Anne Marvyne.
Abram son of Terah [braille] / [Florence Anne (Marvyne) Bauer].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1952.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 426

Grand opera [braille] / [Vicki Baum].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1861

Written on water [braille] / [Vicki Baum].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2268

Baume, Eric, 1900-1967.
Mortal sin of Father Grossard [braille] / [Eric Baume].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2126

Bawden, Nina, 1925-
Afternoon of a good woman [braille] / [Nina Bawden].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2368

Bawden, Nina, 1925-
Anna apparent [braille] / [Nina Bawden].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2309

Bax, Clifford, 1886-1962.
Rose without a thorn [braille] : a play in three acts / [Clifford Bax].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 346

Beach, Rex, 1877-1949.
Spoilers [braille] / [Rex Beach].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 476

Dreadnought of the Darling [braille] / [C. E. W. Bean].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 459

5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 458A

Beatty, Bill.
'Come a-Waltzing Matilda' [braille] : Australian folk-lore and forgotten tales / [Bill Beatty].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1454

Beatty, Bill.
This Australia [braille] : strange and amazing facts / [Bill Beatty].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 965

Beatty, Bill.
Treasury of Australian folk tales and traditions [braille] / [Bill Beatty].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 454

Beaty, John Yocum, 1884-
Luther Burbank, plant magician [braille] / [John Yocum Beaty].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 648

Beaumarchais, Pierre Augustin Caron de, 1732-1799.
Barbier de Seville [braille] / [Pierre Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 390

Beaverbrook, Max Aitken, Baron, 1879-1964.
Men and power, 1917-1918 [braille] / [Beaverbrook, William Maxwell Aitken, Baron].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 18

Becker, Stephen, 1927-
Covenant with death [braille] / [Stephen Becker].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1449

Becker, Stephen, 1927-
Covenant with death [braille] / [Stephen Becker].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2491

Beckford, William, 1760-1844.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 16

Beckwith, Lillian, 1916-
About my father's business [braille] / [Lillian Beckwith].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2024

Bedford, John Robert Russell, Duke of, 1917-
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1691
Bedford, Sybille, 1911-
Legacy [braille]: a novel.
5 v. of braille.
Braille 327

Beebe, William, 1877-1962.
Arcturus adventure [braille]: an account of the New York Zoological Society's first
oceanographic expedition / [William Beebe].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2492

Beecham, John, 1787-1856.
Life of John Wesley [braille] / [John Beecham].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 743

Beerbohm, Max, Sir, 1872-1956.
Seven men and two others [braille] / [Max Beerbohm].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 170

Beerbohm, Max, Sir, 1872-1956.
Zuleika Dobson, or, An Oxford love story [braille] / [Beerbohm, Max, Sir].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 328

Begbie, Harold, 1871-1929.
Mirrors of Downing Street [braille]: some political reflections / [Harold Begbie].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 728

Behan, Brendan.
Hostage [braille] / by Brendan Behan.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2833

Bell, Donald.
Experiment in education [braille]: the history of Worcester College for the Blind / [Donald
Bell].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 60
Bell, George H. (George Howard)
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1144

Bell, Reginald, 1894- 
Bull's-eye [braille] / [Reginald Bell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 187

Bellaman, Henry, 1882-1945.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 465

Bellamy, Edward, 1850-1898.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1194

[Hove, S. Aust.) : Braille Writing Association of S.A., [19--]
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3043

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953.
But soft [braille] : we are observed / by Hilaire Belloc.
[South Yarra, Vic. : Victorian Association of Braille Writers]
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2918

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953.
Conversation with an angel and other essays [braille] / [Hilaire Belloc].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 499

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953.
Conversation with an angel and other essays [braille] / [Hilaire Belloc].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 797

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953.
Essays [braille] / [Hilaire Belloc].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1948.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 452

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953.
Four men [braille] : a farrago / [Hilaire Belloc].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 451

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953.
French Revolution [braille] / [Hilaire Belloc].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 95

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953.
Oliver Cromwell [braille] / [Hilaire Belloc].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2478

Belloc, Hilaire, 1870-1953.
Path to Rome [braille] / [Hilaire Belloc].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2658

Bellow, Saul.
Henderson, the rain king [braille] : a novel / [Saul Bellow].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 473

Bellow, Saul.
Herzog [braille] / [Saul Bellow].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 88

Bendrodt, J. C. (James Charles)
Nine o'clock [braille] / [J. C. Bendrodt].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1951.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1456

Benjamin Hoare looks back [braille]
3 v.
Braille 683
Benn, S. I. (Stanley I.)
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales.
12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
Card [braille] : a story of adventure in the five towns / [Arnold Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1159

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
Clayhanger [braille] / [Arnold Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1169

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
Hilda Lessways [braille] / [Arnold Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1950.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1179

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
How to live on twenty-four hours a day [braille] / [Arnold Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 496

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
Mental efficiency, and other hints to men and women [braille] / [Arnold Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 531

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
Milestones [braille] / by Arnold Bennett and Edward Knoblock.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 382

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
Old wives' tale [braille] / [Arnold Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1124A

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
Riceyman steps [braille] : a novel / [Arnold Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1196

Bennett, Arnold, 1867-1931.
These twain [braille] / [Arnold Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1145

Bennett, M. M. (Mary Montgomerie)
Christison of Lammermoor [braille] / [Mary Montgomerie Bennett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 672

Benson, Arthur Christopher, 1862-1925.
Along the road [braille] / [Arthur Christopher Benson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 420

Benson, Arthur Christopher, 1862-1925.
House of quiet [braille] : an autobiography / [Arthur Christopher Benson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 421

Benson, Arthur Christopher, 1862-1925.
Hugh [braille] : memoirs of a brother / [Arthur Christopher Benson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 687

Benson, Arthur Christopher, 1862-1925.
Silent isle [braille] / [Arthur Christopher Benson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 409

Benson, Arthur Christopher, 1862-1925.
Thread of gold [braille] / [Arthur Christopher Benson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 392

Benson, Arthur Christopher, 1862-1925.
Where no fear was [braille] / [Arthur Christopher Benson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
3 v. of interline braille.
Benson, E. F. (Edward Frederic), 1867-1940.
As we were [braille] : a Victorian peep-show / [Edward Frederic Benson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 467

Charles Lamb [braille] : his homes and haunts / by S.L. Bensusan, with selections from Lamb's works.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1943.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2906

Those days [braille] / [E. C. Bentley].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 702

Beovich, Matthew.
Companion to the catechism, for the use of primary classes in Catholic schools, grades VI-IX [braille] / [Matthew Beovich].
Catholic Braille Writing Association, 1942.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1473

Berkeley, Reginald, 1890-1935.
Lady with a lamp [braille] / [Reginald Berkeley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 361

Berlin and back [braille]
5 v.
Braille 575

Bernadotte, Folke, greve, 1895-1948.
Instead of arms [braille] / [Bernadotte, Folke, Count].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1952.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 141

Bernstein, Leonard, 1918-
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 951
Berridge house recipe book [braille].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1832

Besant, Annie Wood, 1847-1933.
Ancient wisdom [braille] : an outline of theosophical teachings / [Annie Besant].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1503

Besant, Annie Wood, 1847-1933.
Doctrine of the heart [braille] : extracts from Hindu letters / with a foreword by Annie Besant.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 878

Best, Charles Herbert, 1899-1978.
11 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2646

Best, Herbert, 1894-
Twenty-fifth hour [braille] / [Herbert Best].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 106

Selected poems [braille] / [John Betjeman].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 222

Bevan, Ian (Ian Archibald Winchcombe)
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 57

Bible readings for boys and girls [braille].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1058

Bindoff, S. T. (Stanley Thomas), 1908-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1807

6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1387

Biological science [braille] : the web of life. Part 1 / Australian Academy of Science ;
supervising editor, David Morgan.
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 2226A

Biological science [braille] : the web of life. Part 2 / Australian Academy of Science ;
supervising editor David Morgan.
13 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 2226

Birrell, Augustine, 1850-1933.
Essays about men, women, and books [braille] / [Augustine Birrell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 532

Birrell, Augustine, 1850-1933.
Obiter dicta [braille] / [Augustine Birrell].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1595

Birrell, Augustine, 1850-1933.
Selected essays [braille] : 1884-1907 / [Augustine Birrell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 509

Bisch, Jorgen, 1922-
Ulu, the world's end [braille] / Jorgen Bisch ; translated from the Danish by Reginald Spink.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 457

Bishop, Jim, 1907-1987.
Day Christ died [braille] / [James Alonzo Bishop].
Black, Clinton V. (Clinton Vane), 1918-
Story of Jamaica [braille] : from prehistory to the present / [Clinton V. Black].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 779

Black, D. M. (David Macleod), 1941-
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2462

Black, Gavin, 1913-
Forty days [braille] / by Oswald Wynd [ie. Gavin Black].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2680

Black, Gavin, 1913-
Suddenly at Singapore [braille] / [Gavin Black].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2535

Blackmore, Jane.
Gold for my girl [braille] / [Jane Blackmore].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2724

Blake, George.
Five arches [braille] / [George Blake].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1956.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 480

Blake, George.
Valiant heart [braille] / [George Blake].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 430

Blake, William, 1757-1827.
Selections from the poetical works of William Blake [braille] / [William Blake].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 230
Blanc, Suzanne.
Green stone [braille] / [Suzanne Blanc].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1451

Blau, Peter M. (Peter Michael)
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 816

Blavatsky, H. P. (Helena Petrovna), 1831-1891.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 869

Blazey, Peter, 1939-1997.
Bolte [braille] : a political biography / [Peter Bradford Blazey].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1428

Blondel, Jean, 1929-
Voters, parties and leaders [braille] : the social fabric of British politics / [Jean Blondel].
9 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 19B

Assistant matron [braille] / by Mary Essex [ie. Ursula Bloom].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2406

Dandelion clock [braille] / [Ursula Bloom].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2236

Boake, Capel, 1895-1945.
Twig is bent [braille] / [Capel Boake].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 564
Bodsworth, Fred, 1918-
Strange one [braille] / [Fred Bodsworth].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 434

Trans-Australian wonderland [braille] / [A. G Bolam].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1924.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 623

Boll, Heinrich, 1917-
Doktor Murkes gesammeltes scheigen [braille] / [Heinrich Boll].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 260

Bolton, James A.
Britain and the Ancient World [braille] / [James A. Bolton].
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1826

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 518

Bonett, John.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2405

Bonham, R. W. (Reginald William)
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2354

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1557

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1556
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 312

Book of gardening [braille].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 102

Book of Isaiah [braille].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1566

Book of Job [braille].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1511

Book of Job [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1543

Book of Joshua [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1562

1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1545

Book of Mormon [braille] : an account written by the hand of Mormon upon plates taken from the plates of Nephi ... / translated by Joseph Smith, Jun.
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 755

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1549

Book of Psalms. Volume 1 [braille]
[London] : The British and Foreign Bible Society, [19--]
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2847

1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1551

Book of the prophet Ezekiel [braille].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1555

Book of the prophet Jeremiah ; and the Lamentations [braille].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1565

Books of Amos to Malachi [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1552

Books of Ezra, Nehemiah and Esther [braille],
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1539

Books of Judges and Ruth [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1550

Books of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and Song of Solomon [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1538

Books of Ruth and Esther [braille].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1512

Booth, Doris R. (Doris Regina)
Mountains, gold, and cannibals [braille] / [Doris R. Booth].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1950.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 778

My pilgrimage [braille] : an autobiography / [F. W. Boreham].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 668

Borrow, George, 1803-1881.
Lavengro [braille] : the scholar, the gipsy, the priest / [George Henry Borrow].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 75

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1912.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 556

Boswell, James, 1740-1795.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1626

Boulger, Demetrius Charles, 1853-1928.
Life of General Gordon [braille] / [Demetrius Charles Boulger].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1924.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 686

Boutmy, Emile, 1835-1906.
5? v. of braille.
Braille 1250

Bowden, Ross, 1947-
Beginning braille music [braille] / by Ross Bowden.
1 v. of braille (thermoform) : music ; 31 cm.
Braille 3052

Heat of the day [braille] / [Elizabeth Bowen].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2801

Bowen, John, 1924-
Birdcage [braille] / [John Bowen].
Bowen, Marjorie, 1888-1952.
General Crack [braille] / [George R. Preedy].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2479

Bowen, Marjorie, 1888-1952.
Poisoners [braille] / [Marjorie Bowen].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2111

Bowen, Marjorie, 1888-1952.
London: Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2732

Bowsher, David.
Introduction to the anatomy and physiology of the nervous system [braille] / [David Bowsher].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2715

Day of my delight [braille] : an Anglo-Australian memoir / [Martin Boyd].
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 783

Difficult young man [braille] / [Martin Boyd].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1404

Difficult young man [braille] / [Martin Boyd].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2512

Montforts [braille] / [Martin Boyd].
Millswood, S. Aust.: Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1965.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1423

Ray Bradbury, 1920-

Day it rained forever [braille] / [Ray Bradbury].
5 v. of solid dot braille.

Braille 2629

Russell Bradbury, 1921-1995.
End of a hate [braille] / [Russell Bradbury].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1959.
4 v. of interline braille.

Braille 180

Nancy Wake [braille] : the story of a very brave woman / [Russell Braddon].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1957.
5 v. of interline braille.

Braille 964

William Braden.
5 v. of interline braille.

Braille 2144

Hilda Bradfield.
Short stories for adult learners [braille] / [Hilda Bradfield].
1 v. of interline braille.

Braille 89

Ernle Bradford, 1922-

Ulysses found [braille] / [Ernle Bradford].
3 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 2867

Sarah Bradford, 1938-

Cesare Borgia, his life and times [braille] / by Sarah Bradford.
5 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 856

Andrew Cecil Bradley, 1851-1935.
Shakespearian tragedy [braille] : lectures on Hamlet, Othello, King Lear and Macbeth / [A. C. Bradley].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Brady, E. J. (Edwin James), 1869-1952.
Land of the sun [braille] / [E. J. Brady].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 593

Bragdon, Claude Fayette, 1866-1946.
Theosophy and the Theosophical Society [braille] / [Claude Fayette Bragdon].
Ojai, Calif. : Theosophical Book Association for the Blind.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 873

Bragg, Melvyn, 1939-.
Silken net [braille] / [Melvyn Bragg].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2696

Braille medical speller [braille].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 859

Braille science journal [braille] : a record of ideas and progress.
Edinburgh : Scottish Braille Press.
v.
Braille 1376

Braille star theosophist [braille]
Ojai, Calif. : The Theosophical Association for the Blind.
v. of interpoint braille ; 29 cm.
Braille serial 3

Room at the top [braille] / [John Braine].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2697

Waiting for Sheila [braille] / [John Braine].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2667

Braithwaite, E. R. (Edward Ricardo)
To Sir, with love [braille] / [Edward Ricardo Braithwaite].
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Brearley, Catherine T.
Contes et scenarios [braille] / [Catherine T. Brearley].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 266

Brecht, Bertolt, 1898-1956.
Leben des Galilei [braille] : Schauspiel / [Bertolt Brecht].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 242

Brecht, Bertolt, 1898-1956.
Mother Courage and her children [braille] : a chronicle of the Thirty Years' War / [Bertolt Brecht].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1292

Brent, Madeleine.
Moonraker's bride [braille] / [Madeleine Brent].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2636

Brent, Madeleine.
Tregaron's daughter [braille] / [Madeleine Brent].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2669

Brewster, W. M. T.
Writing of English [braille] / [W. M. T. Brewster].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 48

Brickhill, Paul, 1916-
Deadline [braille] / [Paul Brickhill].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2776

Bridges, E. Lucas (Esteban Lucas), b. 1874.
Uttermost part of the earth [braille] / [Esteban Lucas Bridges].
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 705
Bridges, Victor.
*Man from nowhere* [braille] / [Victor Bridges].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 780

Brigham, Albert Perry.
*How the world lives and works* [braille] / Albert Perry Brigham and Charles T. McFarlane.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 798

Brink, Carol Ryrie, 1895-
*Headland* [braille] / [Carol Ryrie Brink].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2308

Brinnin, John Malcolm, 1916-
*Dylan Thomas in America* [braille] : an intimate journal / [John Malcolm Brinnin].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 101

*Pastures of the blue crane* [braille] / [Hesba Fay Brinsmead].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1280

Britton, J. H. (Jack Hastings)
*Language, a text for senior students* [braille] / J.H. Britton.
[s.l.] : [s.n.], [19--]
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 3015

Britton, J. H. (Jack Hastings)
Sydney : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1927.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3016

Brock, Lynn.
*Four fingers* [braille] / [Lynn Brock].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1946

Brock, Rose.
Tarn house [braille] / [Rose Brock].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1609

Bromige, Iris.
April girl [braille] / [Iris Bromige].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1647

Bronte, Charlotte, 1816-1855.
Villette [braille] / introduction and notes by Gilbert Phelps.
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1925

Bronte, Emily, 1818-1848.
Wuthering Heights [braille] / [Emily Bronte].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
13 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1346

Brooke, Rupert, 1887-1915.
Poems [braille] / [Rupert Brooke].
Melbourne : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind, 1928.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1902

Broster, D. K. (Dorothy Kathleen), d. 1950.
Flight of the heron [braille] / [Dorothy Kathleen Broster].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1553

Brown, Claude, 1937-
Manchild in the promised land [braille] / [Claude Brown].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 453

Brown, Douglas.
If Hitler comes [braille] / by Douglas Brown and Christopher Serpell.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 43

Brown, Frank J.
Commerce and the citizen [braille] / by Frank Brown and Frank Dowsett.
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children.
Shakespeare [braille] / [Ivor Brown].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1781

Way of my world [braille] / [Ivor Brown].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 91

Brown, John, 1830-1922.  
History of the English Bible [braille] / [John Brown].  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1488

Brownbill, Kay.  
Blow the wind southerly [braille] / [Kay Brownbill].  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1455

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 129

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889.  
Four poems [braille] / [Robert Browning].  
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1911.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2119

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 251

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889.  
Pippa passes [braille] / [Robert Browning].  
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 761
Browning, Robert, 1812-1889.  
Ring and the book [braille] / [Robert Browning].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1909.  
11 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 698

Bruce, Mary Grant, 1878-1958.  
Karalta [braille] / [Mary Grant Bruce].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1240

Bruner, Jerome S. (Jerome Seymour)  
2 v. of braille.  
Braille 246

Great duke, or, The invincible general [braille] / [Arthur Bryant].  
8 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1796

King Charles II [braille] / [Arthur Bryant].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 192

King Charles II [braille] / [Arthur Bryant].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.  
7 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 193

Medieval foundation [braille] / [Arthur Bryant].  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 781

7 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2874

8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 930

Bryce, James Bryce, Viscount, 1838-1922.
Holy Roman Empire [braille] / [Bryce, James, Viscount].
London: Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 140

Bryher, 1894-
Roman wall [braille] / [Winifred Bryher].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2086

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Book of escapes and hurried journeys [braille] / [John Buchan].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 51

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Castle Gay [braille] / [John Buchan].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1164

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Free fishers [braille] / [John Buchan].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 164

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
House of the four winds [braille] / [John Buchan].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1168

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Island of sheep [braille] / [John Buchan].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1576

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Memory hold-the-door [braille] / [John Buchan].
Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Memory hold-the-door [braille] / [John Buchan].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1944.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2639

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Mr Standfast [braille] / [John Buchan].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 983

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Mr Standfast [braille] / [John Buchan].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1926

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Prester John [braille] / [John Buchan].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1531

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 159

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Sick heart river [braille] / [John Buchan].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1239

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Thirty nine steps [braille] / [John Buchan].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1942.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 149

Buchan, John, 1875-1940.
Three hostages [braille] / [John Buchan].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2469
Buck, Pearl S. (Pearl Sydenstricker), 1892-1973.
Command the morning [braille] / [Pearl Buck].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2135

Buck, Pearl S. (Pearl Sydenstricker), 1892-1973.
Good earth [braille] / [Pearl (Sydenstricker) Buck].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 215

Buckland, John.
Adriatic adventure [braille] / [John Buckland].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 636

Buckler, Henry Reginald, 1840-1927.
Spiritual instruction and sermon for principal festivals [braille] / [Henry Reginald Buckler].
: Dominican Nuns, South Australia, 1899.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1489

Buff [braille].
v. of braille.
Braille serial 2

Buffalo's eyes and other tales [braille].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2814

Bullen, Frank T. (Frank Thomas), 1857-1915.
With Christ at sea [braille] / [Frank T. Bullen].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1907.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1481

Bullett, Gerald, 1894-1958.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2599

Bunyan, John, 1628-1688.
Holy war [braille] : made by Shaddai upon Diabolus, for the regaining of the metropolis of the world; or, The losing and taking again of the town of Mansoul / edited by James F. Forrest.
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1912.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1466

Bunyan, John, 1628-1688.
Pilgrim's progress [braille] / [John Bunyan].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1459

Bunyan, John, 1628-1688.
3 v. (468 p.) of interline braille.
Braille 35

Bunyan, John, 1628-1688.
Progresado de la pilgrimanto de tiu ci mondo gis la venonta [braille] / [John Bunyan].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1911.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1108

Burgess, Alan.
Small woman [braille] / [Alan Burgess].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1663

Burgess, Anthony, 1917-.
Nothing like the sun [braille] / [Anthony Burgess].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2495

Burke, Thomas, 1887-1945.
London in my time [braille] / [Thomas Burke].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 466

Biology and the appreciation of life [braille] / [Burnet, Macfarlane, Sir].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 166

Burney, Fanny, 1752-1840.
Evelina [braille] / [Fanny Burney].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1926.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1207

Burnford, Sheila Every.
Incredible journey [braille] / [Sheila Every Burnford].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2328

Burns, Robert, 1759-1796.
Burns; selected poems [braille] / edited with introduction notes and a glossary by J. Logie Robertson.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2523

Burns, Robert, 1759-1796.
Cotter's Saturday night [braille] / by Robert Burns.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1898.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2904

Burt, Kendal.
One that got away [braille] / by Kendal Burt and James Leasor.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 186

Burton, Hester.
In spite of all terror [braille] / [Hester Burton].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1260

Bury, J. B. (John Bagnell), 1861-1927.
History of freedom of thought [braille] / [J. B. Bury].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2010

Case of the corporal's leave [braille] / [Christopher Bush].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2779

Butler, Samuel, 1835-1902.
Erewhon, and Erewhon revisited [braille] / Samuel Butler.
Butler, Samuel, 1835-1902.  
Erewhon, or, Over the range [braille] / [Samuel Butler].  
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 482

Butler, Samuel, 1835-1902.  
Way of all flesh [braille] / [Samuel Butler].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.  
9 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2795

Sir Charles Napier [braille] / [Butler, William Francis, Sir].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1903.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 678

Butterfield, Herbert, Sir, 1900-1979.  
Christianity and history [braille] / [Butterfield, Herbert, Sir].  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2416

Butterfield, P. D.  
How to make your confession [braille] / [P. D. Butterfield].  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1689

Byron, George Gordon Byron, Baron, 1788-1824.  
Corsair [braille] / [Byron, George Gordon Byron, Baron].  
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1952.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 923

Byron, George Gordon Byron, Baron, 1788-1824.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 44

Cable, Mildred.
Braille 2005

Cady, Harriette Emilie, 1848-1941.
Braille 1461

Cain, James M. (James Mallahan), 1892-1977.
Braille 431

Caldwell, Wallace Everett, 1890-1961.
Braille 850

Callison, Brian, 1934-
Braille 2497

Callow, Philip.
Braille 2271

Calvocoressi, M. D. (Michel D.), 1877-1944.
Musical taste and how to form it [braille] / by M.D. Calvocoressi. 2 v. of braille.
Braille 1420

Cameron, Burgess.
Australia's economic policies [braille] / [Burgess Cameron]. Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1974. 4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1427
Cameron, Ian, 1924-  
Wings of the morning [braille] : the story of the Fleet Air Arm in the Second World War / by Ian Cameron [ie. Donald Gordon Payne].  
6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 183  

Cameron, Isabel.  
Boysie [braille] / [Isabel Cameron].  
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 942  

Cameron, James, 1911-1985.  
Indian summer [braille] / [James Cameron].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1674  

Camm, Fredrick James.  
Beginner's guide to radio [braille] : an elementary course in 27 lessons / [Fredrick James Camm].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2410  

Campbell, Gordon, 1886-1953.  
My mystery ships [braille] / [Gordon Campbell].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 630  

Campbell, Ian, 1942-  
Thomas Carlyle [braille] / by Ian Campbell.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2856  

Camus, Albert, 1913-1960.  
Etranger [braille] / [Albert Camus].  
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1389  

Cannan, Joanna, 1898-  
Hills sleep on [braille] / [Joanna Cannan].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2800
Canning, John, 1920-
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
16 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1303

Canning, Victor, 1911-
Burning eye [braille] / [Victor Canning].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2133

Canning, Victor, 1911-
Finger of Saturn [braille] / [Victor Canning].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2736

Canning, Victor, 1911-
Golden salamander [braille] / [Victor Canning].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2536

Canning, Victor, 1911-
Mask of memory [braille] / [Victor Canning].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2259

Canning, Victor, 1911-
Mr Finchley discovers his England [braille] / [Victor Canning].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1940.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2572

Carlyle, Thomas, 1795-1881.
French revolution [braille] / [Thomas Carlyle].
11 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2642

Carlyle, Thomas, 1795-1881.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1899.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2931

Carlyle, Thomas, 1795-1881.
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1897.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2963

Carmichael, Harry, 1908-.
Naked to the grave [braille] / [Harry Carmichael].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2531

How to stop worrying and start living [braille] / [Dale Carnegie].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 787

Carney, Daniel, 1944-.
Wild geese [braille] / [Daniel Carney].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2303

Carpentier, Alejo, 1904-.
Lost steps [braille] / translated from the Spanish by Harriet de Orris.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2674

Death in five boxes [braille] / [Carter Dickson].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2556

Life of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle [braille] / [John Dickson Carr].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1779

Men who explained miracles [braille] : six short stories and a novelette / [John Dickson Carr].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2194

Carroll, Lewis, 1832-1898.
Phantasmagoria and other poems [braille] / [Lewis Carroll].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 362

Carstairs, G. M.
This island now [braille] / [G. M. Carstairs].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1136

Carter, Isabel, 1916-
Southern cloud [braille] / [Isabel Carter].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 197

Cartland, Barbara, 1902-
Little adventure [braille] / [Barbara Cartland].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2131

Casey, Richard Gardiner Casey, Baron, 1890-1976.
Australian father and son [braille] / [Casey, Richard Gardiner Casey, Baron].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 937

Casona, Alejandro, 1903-1965.
Flor de leyendas [braille] / [Alejandro Casona].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1529

Land of the starry cross and other verses [braille] / by Gilrooney (R.J. Cassidy)
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1922.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2896

Castle, Charles.
Dogs [braille] / [Charles Castle].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1125A

Catholic Church.
Catechism [braille] / [Catholic Church].
Catholic Braille Writing Association, 1941.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1471

Catholic prayer book [braille].
: Dominican Nuns, South Australia.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1500

Catholic Truth Society (Great Britain)
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1051

Cato.
Guilty men [braille] / [Cato].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 501

Cecil John Rhodes [braille]
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 669

Settled out of court [braille] / [Henry Cecil].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2114

Cellini, Benvenuto, 1500-1571.
Memoirs of Benvenuto Cellini, a Florentine artist [braille] / translated by Anne Macdonell.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1718

Ceppi, Marc, b. 1875.
Simple french stories [braille] / [Marc Ceppi].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 100

Ceppi, Marc, b. 1875.
Trente-deux petits contes [braille] / par Marc Ceppi.
3 v. of braille.
Braille 1397

Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de, 1547-1616.
History of the valorous and witty knight-errant Don Quixote of the Mancha [braille] / by Miguel de Cervantes ;[translated by Thomas Shelton].
12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2869

Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de, 1547-1616.
History of the valorous and witty knight-errant, Don Quixote of the Mancha [braille] / [Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra].
12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 110

Chambers, E. K. (Edmund Kerchever), 1866-1954
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 866

Chance, John Newton.
Lady in a frame [braille] / [John Newton Chance].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1686

Charles II, King of England, 1630-1685.
Letters, speeches and declarations of King Charles II [braille] / edited by Sir Arthur Bryant.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1801

Charques, Dorothy.
Dark stranger [braille] / [Dorothy Charques].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2058

Charteris, Leslie, 1907-
Featuring the Saint [braille] / [Leslie Charteris].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2521

Chaucer glossary index [braille]
9 v. of braille.
Braille 1380

Chaucer, Geoffrey, d. 1400.
Pardoner's tale [braille] / [Geoffrey Chaucer].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1385

Chaucer, Geoffrey, d. 1400.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1381

Chen, Paky.
Brief history of Chinese political thought [braille] / [Paky Chen].
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1681

Chesser, Eustace, 1902-
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 938

Chesterton, Cecil, 1879-1918.
Story of Nell Gwyn [braille] / [Cecil Edward Chesterton].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 932

Chesterton, G. K. (Gilbert Keith), 1874-1936.
Charles Dickens [braille] / [Gilbert Keith Chesterton].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 676

Chesterton, G. K. (Gilbert Keith), 1874-1936.
Stories, essays and poems [braille] / [Gilbert Keith Chesterton].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2150

Childe, V. Gordon (Vere Gordon), 1892-1957.
Man makes himself [braille] / [Vere Gordon Childe].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 838

Childe, V. Gordon (Vere Gordon), 1892-1957.
What happened in history [braille] / [Vere Gordon Childe].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 310
Christian doctrine [braille].
: Dominican Nuns, South Australia.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1484

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Adventure of the Christmas pudding [braille] : and a selection of entr ees / [Agatha Christie].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2743

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Appointment with death [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2790

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
At Bertram's Hotel [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2258

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Cards on the table [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2274

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Caribbean mystery [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2143

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Clocks [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2577

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Hercule Poirot's Christmas [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2575

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Hickory dickory dock [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2370

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Mirror crack'd from side to side [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2568

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Pale horse [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1764

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Postern of fate [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2305

Christie, Agatha, 1890-1976.
Third girl [braille] / [Agatha Christie].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2187

Christopher, F. J. (Frederick John), 1912-
Basketry [braille] / by F.J. Christopher.
1 v. of interpoint braille ; 34 cm.
Braille 2413

Church hymnary [braille] : authorized for use in public worship by the Church of Scotland,
the Free Church of Scotland, the United Presbyterian Church, the Presbyterian Church in
Ireland.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1514

Church of England.
Collects, Epistles and Gospels for the lesser feasts according to the calendar set out in
1928 [braille] / [Church of England].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 65

Church, R. J. Harrison (Ronald James Harrison)
Advanced geography of northern and western Europe [braille] / by P.J. Harrison Church [et al.]
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 3029

Church, Richard, 1893-1972.
Voyage home [braille] / [Richard Church].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1710

5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1402

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 695

46 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1127A (Vols. 1-3)

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 182

Cicero, Marcus Tullius.
M. Tullii Ciceronis Cato Maior de senectute. Ad t. pomponuim altiaim [braille] / ed. by
Leonard Huxley.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 992

Cicero, Marcus Tullius.
Orations against Catiline [braille] / [Marcus Tullius Cicero].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 46

Cicero, Marcus Tullius.
Pro Sexto Roscio Amerino [braille] / Cicero ; with introduction and notes by St. George Stock.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 308

Clark, G. N. (George Norman), Sir, 1890-
Early modern Europe from about 1450 to about 1720 [braille] / [Clark, George, Sir].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1390

Clark, Kenneth, 1903-1983.
Another part of the wood [braille] / [Kenneth Clark].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1725

Short history of Australia [braille] / [Manning Clark].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 287

Clarke, Arthur C. (Arthur Charles), 1917-
Challenge of the sea [braille] / [Arthur Charles Clarke].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 799

Clarke, Arthur C. (Arthur Charles), 1917-
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 847

Clarke, T. E. B. (Thomas Ernest Bennett), 1907-
Wrong turning [braille] / [T. E. B. Clarke].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2059

Clayton, E. Bellis (Edward Bellis), b. 1882.
Physiotherapy in general practice and for the use of masseuses [braille] / [E. Bellis Clayton].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1133
Cleary, Jon, 1917-
Green helmet [braille] / [Jon Cleary].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2269

Cleary, Jon, 1917-
Vortex [braille] / [Jon Cleary].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2148

Cleeve, Brian, 1921-
Tread softly in this place [braille] / [Brian Cleeve].
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2763

Clegg, Eric.
Return your verdict [braille] : some studies in Australian murder / [Eric Clegg].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 936

Clifford, Francis.
Hunting ground [braille] / [Francis Clifford].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2792

Clifford, Francis.
Naked runner [braille] / [Francis Clifford].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2343

Clostermann, Pierre, 1921-
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1954.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 153

All aboard for Singapore [braille] / Frank Clune.
5 v. of braille.
Braille 924

Ashes of Hiroshima [braille] : a post-war trip to Japan and China / [Frank Clune].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1950.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 931

Captain Melville [braille] / [Frank Clune].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 433

Castles in Spain [braille] / [Frank Clune].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1952.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 775

Hands across the Pacific [braille] : a voyage of discovery from Australia to the Hawaiian Islands and Canada, April to June 1950 / [Frank Clune].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1951.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 777

Roaming around Australia [braille] / [Frank Clune].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 614

Rolling down the Lachlan [braille] : adventurous tales of N.S.W. pioneers / [Frank Clune].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 622

Clune, George.
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1943.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 788

Australia and back [braille] / [Cobham, Alan J., Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 605

Codd, Clara.
Meditation [braille] : its practice and results / [Clara M. Codd].
Cohn, H. H.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2324

Colbourne, Maurice, 1894-
Economic nationalism [braille] / by Maurice Colbourne.
2 v. of braille.
Braille 2421

8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1592

Coleman, Frederic, b. 1876.
From Mons to Ypres with French [braille] : a personal narrative / [Frederic Abernathy Coleman].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 146

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 1772-1834.
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 484

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 1772-1834.
Coleridge [braille] : poetry and prose / with essays by Hazlitt, Jeffrey, de Quincey, Carlyle and others ; with an introduction and notes by H.W. Garrod.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2079

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 1772-1834.
Rime of the ancient mariner [braille] / edited with introduction and notes by Margaret A. Keeling.
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 926

Coles, Manning.
Basle express [braille] / [Manning Coles].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2311

Coles, Manning.
Three beans [braille] / [Manning Coles].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2272

Colette, 1873-1954.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2825

Colette, 1873-1954.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2799

Collection of grade 1 braille stories [braille].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1352

Collier, Richard, 1924-
Ten thousand eyes [braille] / [Richard Collier].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 933

Black ivory [braille] : being the story of Ralph Rudd; his early adventures perils and misfortunes on land and sea / [Norman Collins].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2051

Bond Street story [braille] / [Norman Collins].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2682

Collins, Wilkie, 1824-1889.
Moonstone [braille] / [Wilkie Collins].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2052
Collins, Wilkie, 1824-1889.
Woman in white [braille] / [Wilkie Collins].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1814

Comfort, Alex, 1920-
Nature and human nature [braille] / [Alex Comfort].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1773

Company of heaven [braille]: daily links of the household of God.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1486

Heritage and it's history [braille] / [I. Compton-Burnett].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2029

Congreve, William, 1670-1729.
Way of the world [braille] / [William Congreve].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1425

Connell, W. F. (William Fraser), 1916-
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2973

Connolly, Ray, 1940-
Newsdeath [braille] / [Ray Connolly].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1646

Connolly, Roy.
Southern saga [braille] / [Roy Connolly].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 541

Conquest of disability [braille]: inspiring accounts of courage, fortitude and adaptibility in conquering grave physical handicaps / edited by Sir Ian Fraser.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1635

Almayer's folly [braille] / [Joseph Conrad].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 767

Almayer's folly [braille] / [Joseph Conrad].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1926.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1165

Arrow of gold [braille] : a story between two notes / [Joseph Conrad].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2095

Chance [braille] / [Joseph Conrad].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 934

Heart of darkness [braille] / [Joseph Conrad].
North Hobart : Hear-a-Book.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 276

Lord Jim [braille] / [Joseph Conrad].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1574

Nigger of the Narcissus [braille] / by Joseph Conrad.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2994

Nigger of the 'Narcissus' [braille] / [Joseph Conrad].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
6 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 120

Rescue [braille] : a romance of the shallows / [Joseph Conrad].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 82

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.  
10 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 549

'Twixt land and sea [braille] : three tales / [Joseph Conrad].  
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.  
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1283

Typhoon [braille] / [Joseph Conrad].  
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.  
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1282

Victory [braille] : an island tale / [Joseph Conrad].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2664

Youth, a narrative; and two other stories [braille] / [Joseph Conrad].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1199

Conscience, Henri.
Gentilhomme pauvre [braille] / [Henri Conscience].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2394

Conway, Laura.
Unforgotten [braille] / [Laura Conway].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2352

Cooke, Judy.
New road [braille] / [Judy Cooke].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2597

4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 927

Cookson, Catherine, 1906-
Cinder path [braille] / [Catherine Cookson].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2638

Cookson, Catherine, 1906-
Girl [braille] / [Catherine Cookson].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2338

Cookson, Catherine, 1906-
Invisible cord [braille] / [Catherine Cookson].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1967

Cookson, Catherine.
Gambling man [braille] / [Catherine Cookson].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2232

Cookson, Catherine.
Man who cried [braille] / [Catherine Cookson].
Cookson, Catherine.
Pure as the lily [braille] / [Catherine Cookson].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2539

Cooper, Diana, Lady, 1892-
Rainbow comes and goes [braille] / [Cooper, Diana, Lady].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 928

Cooper, Diana, Lady, 1892-
Rainbow comes and goes [braille] / [Cooper, Diana, Lady].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1658

Cooper, Duff, 1890-1954.
Talleyrand [braille] / [Duff Cooper].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1657

Cooper, Edmund, 1926-
Prisoner of fire [braille] / [Edmund Cooper].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2503

Cooper, Elizabeth, 1877-1945.
Heart of O Sono San [braille] / [Elizabeth Cooper].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2663

Cooper, James Fenimore, 1789-1851.
Last of the Mohicans [braille] : a narrative of 1757 / [James Fenimore Cooper].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1231

Cooper, William.
You're not alone [braille] : a doctor's diary / [William Cooper].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2666
Copeland, Donalda McKillop.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3027

Copper, Basil, 1924-
Don't bleed on me [braille] / [Basil Copper].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2233

Cordell, Alexander, 1914-
Bright Cantonese [braille] / [Alexander Cordell].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2766

Cordell, Alexander, 1914-
Fire people [braille] / [Alexander Cordell].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2470

Cotlow, Lewis.
Zanzabuku [braille] / [Lewis Cotlow].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 944

Cotterell, Geoffrey.
Westward the sun [braille] / [Geoffrey Cotterell].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1997

Cotton, Catherine Drummond (Smith)
Experience [braille] / [Catherine Drummond (Smith) Cotton].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 789

Cottrell, Leonard.
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1585

Coulton, G. G. (George Gordon), 1858-1947.
Medieval panorama [braille] : the English scene from conquest to Reformation / [George Gordon Coulton].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 774

Coulton, G. G. (George Gordon), 1858-1947.
Medieval panorama [braille] : the horizons of thought / [George Gordon Coulton].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 925

Couper, J. M. (John Mill), 1914-
Thundering good today [braille] / by J.M. Couper.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2943

Cowan, Alan.
Two or three questions [braille] / [Alan Cowan].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2221

Blithe spirit [braille] : an improbable farce in three acts / [Noel Coward].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1588

Pomp and circumstance [braille] / [Noel Coward].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2569

Cowen, Zelman, Sir, 1919-
Isaac Isaacs [braille] / [Zelman Cowen].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 935

Cowper, William, 1731-1800.
Selections from Cowper's poems [braille] / with an introduction by Mrs. Oliphant.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2948

Crane, Frank.
Just human [braille] / [Frank Crane].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 929

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2865

Cranqui.
French difficulties made easy [braille] / by Senor Cranqui.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3042

Crawford, F. Marion (Francis Marion), 1854-1909.
Marietta [braille] : a maid of Venice / [Francis Marion Crawford].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1962

Crawford, F. Marion (Francis Marion), 1854-1909.
Saracinesca [braille] / [Francis Marion Crawford].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2640

Gideon's badge [braille] / [J. J. Marric].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2610

Gideon's staff [braille] / by J.J. Marric i.e. J. Creasey.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1619

Inspector West at bay [braille] / [John Creasey].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1688

Toff and the teds [braille] / [John Creasey].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1942

Creighton, Mandell, 1843-1901.
History of Rome [braille] / [Mandell Creighton].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 640

Margaret McMillan, a memoir [braille] / [D'Arcy Cresswell].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 717

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1683

Australian national government [braille] / [L. F. Crisp].
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2

Crispin, Edmund, 1921-1978.
Moving toyshop [braille] : a detective story / [Edmund Crispin].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2185

Crofts, Freeman Wills, 1879-1957.
12.30 from Croydon [braille] / [Freeman Wills Crofts].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2598

Crofts, Freeman Wills, 1879-1957.
Inspector French and the starved tragedy [braille] / [Freeman Wills Crofts].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1961

Crofts, Freeman Wills, 1879-1957.
Inspector French's greatest case [braille] / [Freeman Wills Crofts].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2260

Crofts, Freeman Wills, 1879-1957.
Mystery of the sleeping car express [braille] / [Freeman Wills Crofts].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1854

Beyond this place [braille] / [Archibald Joseph Cronin].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2661

Judas tree [braille] / [Archibald Joseph Cronin].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2544

'Northern Light' [braille] / by A.J. Cronin.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2926

Stars look down [braille] / [Archibald Joseph Cronin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1533

Cronin, Bernard, 1884-1968.
How runs the road [braille] / [Bernard Cronin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 968

Crozier, Brian, 1918-
South-East Asia in turmoil [braille] / [Brian Crozier].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 791

Cruikshank, R. J. (Robert James)
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2878

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 986

Cummings, Gordon, 1905-
Complete guide to investment [braille] / [Gordon Cummings].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1762

Cunningham, P. (Peter), 1789-1864.
Two years in New South Wales [braille] / [Peter Miller Cunningham].
10 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 922

Curie, Eve, 1904-
Journey among warriors [braille] / [Eve Curie].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 658

Curtayne, Alice.
St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland [braille] / by Alice Curtayne.
1 v. of braille.
Braille 1057

Curteis, George Herbert, 1824-1894.
Bishop Selwyn of New Zealand, and of Lichfield [braille] : a sketch of his life and work ... / [George Herbert Curteis].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1910.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 656

Curtiss, Ursula.
Stairway [braille] / [Ursula Curtiss].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2722

Doblin, Alfred, 1878-1957.
Berlin Alexanderplatz [braille] : selected extracts / [Alfred Doblin].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2206

Daiches, David, 1912-
Two worlds [braille] : an Edinburgh Jewish childhood / [David Daiches].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1734

Dalgairns, Bernard.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1522

Daly, Elizabeth, 1878-
House without the door [braille] / [Elizabeth Daly].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2385

Dane, Clemence.
Bill of divorcement [braille] : a play in three acts / [Clemence Dane].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 366

Daneman, Meredith.
Chance to sit down [braille] / [Meredith Daneman].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2630

Daniel to Joel [braille] : the books of the prophets Daniel, Hosea and Joel.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1544

Daniels, Harold Robert.
Accused [braille] / [Harold Robert Daniels].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2349

Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321.
Divine comedy. Inferno [braille] / [Dante Alighieri].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 447

Dark, Sidney, 1874-1947.
Life of Sir Arthur Pearson [braille] / [Sidney Dark].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 719

Darrid, William.
Blooding [braille] / [William Darrid].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1841

Darwin, Charles, 1809-1882.
Voyage of the Beagle [braille] / [Charles Darwin].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2357

Davenport, Marcia, 1903-
Constant image [braille] / Marcia Davenport.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2925

Davidson, Lionel, 1922-
Long way to Shiloh [braille] / [Lionel Davidson].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2217

Davidson, Thomas, 1856-1923.
Chambers 20th century dictionary - dictionary appendix [braille] / [Thomas Davidson].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2075

Davies, M.,
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1035

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 117

South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1935.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2889

Davison, Frank Dalby, 1893-1970.
Blue coast caravan [braille] / by Frank Dalby Davison and Brooke Nicholls.
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1937.
Davison, Frank Dalby, 1893-1970.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1534

New anthology of modern verse, 1920-40 [braille] / chosen and with an introduction by C.
Day Lewis and L. A. G. Strong.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 759

Otterbury incident [braille] / [C. Day Lewis].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1331

Sad variety [braille] / [Nicholas Blake].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2351

Dayan, Yael, 1939-
New face in the mirror [braille] / [Yael Dayan].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1868

De Hartog, Jan, 1914-
Peaceable kingdom [braille] / [Jan de Hartog].
12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2586

De Jong, Meindert, 1910-
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1714

De la Mare, Walter, 1873-1956.
Desert islands [braille] / [Walter De la Mare].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1581

De la Mare, Walter, 1873-1956.
Seaton's aunt [braille] / [Walter De la Mare].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1532

De Loghe, Sydney.
Straits impregnable [braille] / [Sydney De Loghe].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 142

De Quincey, Thomas, 1785-1859.
English mail coach [braille] / [Thomas De Quincey].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2323

De Quincey, Thomas, 1785-1859.
Modern superstitions [braille] / [Thomas De Quincey].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2477

Debenham, A. E. (Arthur Edmund)
All manner of people [braille] / [Arthur Edmund Debenham].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 790

Debenham, A. E. (Arthur Edmund)
Without fear or favour [braille] : the biography of a career / [Arthur Edmund Debenham].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 805

Deeving, Warwick, 1877-1950.
Laughing House [braille] / [Warrick Deeving].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1949.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 330

Defoe, Daniel, 1661?-1731.
Journal of the plague year [braille] / [Daniel Defoe].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 121
Delafield, E. M., 1890-1943.
Humbug [braille] : a study in education / [E. M. Delafield].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1891

Delaney, John P.
My mind still wanders [braille] / [John P. Delaney].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1494

Delderfield, R. F. (Ronald Frederick), 1912-1972.
Spring madness of Mr. Sermon [braille] / [Ronald Frederick Delderfield].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2237

Delpierre, E. G.
Hero of the air, Jean du Plessis (1892-1923) [braille] / [E. G. Delpierre].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1570

Denis, Michaela.
At home with Michaela [braille] / [Michaela Denis].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2513

Denman, Ann.
Silent handicap [braille] / [Ann Denman].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2284

Road to Canberra [braille] / [Warren Denning].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 624

Dennis, C. J. (Clarence James), 1876-1938.
Sentimental bloke [braille] : and other selected verse / [Clarence James Dennis].
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1133A

Dennis, Patrick, 1921-1976.
Genius [braille] / [Patrick Dennis].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2113

Dent, Alan.
Mrs. Patrick Campbell [braille] / [Alan Dent].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 945

Descartes, Rene, 1596-1650.
Discourse on method [braille].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2866

Devanny, Jean, 1894-1962.
By tropic sea and jungle [braille] : adventures in north Queensland / [Jean Devanny].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 620

Dead trouble [braille] / [Dominic Devine].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2498

Sleeping tiger [braille] / [Dominic Devine].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2339

Dewdall, Harry Frances Harriett.
Joking apart [braille] / [Harry Frances Harriett Dewdall].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 118

D'Ewes, Dudley R. (Dudley Ridge)
Pen money [braille] : a course on how to write for the press / [Dudley Ridge D'Ewes].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1785

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Adventures of Oliver Twist, or, The Parish boy's progress [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2028

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
American notes [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1171

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Barnaby Rudge [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.
15 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1172

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Chimes [braille] : a goblin story of some bells that rang an old year out and a new year in / [Charles Dickens].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1166

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Chimes [braille] : a goblin story of some bells that rang an old year out and a new year in / [Charles Dickens].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2627

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Christmas carol [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1158

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Cricket on the hearth [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1156

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Great expectations [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2004

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Hard times [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2201

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Letters of Charles Dickens to his oldest friend [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 664

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Little Dorrit [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 726

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Old curiosity shop [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2006

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Posthumous papers of the Pickwick Club [braille] / by Charles Dickens.
12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2854

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Selection of character sketches [braille] / by Charles Dickens.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side (thermoform).
Braille 3014

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Tale of two cities [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 221

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870.
Uncommercial traveller [braille] / [Charles Dickens].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1205

Dickens, Monica, 1915-
Angel in the corner [braille] / [Monica Dickens].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2712
Dickson, Lovat, 1902-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1675

Diderot, Denis, 1713-1784.
Jacques le Fataliste [braille] / [Denis Diderot].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 307

Diethelke, Walter.
Saint Pius, the farm boy [braille] / [Walter Diethelke].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1018

Dillon, E. J. (Emile Joseph), 1855-1933.
Count Leo Tolstoy [braille] / [Emile Joseph Dillon].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 735

Dillon, Eilis, 1920-
Across the bitter sea [braille] / [Eil is Dillon].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2703

Dillon, Eilis, 1920-
Death in the quadrangle [braille] / [Eil is Dillon].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2396

Frontiers are green [braille] / [Richard Dimbleby].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 967

Diment, Adam.
Bang bang birds [braille] / [Adam Diment].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2747

Diment, Adam.
Dolly, dolly spy [braille] / [Adam Diment].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2342

Diment, Adam.
Great spy race [braille] / [Adam Diment].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1648

Directory of agencies for the blind in the British Isles, and overseas [braille]
3 v.
Braille 855

Disability information online [braille] : computer searchable databases / from the National Library's Computer Search Service.
[Canberra : National Library of Australia, 1988
1 v. of interpoint braille ; 29 x 31 cm.
Braille 2920

Disraeli, Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield, 1804-1881.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1924

District doctor [braille].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 762

Dixon, James Main, 1856-1933.
English idioms [braille] / [James Main Dixon].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 50

Dobree, Bonamy, 1891-
English essayist [braille] / [Bonamy Dobree].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 978

Dobzhansky, Theodosius, 1900-1975.
Biological basis of human freedom [braille] / [Theodosius Grigorievich Dobzhansky].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 281

Dodge, David, 1910-
To catch a thief [braille] / [David Dodge].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2630a

Donath, E. J. (Egon Joseph)
William Farrer [braille] / [E. J. Donath].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 649

Donne, John, 1572-1631.
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 220

Douglas, Gawin, 1474?-1522.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2665

Douglas, Lloyd C. (Lloyd Cassel), 1877-1951.
Big fisherman [braille] / [Lloyd Cassel Douglas].
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1692

Douglas, Lloyd C. (Lloyd Cassel), 1877-1951.
Precious jeopardy [braille] / [Lloyd Cassel Douglas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1951.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 996

Douglas, O.
Unforgettable, unforgotten [braille] / by Anna Buchan (O. Douglas)
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1946.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2984

Dower, Kenneth Gandar, 1908-
Spotted lion [braille] / [Kenneth Cecil Gandar Dower].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1960

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes [braille] / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2090

2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2706

Green flag and other stories of war and sport [braille] / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1949

Return of Sherlock Holmes [braille] / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2662

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1889

Round the red lamp [braille] : being facts and fancies of medical life / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2082

Sign of four [braille] / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1924.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 910

Sir Nigel [braille] / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1890

Tragedy of the Korosko [braille] / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 911

Valley of fear [braille] / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1195

White company [braille] / [Doyle, Arthur Conan, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1177

Drabble, Margaret, 1939-
Jerusalem the golden [braille] / [Margaret Drabble].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2025

Drabble, Margaret, 1939-
Millstone [braille] / [Margaret Drabble].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2499

Drabble, Margaret, 1939-
Needle's eye [braille] / [Margaret Drabble].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2096

Wicked and the fair [braille] / [H. Drake-Brockman].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 160

Drinkwater, John, 1882-1937.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 112

Drinkwater, John, 1882-1937.
Mary Stuart [braille] / [John Drinkwater].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 360
Drinkwater, John, 1882-1937.
Mary Stuart [braille] : a play / by John Drinkwater.
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 114

Drinkwater, John, 1882-1937.
Oliver Cromwell [braille] : a play / by John Drinkwater.
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 113

Drohan, N. T. (Neville Thomas)
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 236

Drummond, Henry, 1851-1897.
City without a church [braille] : an address / [Henry Drummond].
: Braille Writing Society of the Industrial School for the Blind, 1894.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1482

Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 119

Dryden, John, 1631-1700.
Selected poems of John Dryden [braille] / [John Dryden].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 758

Du Maurier, Daphne, Dame, 1907-
Frenchman's creek [braille] / [Daphne Du Maurier].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 227

Du Maurier, Daphne, Dame, 1907-
Glass-blowers [braille] / [Daphne Du Maurier].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2570

Du Maurier, Daphne, Dame, 1907-
House on the Strand [braille] / [Daphne Du Maurier].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2461

Du Maurier, Daphne, Dame, 1907-
My cousin Rachel [braille] / [Daphne Du Maurier].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2112

Du Maurier, George, 1834-1896.
Trilby [braille] / [George Du Maurier].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 111

Du Mont, J. (Jules), b. 1881.
200 miniature games of chess [braille] : combinations in the openings / [Jules Dumont].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2156

Duden, Konrad, 1829-1911.
18 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 321

Dudley, Ernest, 1908-
Whistling sands [braille] / [Ernest Dudley].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1950

Dudley, Owen Francis, 1882-1952.
Will men be like gods? [braille] : humanitarianism or human happiness / [Owen Francis Dudley].
Catholic Braille Writing Association, 1937.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1475

Duffy, James.
Australians in Malaya [braille] : and other tales of the Malayan campaign / [James Duffy].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 721

Duggan, Alfred, 1903-1964.
Lord Geoffrey's fancy [braille] / [Alfred Duggan].
Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Black tulip [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1216

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Chevalier de maison-rouge [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 116

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Chevalier de maison-rouge [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1087

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Chicot the jester [braille] / by Alexandre Dumas and Auguste Maquet.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1090

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Count of Monte Cristo [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
27 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1091

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Forty-five [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 107

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Forty-five guardsmen [braille] / by Alexandre Dumas and Auguste Maquet.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1926.
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1084

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Man in the iron mask [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
14 v. of interline braille.
Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Marguerite de Valois [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
10 v. of interline braille.

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
My memoirs [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
6 v. of interline braille.

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Queen's necklace [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1924.
8 v. of interline braille.

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Regent's daughter [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
5 v. of interline braille.

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Taking the Bastille [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
9 v. of interline braille.

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Three musketeers [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1910.
14 v. of interline braille.

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Three musketeers [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
8 v. of interpoint braille.

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Tulip noire [braille] / [Alexandre Dumas].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Twenty years after [braille] / by Alexandre Dumas and Auguste Maquet.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1911.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1094

Dumas, Alexandre, 1802-1870.
Vicomte de Bragelonne, ou, Dix ans plus tard [braille] : complement des Trois mousquetaires et de Vingt ans aprs / by Alexandre Dumas, written in collaboration with Auguste Maquet.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1089

Dunbar, Helen Flanders, 1902-1959.
Mind and body [braille] : psychosomatic medicine / [Helen Flanders Dunbar].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2472

Duncan, Jane, 1910-
My friend Sashie [braille] / [Jane Duncan].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2710

Duncan, Jane, 1910-
My friends the Macleans [braille] / [Jane Duncan].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2784

Dunne, Desmond, 1913-
Manual of yoga [braille] / [Desmond Dunne].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2595

Dunne, Lee.
Bed in the sticks [braille] / [Lee Dunne].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2621

Dunstan, Roberts C. (Roberts Christian)
Sand and the sky [braille] / Roberts C. Dunstan and Burton Graham.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 435
Durkheim, Emile, 1858-1917.
Rules of sociological method [braille] / [Emile Durkheim].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 824

Durkheim, Emile, 1858-1917.
Rules of sociological method [braille] / by Emile Durkheim.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2829

Durrell, Gerald, 1925-
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2515

Durrell, Gerald, 1925-
Encounters with animals [braille] / [Gerald Malcolm Durrell].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1838

Durrell, Gerald, 1925-
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2522

Durrell, Lawrence.
Clea [braille] / [Lawrence Durrell].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2030

Durrell, Lawrence.
Mountolive [braille] / [Lawrence Durrell].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2705

Durrenmatt, Friedrich, 1921-
Besuch der alten Dame [braille] / [Friedrich Durrenmatt].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1448

Durward, Quentin.
Stories from Waverley [braille] / [Quentin Durward].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3041

Social studies through activities [braille] / by C. Eakins and A.E. Williams.
Catholic Braille Association of South Australia, 1962.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1426

Earl, Stephen.
Hills of the boasting woman [braille] / [Stephen Earl].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1805

Easterbook, Laurence F.
Land of Britain [braille] / [Laurence F. Easterbook].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1830

Eberhart, Mignon G. (Mignon Good), 1899-
Another man's murder [braille] / [Mignon G. Eberhart].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2380

Eberhart, Mignon G. (Mignon Good), 1899-
Crimson paw [braille] / [Mignon G. Eberhart].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2251

Eberhart, Mignon G. (Mignon Good), 1899-
Crimson paw, and other stories [braille] / [Mignon G. Eberhart].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2582

Eberhart, Mignon G. (Mignon Good), 1899-
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2106

Eckermann, C. V.
Mistress of the Black Cloister [braille] : the story of Kate Luther / [C. V. Eckermann].
1 v. of interline braille.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2443

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2325

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2363

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2364

12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 6

Poems [braille] / [Mary Baker Eddy].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2815

1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2877

Eden, Anthony, 1897-1977.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 477
Bird in the chimney [braille] / [Dorothy Eden].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1733

Listen to danger [braille] / [Dorothy Eden].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2759

Never call it loving [braille] / [Dorothy Eden].  
7 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2374

Edgeworth, Maria, 1767-1849.  
Castle Rackrent [braille] / [Maria Edgeworth].  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 948

Edwards, Graeme.  
2 v. of solid dot braille.  
Braille 1803

Edwards, Reginald George.  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1953.  
15 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 953

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.  
7 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 195

Einstein, Alfred, 1880-1952.  
Music in the romantic era [braille] / Alfred Einstein.  
12 v. of braille.  
Braille 1443

Eldershaw, M. Barnard.  
House is built [braille] / [M. Barnard Eldershaw].  
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1944.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2563

Elgin, Mary.
Return to Glenshael [braille] / [Mary Elgin].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1661

Eliot, George, 1819-1880.
Adam Bede [braille] / [George Eliot].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 552

Eliot, George, 1819-1880.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1908.
19 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1173

Eliot, George, 1819-1880.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1182

Eliot, George, 1819-1880.
10 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 629

Eliot, George, 1819-1880.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1939.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 545

Eliot, George, 1819-1880.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1948

Eliot, George, 1819-1880.
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 245
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 80

Murder in the cathedral [braille] / [T. S. Eliot].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1434

Murder in the cathedral [braille] / [T. S. Eliot].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1788

Elkin, W. A. (Winifred Adeline), 1889-
English penal system [braille] / [W. A. Elkin].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 319

Ellin, Stanley.
Eighth circle [braille] : a novel of suspense / [Stanley Ellin].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2783

Elliott, Lawrence.
Triumph of Janis Babson [braille] / [Lawrence Elliott].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1409

Ellis, Albert F. (Albert Fuller), 1869-1951.
Ocean Island and Nauru [braille] : their story / [Ellis, Albert Fuller, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 642

Torch [braille] : a picture of legacy / [Malcolm Henry Ellis].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 939

Elwell, F. R. (Felicia Rosemary)
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 3026

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 1803-1882.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 97

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 1803-1882.
Society and solitude, twelve chapters [braille] / [Ralph Waldo Emerson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 613

Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2999

Engels, Friedrich, 1820-1895.
Socialism [braille] : utopian and scientific / by Frederick Engels.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2827

Epic history of the Overland Telegraph and other articles [braille].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1022

Epictetus.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1625

Epictetus.
Teachings of Epictetus [braille] : being the Encheiridion of Epictetus, with selections from
Dissertations and Fragments / [Epictetus].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1912.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1019

Epstein, June, 1918-2004
Mermaid on wheels [braille] : the story of Margaret Lester / [June Epstein].
4 v. of interline braille.
Eri, Vincent, 1936-
Crocodile [braille] / [Vincent Eri].
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1285

Ernle, Rowland Edmund Prothero, Baron, 1851-1937.
Psalms in human life [braille] / [Rowland Edmund Prothero].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1535

Esher, Reginald Brett, Viscount, 1852-1930.
Tragedy of Lord Kitchener [braille] / [Esher, Reginald, Viscount].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1926.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 731

Esmond, Harriet.
Darsham's Folly [braille] / [Harriet Esmond].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2196

Esmond, Harriet.
Eye stones [braille] / [Harriet Esmond].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2441

Esperanto vocabulary [braille].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 40

Euripides.
Trojan women [braille] / translated into English rhyming verse with explanatory notes by Gilbert Murray.
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2049

Evans, Marjorie R.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1614
Ewing, Juliana Horatia, 1841-1885.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1926.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3024

Ewing, Juliana Horatia, 1841-1885.
Mrs. Overtheway's remembrances [braille] / by Mrs. Horatia Ewing.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1941.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2895

Ewing, Nancy Rossie.
Hie und da [braille] / [Nancy Rossie Ewing].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 256

Faa di Bruno, Joseph, 1815-1889.
Catholic belief [braille] : or, a short and simple exposition of Catholic doctrine / [Joseph Faa di Bruno].
: Dominican Nuns, South Australia.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1498

Fabre, Jean-Henri, 1823-1915.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2729

Fairfax-Lucy, Brian, 1898-1974.
Children of the house [braille] / by Brian Fairfax-Lucy and Philippa Pearce.
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1314

Horsemens of the steppes [braille] / [Walter A. Fairservis].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 194

15 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1257

Fane, Julian, 1927-
Morning [braille] / [Julian Fane].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2263

Farago, Ladislas.
Abyssinia on the eve [braille] / [Ladislas Farago].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1946.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 940

Farmer, Bernard J.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1886

Farquhar, George, 1677?-1707.
Beaux stratagem [braille] / by George Farquhar.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1429

Farr, Katherine.
Gownsmen's gallows [braille] / [Katherine Farrer].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2290

Fast, Howard, 1914-.
Second generation [braille] / [Howard Melvin Fast].
10 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2280

Faulkner, Harold Underwood.
N.Y. : Harper, [1941]
14 v. of braille.
Braille 844

Favenc, Ernest, 1846-1908.
Explorers of Australia and their life work [braille] / [Ernest Favenc].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1914.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 201

Fawcett, Percy Harrison, 1867-1925?
Exploration Fawcett [braille] / [Percy Harrison Fawcett].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 86

Feinstein, Elaine, 1930-
Circle [braille] / [Elaine Feinstein].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2223

Fellowes, Edmund H. (Edmund Horace), 1870-1951.
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2408

Ferber, Edna, 1887-1968.
Cimarron [braille] / [Edna Ferber].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1932

Ferber, Edna, 1887-1968.
Ice palace [braille] / [Edna Ferber].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2565

Fermor, Patrick Leigh.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2708

Fernald, Chester Bailey, 1869-1938.
Mask and the face [braille] : a satire in three acts / [Chester Bailey Fernald].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 343

Ferran, A.
Morceaux choisis de la litterature fran caise [braille] / by A. Ferran and E. Decahors.
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1437
Ferrars, E. X., 1907-
Fear the light [braille] / [Elizabeth Ferrars].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2134

Ferrars, E. X., 1907-
Small world of murder [braille] / [Elizabeth Ferrars].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2488

Fetherstonhaugh, Cuthbert, 1837-1925.
After many days [braille] : being the reminiscences of Cuthbert Fetherstonhaugh / [Cuthbert Fetherstonhaugh].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 663

Feuchtwanger, Lion, 1884-1958.
Jew S uss [braille] / [Lion Feuchtwanger].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1943.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 450

Feuchtwanger, Lion, 1884-1958.
Raquel, the Jewess of Toledo [braille] / Lion Feuchtwanger ; translated by Eithne Wilkins and Ernest Kaiser.
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 331

Feuchtwanger, Lion, 1884-1958.
Tis folly to be wise [braille] : or Death and transfiguration of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, a novel / [Lion Feuchtwanger].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 436

Fidler, Margaret Sheppard.
Basic recipes [braille] : the foundations of modern cookery / [Margaret Sheppard Fidler].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1827

Fielding, Henry, 1707-1754.
Joseph Andrews [braille] / [Henry Fielding].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
12 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Fielding, Henry, 1707-1754.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1416

Fienburgh, Wilfred.
No love for Johnnie [braille] / [Wilfred Fienburgh].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2100

Finlay, Eileen.
Hills of home [braille] / [Eileen Finlay].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 537

Finn, F. E. S. (Frederick Edward Simpson), 1916-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2989

Firmin, Stanley.
They came to spy [braille] / [Stanley Firmin].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1953.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 437

First aid manual [braille] : the authorized manual of St. John Ambulance ... ...  
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1377

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1547

First book of Samuel, otherwise called the first book of the Kings ; and, The second book of Samuel, otherwise called the second book of the Kings [braille].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1548

17 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1594

17 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1593

17 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2485

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1742

FitzGibbon, Constantine, 1919-
Life of Dylan Thomas [braille] / [Constantine Fitzgibbon].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 66

Fitzsimons, Christopher.
Early warning [braille] / [Christopher Fitzsimons].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1951

FitzWilliam, Jennifer.
Anyway, this particular Sunday [braille] / [Jennifer FitzWilliam].
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2487

Five one-act plays [braille]
Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3000

Flaubert, Gustave, 1821-1880.
Salammbô [braille] / [Gustave Flaubert].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Fleck, Henrietta, 1903-
Introduction to nutrition [braille] / [Henrietta Christina Fleck].
31 v. of braille, embossed one side.

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
Casino Royale [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
Diamonds are forever [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
3 v. of interpoint braille.

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
For your eyes only [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
Goldfinger [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
5 v. of interpoint braille.

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
Man with the golden gun [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
3 v. of interpoint braille.

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
Moonraker [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
On Her Majesty's secret service [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
Spy who loved me [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2337

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
Thunderball [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2136

Fleming, Ian, 1908-1964.
You only live twice [braille] / [Ian Fleming].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2098

Fleming, Peter, 1907-1971.
Brazilian adventure [braille] / edited and abridged by R.J. Harris.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2411

Fleming, Peter, 1907-1971.
One's company [braille] : a journey to China in 1933 / [Peter Fleming].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1882

Fletcher, Anthony J. (Anthony John), 1941-.
Elizabethan village [braille] / [Anthony J. Fletcher].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1811

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1913.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 737

Flinders and Bass and other articles [braille].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 977

Flower, Pat.
One rose less [braille] / [Patricia Mary Bryson Flower].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1685

Hundred years of psychology, 1833 to 1933 [braille] / [J. C. Flugel].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 738

Flynn, M. M. (Marjorie Murhee)
This life [braille] : an anthology of poetry for senior students / edited by M.M. Flynn and J. Groom.
10 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1334

Folkard, Frederick C.
Rare sex [braille] / [Frederick C. Folkard].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 41

Fontane, Theodor, 1819-1898.
Irrungen Wirrungen [braille] / [Theodor Fontane].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 204

Foot, M. R. D. (Michael Richard Daniel), 1919-
19 v. of interline braille.
Braille 4

Forbes, Colin, 1923-
Avalanche express [braille] / [Colin Forbes].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2247

Forbes, Rosita.
Prodigious Carribbean [braille] : Columbus to Roosevelt / [Rosita Forbes].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 504

Ford, Boris.
Age of Chaucer [braille] : a guide to English literature / Boris Ford
3 v. of braille.
Braille 1441

My life and work [braille] / in collaboration with Samuel Crowther.  
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1798

Braille 1798

Ford, James Allan.  
Statue for a public place [braille] / [James Allan Ford].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2109

Braille 2109

Flying colours [braille] / [Cecil Scott Forester].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1842

Braille 1842

Happy return [braille] / by C.S. Forester.  
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1953.  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2965

Braille 2965

Hornblower and the Atropos [braille] / [Cecil Scott Forester].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1954.  
6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1243

Braille 1243

2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1399

Braille 1399

Ship [braille] / [Cecil Scott Forester].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1246

Braille 1246

Ship of the line [braille] / [Cecil Scott Forester].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1954.  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2796

Braille 2796
Forrest, David, 1924-
Last blue sea [braille] / [David Forrest].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 432

Forrest, Noel.
Ferryman [braille] / Noel Forrest.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3012

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 87

Forster, John, 1812-1876.
Life of Charles Dickens [braille] / [John Forster].
12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 133

Forster, Margaret, 1938-
Seduction of Mrs. Pendlebury [braille] / [Margaret Forster].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2094

Forsyth, Frederick, 1938-
Devil’s alternative [braille] / [Frederick Forsyth].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2105

Forsyth, Frederick, 1938-
Dogs of war [braille] / [Frederick Forsyth].
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2540

Fortescue, Winifred, Lady, 1888-
Mountain madness [braille] / [Fortescue, Winifred, Lady].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 812

Foster, Peter.
Spike [braille] / [Peter Foster].
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2264

10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 15

Fowler, H. W. (Henry Watson), 1858-1933.
Dictionary of modern English usage [braille] / [Henry Watson Fowler].
18 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2490

Fowler, H. W. (Henry Watson), 1858-1933.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1873

Fowler, Helen, 1910-.
Green leaves [braille] / [Helen Marjorie Fowler].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2571

Fowles, John, 1926-.
French lieutenant's woman [braille] / [John Fowles].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2218

Foxell, Nigel.
Carnival [braille] / by Nigel Foxell.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2939

France, Anatole, 1844-1924.
Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard [braille] / [Anatole France].
Edinburgh : Royal Blind School, 1924.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 90

France, Anatole, 1844-1924.
Penguin Island [braille] / [Anatole France].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
France, Anatole, 1844-1924.
Tha is [braille] / by Anatole France [ie. Jacques Anatole Thibault].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 918

France, Anatole, 1844-1924.
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 470

Francis, Dick, 1920-.
Dead cert [braille] / [Dick Francis].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2589

Francis, Dick.
Slay-ride [braille] / [Dick Francis].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2767

Frank, Anne, 1929-1945.
Anne Frank's diary [braille] / translated from the Dutch by B.M. Mooyaart-Doubleday ; with a foreword by Storm Jameson.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1768

Frankau, Pamela, 1908-1967.
Ask me no more [braille] / [Pamela Frankau].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2087

Frankau, Pamela, 1908-1967.
Sing for your supper [braille] / [Pamela Frankau].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2195

Frankel, Joseph.
International relations [braille] / [Joseph Frankel].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 157
Franklin, Miles, 1879-1954.
Gentlemen at Gyang Gyang [braille] : a tale of the jumbuk pads on the summer runs / by Brent of Bin-Bin [ie. Miles Franklin].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 329

Fraser of Lonsdale, Ian Fraser, Baron, 1897-.
My story of St. Dunstan's [braille] / [Fraser of Lonsdale, Ian Fraser, Baron].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1636

Fraser, John A.
Gold dish and kava bowl [braille] / [John A. Fraser].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 139

Fraser, Ronald, 1930-.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2820

Fraser, William Jocelyn, Sir.
Conquest of disability [braille] : inspiring accounts of courage, fortitude and adaptability in conquering grave physical hardships / [Fraser, Sir William Jocelyn].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 125

Frayn, Michael.
Very private life [braille] / [Michael Frayn].
1 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2496

Frazier, Edward Franklin, 1894-1962.
Negro in the United States [braille] / [Edward Franklin Frazier].
Sisterhood of Temple Israel, 1958.
13 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 848

Fremlin, Celia, 1914-.
Possession [braille] / [Celia Fremlin].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2471
French polishing [braille].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 487

Fresh fields [braille] / chosen by E.W. Parker.
Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3001

Fried, Robert C.
Comparative political institutions [braille] / [Robert C. Fried].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1126A

Frisch, Max, 1911- .
Biedermann und die Brandschifter [braille] / [Max Frisch].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 240

Frisch, Max, 1911- .
Andorra [braille] / [Max Frisch].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 241

Front line, 1940-41 [braille] : the official story of the civil defence of Britain / issued for the Ministry of Home Security by the Ministry of Information.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 494

Froude, James Anthony, 1818-1894.
Fables and parables [braille] / [James Anthony Froude].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 393

Froude, James Anthony, 1818-1894.
Short studies on great subjects [braille] / [James Anthony Froude].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2418

Fry, Christopher, 1907- .
Sleep of prisoners [braille] / [Christopher Fry].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1612

Fry, Daniel W., 1908-
Steps to the stars [braille] / [Daniel W. Fry].
Ojai, Calif. : Theosophical Book Association for the Blind, 1957.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 870

Fulford, Roger, 1902-
Hanover to Windsor [braille] / [Roger Fulford].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2711

Fullerton, Alexander, 1924-
Storm force to Narvik [braille] / [Alexander Fullerton].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2366

Furneaux, Rupert.
Famous criminal cases [braille] / [Rupert Furneaux].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 941

Fyfe, Hamilton, 1869-1951.
History of the next one hundred years - unless [braille] / [Hamilton Fyfe].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1831

Fyfe, James.
Cherchez la r esponse [braille] : la conversation par l'image / [James Fyfe].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 257

Fyleman, Rose, 1877-1957.
Adventures with Benghazi [braille] / [Rose Fyleman].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 794

Gaboriau, Emile, 1832-1873.
Monsieur Lecoq [braille] / [Emile Gaboriau].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 134
Gadd, David.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2859

Galbraith, John Kenneth, 1908-
Affluent society [braille] / [John Kenneth Galbraith].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1401

Galbraith, John Kenneth, 1908-
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2817

Gale, James Scarth, 1863-1937.
3 v. of braille.
Braille 1492

Gallagher, Jock.
Doris Archer's diary [braille] : selections from 21 years of The Archers / [Jock Gallagher].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2624

Gallagher, R. E.
National scene [braille] : commerce for our times, book 2 for fourth form / by R.E.
Gallagher and J. Hensky.
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children.
19 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1372

Gallagher, R. E.
Our economic environment [braille] : an introduction to the Australian economy, part II / by
R.E. Gallagher and G.A. Burkhardt.
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
11 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1301

Gallico, Paul, 1897-1976.
Coronation [braille] / [Paul Gallico].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2527
Gallico, Paul, 1897-1976.
Flowers for Mrs Harris [braille] / [Paul Gallico].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1660

Gallico, Paul, 1897-1976.
Mrs Harris goes to New York [braille] / [Paul Gallico].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2104

Gallico, Paul, 1897-1976.
Small miracle [braille] / [Paul Gallico].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1308

Gallico, Paul, 1897-1976.
Snow goose [braille] / [Paul Gallico].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1309

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Apple tree & other tales [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1941.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1101

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Captures [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 558

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Country house [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1167

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Country house [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2018

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Escape [braille] : an episode play in a prologue and two parts / [John Galsworthy].
Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Flowering wilderness [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Sydney: Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1938.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 975

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Fraternity [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Sydney: Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1934.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 974

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Freelands [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 896

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Indian summer of a Forsyte [braille] / by John Galsworthy.
South Yarra, [Vic.]: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1948.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2891

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Island Pharisees [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 905

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Joy; and Justice [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 398

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Little man [braille] / [John Galsworthy].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 349

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.
Loyalties [braille]: a drama in three acts / [John Galsworthy].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
2 v. of interline braille.
Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.  
Man of property [braille] / [John Galsworthy].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2177

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.  
Saint's progress [braille] / by John Galsworthy.  
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1930.  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2908

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.  
Silver box [braille] : a comedy in three acts / [John Galsworthy].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 404

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.  
Silver spoon [braille] / [John Galsworthy].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2177

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.  
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1934.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2950

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.  
Strife [braille] : a drama in three acts / [John Galsworthy].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 385

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.  
Swan song [braille] / [John Galsworthy].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.  
6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1092

Galsworthy, John, 1867-1933.  
White monkey [braille] / [John Galsworthy].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1914
Gammon, Frederick Thomas, 1849-1888.  
Canal boy who became president [braille] : a sketch of the life of the late General Garfield / [Frederick Thomas Gammon].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 693

Gann, Ernest K. (Ernest Kellogg), 1910-  
Fiddler's green [braille] / [Ernest Kellogg Gann].  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 972

Blessed be drudgery, and other papers [braille] / [William Channing Gannett].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 491

Gardiner, Robert K. A. (Robert Kweku Atta)  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1756

All grass isn't green [braille] / A. A. Fair.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 28

Case of the beautiful beggar [braille] / [Erle Stanley Gardner].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2694

Case of the demure defendant [braille] / [Erle Stanley Gardner].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2603

Case of the sunbather's diary [braille] / [Erle Stanley Gardner].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2606

Gardner, Eunice.
World at our feet [braille] / [Eunice Gardner].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1957.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 577

Garfield, Leon.
Smith [braille] / [Leon Garfield].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1310

Garner, Alan, 1934-
Elidor [braille] / [Alan Garner].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1315

Garnett, David, 1892-
Lady into fox [braille] / [David Garnett].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1011

Garnett, David, 1892-
Up she rises [braille] / [David Garnett].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2085

Garrett, Annette.
Interviewing, its principles and methods [braille] / [Annette Marie Garrett].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2407

Garrett, Evelyn.
Four Queens [braille] / [Evelyn Garrett].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 736

Garstin, Crosbie, 1887-1930.
Dragon and the lotus [braille] / [Crosbie Garstin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 580

Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria.
In charge of the mess [braille] : a culinary treasure trove for the visually handicapped cook / [Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1981.  
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1151

Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn, 1810-1865.  
Cranford [braille] : a tale / [Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell].  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2121

Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn, 1810-1865.  
Life of Charlotte Bronte [braille] / [Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell].  
6 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1616

Gaskin, Catherine, 1929-  
Edge of glass [braille] / [Catherine Gaskin].  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1705

Gautier, Bon.  
Selection of poems [braille] / Bon Gautier [ie. Sir Theodore Martin].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1887.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 424

Gautier, Theophile, 1811-1872.  
Tales from Gautier [braille] / translated by L. Hearn.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 126

Gay, Francis.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2514

Geissmar, Berta, 1892-1949.  
Baton and the jackboot [braille] / [Berta Geissmar].  
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.  
8 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 973

Geoghegan, Laurence.  
Subterranean club [braille] / [Laurence Geoghegan].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.
German poetry; English translation [braille] : an anthology presented by Heinrich Schnitzler / directed by Arthur Luce Klein; translated by Sam Morgenstern. 
1 v. of interline braille. 

Gerstacker, Friedrich, 1816-1872. 
Germelshausen [braille] / [Friedrich Gerstacker]. 
1 v. of interline braille. 

Gettleman, Marvin E. 
Vietnam [braille] : history, documents and opinions on a major world crisis / [Marvin E. Gettleman]. 
12 v. of interline braille. 

Gheerbrant, Alain. 
Impossible adventure [braille] : journey to the Far Amazon / [Alain Gheerbrant]. 
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1954. 
8 v. of interline braille. 

Ghirshman, Roman. 
Iran from the earliest times to the Islamic conquest [braille] : extracts / [Roman Ghirshman]. 
3 v. of interline braille. 

Gibbings, Robert John. 
Till I end my song [braille] / [Robert John Gibbings]. 
2 v. of interpoint braille. 

Gibbons, Robert, 1935-. 
Coming down the Seine [braille] / [Robert Gibbons]. 
2 v. of interpoint braille. 

Gibbon, Edward, 1737-1794. 
History of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire. Parts 1-7 [braille] / [Edward Gibbon]. 
65 v. of interpoint braille.
Gibbon, Lewis Grassic, 1901-1935.
Scot's quair [braille] : a trilogy of novels / by Lewis Grassic Gibbon [i.e. James Leslie Mitchell].
10 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1956

Gibbons, Stella, 1902-
Here be dragons [braille] / [Stella Gibbons].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2042

Gibbs, Philip, 1877-1962.
Day after tomorrow [braille] : what is going to happen to the world? / [Philip Gibbs].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 517

Gibbs, Philip, 1877-1962.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 578

Gibbs, Philip, 1877-1962.
European journey [braille] / [Philip Gibbs].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 579

Gibbs, Philip, 1877-1962.
Knowledge is power [braille] : a guide to personal culture / [Philip Gibbs].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1926.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 407

Gibbs, Philip, 1877-1962.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 505

Gibbs, Philip, 1877-1962.
Pageant of the years [braille] : an autobiography / [Philip Gibbs].
15 v. of interline braille.
Braille 654
Gibran, Kahlil, 1883-1931.
Prophet [braille] / [Kahlil Gibran].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1462

Gibson, A. Boyce (Alexander Boyce), 1900-1972.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 969

Gide, Andre, 1869-1951.
Symphonie pastorale [braille] / [Andre Gide].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1436

Gide, Andre, 1869-1951.
Vatican cellars [braille] / translated by Dorothy Bussy.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1935

Gielgud, Val Henry, 1900-
Gallow's foot [braille] / [Val Henry Gielgud].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2103

Gielgud, Val Henry, b. 1900.
And died so? [braille] / [Val Henry Gielgud].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2564

Gielgud, Val Henry, b. 1900.
Goggle-box affair [braille] / [Val Henry Gielgud].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1452

Gilbert, Henry, 1868-
Robin Hood and the men of the greenwood [braille] / [Henry Gilbert].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1959

Gilbert, Michael, 1912-
Flash point [braille] / [Michael Gilbert].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2142

Gilbert, W. S. (William Schwenck), 1836-1911.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 862

Gilbreth, Frank B. (Frank Bunker), 1911-
Cheaper by the dozen [braille] / by Frank B. Gilbreth and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1951.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1241

Gilman, J. D.
KG 200 [braille] : the force with no face / by J.D. Gilman and John Clive.
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2347

Gilman, Peter.
Diamond Head [braille] / [Peter Gilman].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1704

Gilman, Peter.
Diamond Head [braille] / [Peter Gilman].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2345

Gilmore, Mary, Dame, 1865-1962.
Poems to read to young Australians [braille] / by Mary Gilmore and Lydia Pender.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1255

Ginsbury, Norman, 1902-
Viceroy Sarah [braille] : a play in three acts / [Norman Ginsbury].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 419

Giraudoux, Jean, 1882-1944.
Electre [braille] : pi ece en deux actes / [Jean Giraudoux].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 295

Giraudoux, Jean, 1882-1944.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 303

Glendinning, Victoria.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2840

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1896

God of a hundred names [braille] : prayers of many peoples and creeds / collected and arranged by Barbara Green and Victor Gollancz.
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2034

Godden, Rumer, 1907-
Five for sorrow, ten for joy [braille] / [Rumer Godden].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2774

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832.
Goethe, the lyrist [braille] : 100 poems in new translations facing the originals / [Johann Wolfgang von Goethe].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1230

Gogol, Nikolai Vasilevich, 1809-1852.
Dead souls [braille] / by Constance Garnett.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2123

Golding, Vautier.
Story of David Livingstone [braille] / [Vautier Golding].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
1 v. of interline braille.
Golding, William, 1911-
Lord of the flies [braille] / [William Gerald Golding].
5 v. of interline braille.

Braille 211

Golding, William, 1911-
Lord of the flies [braille] / [William Gerald Golding].
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.

Braille 1305

Golding, William, 1911-
Pincher Martin [braille] / [William Gerald Golding].
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 2245

Golding, William, 1911-
Spire [braille] / [William Gerald Golding].
2 v. of solid dot braille.

Braille 2225

Goldsmith, Oliver, 1728-1774.
Deserted village and other poems [braille] / by Oliver Goldsmith.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1895.
1 v. of interline braille.

Braille 2901

Goldsmith, Oliver, 1728-1774.
Enquiry into the present state of polite learning in Europe [braille] / [Oliver Goldsmith].
1 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 547

Goldsmith, Oliver, 1728-1774.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
3 v. of interline braille.

Braille 357
Goldsmith, Oliver, 1728-1774.
Good natured man [braille] : a comedy; adapted for theatrical representation ... / [Oliver Goldsmith].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 401

Goldsmith, Oliver, 1728-1774.
Poems [braille] / by Oliver Goldsmith.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2902

Goldsmith, Oliver, 1728-1774.
Vicar of Wakefield [braille] / [Oliver Goldsmith].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 213

Goldsmith, Oliver, 1728-1774.
Vicar of Wakefield [braille] / [Oliver Goldsmith].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1206

Goneim, M. Zakaria.
Buried pyramid [braille] / [M. Zakaria Goneim].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1956.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 586

Goode, William J. (William Josiah)
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1264

Gordimer, Nadine, 1923-
Conservationist [braille] / [Nadine Gordimer].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2146

Gordimer, Nadine, 1923-
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2844

Gordon, Ernest.
Miracle on the river Kwai [braille] / [Ernest Gordon].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 196

Gordon, Richard, 1921-
Doctor in clover [braille] / [Richard Gordon].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1776

Gordon, Richard, 1921-
Doctor in the swim [braille] / [Richard Gordon].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2191

Gordon, Richard, 1921-
Doctor on the brain [braille] / [Richard Gordon].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1871

Gordon, Richard, 1921-
Nuts in May [braille] / [Richard Gordon].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2791

Gordon, Richard, 1921-
Summer of Sir Lancelot [braille] / [Richard Gordon].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2516

Gordon, Samuel Dickey, 1859-.
Quiet talks on power [braille] / [Samuel Dickey Gordon].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1478

Gore, Charles, 1853-1932.
Creed of the Christian [braille] / [Charles Gore].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1469

Jesus of Nazareth [braille] / [Charles Gore].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 837

Gore, William.
There's death in the churchyard [braille] / [William Gore].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1900

Gospel of St. John [braille].
London : British and Foreign Bible Society.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1560

Gospel of St. Luke [braille].
London : British and Foreign Bible Society, 1939.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1561

Gospel of St. Mark [braille].
London : British and Foreign Bible Society.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1563

Gospel of St. Matthew [braille].
London : British and Foreign Bible Society, 1940.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1564

Gosse, Edmund, 1849-1928.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 311

Gottfried, von Strassburg, 13th cent.
Tristan [braille] / [Gottfried, von Strassburg].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 243

Goudge, Elizabeth, 1900-
Dean's watch [braille] / [Elizabeth Goudge].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1703

Goudge, Elizabeth, 1900-
Joy of the snow [braille] / [Elizabeth Goudge].
Goudge, Elizabeth, 1900-
Towers in the mist [braille] / [Elizabeth Goudge].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2367

Goudge, Elizabeth, 1900-
White witch [braille] / [Elizabeth Goudge].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2701

Gouzenko, Igor, 1915-
Fall of the Titan [braille] / [Igor Gouzenko].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 947

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 47

Graham, Harry, 1874-1936.
Deportmental ditties and other verses [braille] / [Harry Graham].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 364

Graham, Neill.
Blood on the pavement [braille] / [Neill Graham].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1650

Graham, Stephen, 1884-
Gentle art of tramping [braille] / [Stephen Graham].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2656

Graham, Winston.
Angell, Pearl and Little God [braille] / [Winston Graham].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2695
Graham, Winston.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1867

Graham, Winston.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2202

Graham, Winston.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2635

Graham, Winston.
Woman in the mirror [braille] / [Winston Graham].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1979

Grahame, Jim, 1874-1949.
Call of the bush [braille] / [Jim Grahame].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 367

Grahame, Kenneth, 1859-1932.
Dream days [braille] / [Kenneth Grahame].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 210

Grant, Joan, 1907-
Winged Pharaoh [braille] / [Joan Marshall Grant].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1815

Grant, William Russell.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1603

Grass, Gunter, 1927-
Katz und Maus [braille] / [Gunter Grass].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 263

Grattidge, Harry, 1890-
Captain of the Queens [braille] : the autobiography of Captain Harry Grattidge, former
Commodore of the Cunard Line / [Harry Grattidge].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1098

Collected short stories [braille] / [Robert Graves].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2157

Count Belisarius [braille] / [Robert Graves].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 771

Goodbye to all that [braille] / [Robert Graves].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1760

I, Claudius [braille] : from the autobiography of Tiberius Claudius / [Robert Graves].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 123

King Jesus [braille] / [Robert Graves].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 772

Wife to Mr. Milton [braille] : the story of Marie Powell / [Robert Graves].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 446

Gray, Henry, 1825-1861
Gray's anatomy. Parts I-X [braille] / [Henry Gray].
33 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1225

Gray, Mason D.
Wahroonga, N.S.W. : St. Edmund's School for Blind and Visually Handicapped Students, 1959.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2547

Gray, Ronald D.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 284

Grayson, David.
Adventures in contentment [braille] / [David Grayson].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 768

Grayson, Denis.
A la page. Book 1 [braille] / [Denis Grayson].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1039

Grayson, Denis.
La page 3 [braille] / [Denis Grayson].
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1106

Greave, Peter.
Seventh gate [braille] / [Peter Greave].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1754

Greek lexicon to selected works of selected Greek authors [braille] / compiled by R.G. Bury.
London : National Institute for the Blind, [19--]
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3019

Green, D. R.
Educational psychology [braille] / [D. R. Green].
Green, Henry, 1905-1974.
Loving [braille] / [Henry Green].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 22737

Green, John Richard, 1837-1883.
Elizabeth I, taken from the history of the English people [braille] / [John Richard Green].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1884.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 145

Green, John Richard, 1837-1883.
Short history of the English people [braille] / [John Richard Green].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
30 v. of interline braille.
Braille 147

Green, John Richard, 1837-1883.
Short history of the english people [braille] / [John Richard Green].
15 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 148

Greene, Graham, 1904-
Brighton rock [braille] / [Graham Greene].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1306

Greene, Graham, 1904-
Burnt-out case [braille] / [Graham Greene].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2740

Greene, Graham, 1904-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2273

Greene, Graham, 1904-
Heart of the matter [braille] / [Graham Greene].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1953
Greene, Graham, 1904-
Honorary consul [braille] / [Graham Greene].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2031

Greene, Graham, 1904-
May we borrow your husband? [braille] / [Graham Greene].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1980

Greenwood, Walter.
Love on the dole [braille] / [Walter Greenwood].
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2631

Gregory, Jackson, 1882-1943.
Splendid outlaw [braille] / [Jackson Gregory].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1816

Grenfell, Wilfred Thomason, 1865-1940.
Fishermen's saint [braille] / [Wilfred Thomason Grenfell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 413

Grenfell, Wilfred Thomason, 1865-1940.
Labrador doctor [braille] / [Wilfred Thomason Grenfell].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1579

Grey, Zane, 1872-1939.
Thundering herd [braille] / [Zane Grey].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2741

Grierson, Elizabeth.
Canterbury [braille] / [Elizabeth Grierson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 734

1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2154

Notes from an odd country [braille] / [Geoffrey Grigson].  
2 v. of solid dot braille.  
Braille 1860

Pattern of islands [braille] / [Arthur Grimble].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2634

Grimm, Jacob, 1785-1863.  
Grimm's fairy tales [braille] / [Jacob Grimm].  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1229

Grossmith, George, 1847-1912.  
Diary of a nobody [braille] / by George and Weedon Grossmith.  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1964

Guareschi, Giovanni, 1908-1968.  
Don Camillo and the devil [braille] / [Giovanni Guareschi].  
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1006

Guareschi, Giovanni, 1908-1968.  
Don Camillo and the prodigal son [braille] / [Giovanni Guareschi].  
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1953.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2110

Guareschi, Giovanni, 1908-1968.  
Little world of Don Camillo [braille] / [Giovanni Guareschi].  
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1953.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 36

Guareschi, Giovanni, 1908-1968.  
Little world of Don Camillo [braille] / translated by Una Vincenzo Troubridge.  
Guedalla, Philip, 1889-1944.
Hundred years [braille] / [Philip Guedalla].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 185

Guedalla, Philip, 1889-1944.
Liberators [braille] / [Philip Guedalla].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 659

Light of faith [braille] / [Edgar Albert Guest].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 528

Guide Dog Association of New South Wales and A.C.T.
Milsons Point, N.S.W. : The Association, v. of braille ; 28 cm.
Braille serial 8

Guide through teen years [braille] / Family Life Movement of Australia.
Sydney : Royal Blind Society of N.S.W., [between 1968 and 1991]
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 3039

Sydney : Royal Blind Society of N.S.W., [between 1969 and 1991]
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 3040

Sydney : Royal Blind Society of N.S.W., [between 1969 and 1991]
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 3038

Guilford, Edward, 1853-1937.
Streaks of light in the Manjha Country, the home of the Sikh people [braille] / [Edward Guilford].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1907.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 587

Gunn, Victor, b. 1889.
Murder with a kiss [braille] / [Victor Gunn].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2265

Gunther, John, 1901-1970.
Inside Europe [braille] / [John Gunther].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 38

Gunther, John, 1901-1970.
Inside Latin America [braille] / [John Gunther].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 653

Guthrie, A. B. (Alfred Bertram), 1901-
These thousand hills [braille] / [A. B. Guthrie].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 756

Gwynne, Agnes M.
High dawn [braille] / [Agnes M. Gwynne].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 546

H olderlin, Friedrich, 1770-1843.
Gedichte [braille] / [Friedrich H olderlin].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 301

Haape, Heinrich.
Moscow tram stop [braille] : a doctor's experiences with the German spearhead in Russia / [Heinrich Haape].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1068

Hackney, Alan.
Private life [braille] / [Alan Hackney].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1654

Hagan, Jim, 1929-
Modern history and its themes [braille] / [James Hagan].
27 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1366

Hage, Hyacinth, 1851-1900.
Life of Blessed Gabriel of Our Lady of Sorrows [braille] : Gabriel Possenti, of the
Congregation of the passion / begun by Rev. Hyacinth Hage ... rewritten and enl. by Rev.
Nicholas Ward ... with an introduction by Cardinal Gibbons ...
2 v. of braille.
Braille 1056

Haggard, H. Rider (Henry Rider), 1856-1925.
Allan Quatermain [braille] / by H. Rider Haggard.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1899.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2935

Haggard, H. Rider (Henry Rider), 1856-1925.
Ayesha [braille] : the return of She / [Haggard, Henry Rider, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1170

Haggard, H. Rider (Henry Rider), 1856-1925.
Lady of Blossholme [braille] / by H. Rider Haggard.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1944.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2945

Haggard, H. Rider (Henry Rider), 1856-1925.
World's desire [braille] / by H. Rider Haggard and Andrew Lang.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1901

Haggard, William, 1907-
Antagonists [braille] / [William Haggard].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2228

Haggard, William, 1907-
Closed circuit [braille] / [William Haggard].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2770

Haggard, William, 1907-
Slow burner [braille] / [William Haggard].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2007

Hailey, Arthur, 1920-
In high places [braille] / [Arthur Hailey].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2518

Hale, Christopher.
Rumour hath it [braille] / [Christopher Hale].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2275

Haley, Alex.
Roots [braille] / by Alex Haley.
21 v. of braille, embossed one side ; 35 cm.
Braille 2975

Hall, James Norman, 1887-1951.
Lost island [braille] / [James Norman Hall].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 581

Hall, James Norman, 1887-1951.
Under the South [braille] / [James Norman Hall].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 619

Hall, Penelope, 1904-1966.
Social services of modern England [braille] / [Mary Penelope Hall].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1150

Hall, Sandra.
Supertoy [braille] : 20 years of television / [Sandra Hall].
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1300

Dreamtime justice [braille] / by V.C. Hall.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2971
Halliburton, Richard, 1900-1939.
Book of marvels of the East [braille] / [Richard Halliburton].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1884

Halliburton, Richard, 1900-1939.
New worlds to conquer [braille] / [Richard Halliburton].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 585

Halson, G. R.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1392

Hamilton, Archibald Milne.
Road through Kurdistan [braille] : the narrative of an engineer in Iraq / [Archibald Milne
Hamilton].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 584

Hamilton, Frederic Spencer, Lord, 1856-1928.
Days before yesterday [braille] / [Hamilton, Frederick Spencer, Lord].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1929.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1622

Child of wonder [braille] : an intimate biography of Arthur Mee / [Hammerton, John, Sir].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 666

Han, Suyin, 1917-
And the rain my drink [braille] / [Suyin Han].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2241

Australia [braille] / [Hancock, William Keith, Sir].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 300
Handbook for school teachers of the blind [braille].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1744

Handy dictionary of mythology for everyday readers [braille].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1017

Hanley, James, 1901-
Ocean [braille] / [James Hanley].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1605

Hansell, Harold.
Everlastin' ballads [braille] : ballads of empire / [Harold Hansell].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 539

Hardin, Garrett, 1915-
Biology, its human implications [braille] / [Garrett James Hardin].
Church of England Guild of Service to the Blind, 1959.
21 v. of interline braille.
Braille 628

Hardin, Garrett, 1915-
Biology, its principles and implications [braille] / [Garrett James Hardin].
Millswood, S. Aust.: Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1964.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 627

Hardy, G. H. (Godfrey Harold), 1877-1947.
Mathematicians apology [braille] / [G. H. Hardy].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1076

Hardy, Thomas, 1840-1928.
Jude the obscure [braille] / [Thomas Hardy].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2040

Hardy, Thomas, 1840-1928.
Laodicean [braille] : a story of today / [Thomas Hardy].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1203

Hardy, Thomas, 1840-1928.
Life's little ironies [braille] : a set of tales with some colloquial sketches entitled A few crusted characters / [Thomas Hardy].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2120

Braille 1138

Hardy, Thomas, 1840-1928.
Return of the native [braille] / [Thomas Hardy].
Edinburgh : Royal Blind School, 1918.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 250

Braille 325

Hardy, Thomas, 1840-1928.
Under the Greenwood tree, or, The Mellstock quire [braille] / [Thomas Hardy].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 130
Braille 1641

Hardy, Thomas, 1840-1928.
Woodlanders [braille] / by Thomas Hardy.
South Yarra, [Vic.]: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1935.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2932

Hare, Cyril, 1900-
Suicide excepted [braille] / [Cyril Hare].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1708

Hare, Cyril, 1900-
That yew tree's shade [braille] / [Cyril Hare].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2331

Hare, Cyril, 1900-
With a bare bodkin [braille] / [Cyril Hare].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2650

Harker, L. Allen (Lizzie Allen), 1863-1933.
Miss Esperance and Mr. Wycherly [braille] / [Lizzie Allen Harker].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2529

Life among the Aborigines [braille] / [W. E. Harney].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 803

Harrer, Heinrich, 1912-
Seven years in Tibet [braille] / [Heinrich Harrer].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 109

Harris, Clara Carter.
Interpretation and precis with language exercises [braille] / [Clara Carter Harris].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2645
Harris, John, 1916-
Ride out the storm [braille] : a novel of Dunkirk / [John Harris].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2198

Harris, Reginald Duckett.
Hand in diamonds [braille] / [Reginald Duckett Harris].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2242

Harte, Bret, 1836-1902.
Tales, poems and sketches [braille] / [Bret Harte].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2151

7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1073

4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1070

Hartmann, von Aue, 12th cent.
Arme Heinrich [braille] / [Hartmann von Aue].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 306

Harvey, Frank.,
Lion pit [braille] / [Frank Harvey].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2060

Haskins, M. Louise.
Gate of the year [braille] / by M. Louise Haskins.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1941.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2907

Cases in court [braille] / [Hastings, Patrick, Sir].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 808

Hatfield, William, 1892-1969.
Desert saga [braille] / [William Hatfield].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 566

Hatfield, William, 1892-1969.
Sheepmates [braille] / [William Hatfield].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 536

Hatfield, William, 1892-1969.
Sheepmates [braille] / [William Hatfield].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1934.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 804

Hattersley, Alan Frederick.
Short history of western civilization [braille] / [Alan Frederick Hattersley].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 176

Hattersley, Roy.
Goodbye to Yorkshire [braille] / [Roy Hatters].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2092

Hauptmann, Gerhart, 1862-1946.
Bahnw arter Thiel [braille] / [Gerhart Hauptmann].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 271

Hauptmann, Gerhart, 1862-1946.
Vor Sonnenaufgang [braille] / [Gerhart Hauptmann].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 267

Hawkes, Clarence.
Hitting the dark trail [braille] : starshine through thirty years of night / [Clarence Hawkes].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2802

Hawkes, Jacquetta, 1910-
Prehistoric Britain [braille] / [Jacquetta Hawkes].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 646

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864.
Blithedale Romance [braille] / [Nathaniel Hawthorne].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 557

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864.
House of the seven gables [braille] / [Nathaniel Hawthorne].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 550

Hawton, Hector, 1901-
Humanist revolution [braille] / [Hector Hawton].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1005

Hay, Ian.
Arms and the men [braille] / [Ian Hay].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 818

Hearsey, John E. N. (John Edward Nicholl)
Young Mr Pepys [braille] / [John E. N. Hearsey].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1640

Heath, Edward, 1916-
Music - a joy for life [braille] / [Edward Heath].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1941

Heathfield, Frances.
Ancient history [braille] : exam questions with answers and explanations / [Frances Heathfield].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1329
Hebbel, Friedrich, 1813-1863.  
*Maria Magdalena [braille] / [Christian Friedrich Hebbel]*.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 273

Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1912.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2897

Hebrews to Jude [braille] : the Epistle to Hebrews, [the Epistle of] James, 1 and 2 Peter, 1, 2 and 3 John, and Jude.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1542

Hedin, Sven, 1865-1952.  
*Across the Gobi Desert [braille] / [Sven Hedin]*.  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2358

Heine, Heinrich, 1797-1856.  
*Nordsee [braille] / [Heinrich Heine]*.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 292

Heller, Joseph.  
*Catch-22 [braille] / [Joseph Heller]*.  
13 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 949

Heller, Joseph.  
*Catch-22 [braille] / [Joseph Heller]*.  
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.  
20 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1284

Heller, Joseph.  
*Catch-22 [braille] / [Joseph Heller]*.  
10 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1716

Heller, Joseph.  
*Catch-22 [braille] / [Joseph Heller]*.
6 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2040A

Heller, Stephen, 1813-1888.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1386

Hellman, George S. (George Sidney), 1878-1958.  
Peacock's feather [braille] / [George Sidney Hellman].  
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1935.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1064

Helmericks, Constance.  
We live in the Arctic [braille] / by Constance and Harmon Helmericks.  
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1945.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 822

Helps to holiness [braille].  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1569

First forty-nine stories [braille] / [Ernest Hemingway].  
3 v. of solid dot braille.  
Braille 2362

Old man and the sea [braille] / [Ernest Hemingway].  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1958

Henderson, Nevile, Sir, 1882-1942.  
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 441

Heney, Helen, 1907-1986.  
In a dark glass [braille] : the story of Paul Edmund Strzelecki / [Helen Margaret Elizabeth Heney].  
8 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 807

Henney, Nella (Braddy) 1894-  
Anne Sullivan Macy [braille] : the story behind Helen Keller / [Nella (Braddy) Henney].  
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1948.  
6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 514

Henning, Rachel, 1826-1914.  
Letters of Rachel Henning [braille] / [Rachel Biddulph Henning].  
7 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1836

No arms, no armour [braille] / [Robert David Quixano Henriques].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2436

Henry, O., 1862-1910.  
Four million [braille] / [O. Henry].  
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1931.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2168

Henry, O., 1862-1910.  
Rolling stones [braille] / [O. Henry].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 903

Henry, O., 1862-1910.  
Sixes and sevens [braille] / [O. Henry].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2647

Hensley, John.  
Workbook to our economic environment, part 2 [braille] / by J. Hensley and F. Oddie.  
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1419

Heppenstall, Rayner, 1911-1981.  
Blaze of noon [braille] / [Rayner Heppenstall].  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2301
Herbert, A. P. (Alan Patrick), Sir, 1890-1971.
Old flame [braille] / [Herbert, A. P., Sir].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2116

Herbert, A. P. (Alan Patrick), Sir, 1890-1971.
What a word! [braille] : being an account of the principles of progress of 'the word war' conducted in 'Punch', to the great improvement and delight of the people, and lasting benefit of the King's of Englan / [Herbert, A. P., Sir].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 984

Herrick, Genevieve Forbes.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 725

Herrick, Robert, 1591-1674.
Poems [braille] / [Robert Herrick].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1915.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 395

Hersey, John, 1914-.
Into the valley [braille] : a skirmish of the marines / [John Hersey].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1953.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 638

Hetherington, John, 1907-1974.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 813

Hewlett, Maurice, 1861-1923.
Forest lovers [braille] : a romance / [Maurice Hewlett].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2108

April lady [braille] / [Georgette Heyer].
Arabella [braille] / [Georgette Heyer].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2502

Black sheep [braille] / [Georgette Heyer].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2483

Cousin Kate [braille] / [Georgette Heyer].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2214

Devil's cub [braille] / [Georgette Heyer].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
9 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1286

False colours [braille] / [Georgette Heyer].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2014

Footsteps in the dark [braille] / [Georgette Heyer].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2699

Friday's child [braille] / [Georgette Heyer].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2224

5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2091
Heyerdahl, Thor.
Aku-aku [braille] : the secret of Easter Island / [Thor Heyerdahl].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2315

Hibberd, Stuart.
This is London [braille] / [Stuart Hibberd].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2093

Hibbert, Christopher, 1924-
Edward VII [braille] : a portrait / by Christopher Hibbert.
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2858

Hickling, Harold.
One minute of time [braille] : the Melbourne-Voyager collision / [Harold Hickling].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2511

Hicks, Robert Drew, 1850-1929.
Concise Latin dictionary [braille] / [Robert Drew Hicks].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 269

Higgin, Edward G. (Edward George)
Preparation for confirmation [braille] / [Edward G. Higgin].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1517

Higgins, Jack, 1929-
Day of judgement [braille] / [Jack Higgins].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2149

18 v. of interline braille.
Braille 229

Hildick, E. W. (Edmund Wallace), 1925-
Birdy Jones [braille] / [Edmund Wallace Hildick].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1348

Great Australian loneliness [braille] / by Ernestine Hill.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1937.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2930

Hill, Peter.
Hunters [braille] / [Peter Hill].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2762

Hill, Susan, 1942-
In the springtime of the year [braille] / [Susan Hill].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1968

Hill, Weldon.
Long summer of George Adams [braille] / [Weldon Hill].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2520

Hillaby, John.
Journey through Europe [braille] / [John D. Hillaby].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2266

Hillyer, Richard.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1757

Hilton, James, 1900-1954.
Good-bye Mr. Chips [braille] / [James Hilton].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 769

Hilton, James, 1900-1954.
Nothing so strange [braille] / [James Hilton].
6 v. of interline braille.
Hilton, James, 1900-1954.  
So well remembered [braille] / [James Hilton].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.  
6 v. of interline braille.

Hilton, James, 1900-1954.  
Story of Dr. Wassell [braille] / [James Hilton].  
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1946.  
2 v. of interline braille.

Hilton, James, 1900-1954.  
To you, Mr. Chips [braille] / [James Hilton].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.  
2 v. of interline braille.

Hindus, Maurice, 1891-1969.  
Russia fights on [braille] / [Maurice Gerschon Hindus].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.  
6 v. of interline braille.

Hines, Barry, 1939-  
Kestrel for a knave [braille] / [Barry Hines].  
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.

Hinton, S. E.  
Outsiders [braille] / [S. E. Hinton].  
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.

Hjortsberg, William, 1941-  
Falling angel [braille] / [William Hjortsberg].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Hobbes, John Oliver, 1867-1906.  
Some emotions and a moral [braille] / by John Oliver Hobbes [ie. Pearle Craigie].  
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Hobbes, Thomas, 1588-1679.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2822

Hobbes, Thomas, 1588-1679.
Leviathan or, the matter, form and power of a commonwealth, ecclesiastical and civil [braille] / [Thomas Hobbes].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 989

Hobsbawm, E. J. (Eric John), 1917-
Industry and empire [braille] : an economic history of Britain since 1750.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2841

Hocking, Mary, 1921-
Family circle [braille] / [Mary Hocking].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1965

Hoffman, Gail.
Land and people of Israel [braille] / by Gail Hoffman.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2885

Hoffman, Paul G., 1891-.
World without want [braille] / [Paul G. Hoffman].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1100

Hoffmann, E. T. A. (Ernst Theodor Amadeus), 1776-1822.
Tales of Hoffman [braille] / [Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffman].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2417

Hoggart, Richard, 1918-.
Uses of literacy [braille] : aspects of working class life, with special references to publications and entertainments / [Richard Hoggart].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1806
Hollins, Alfred, 1865-1942.
Blind musician looks back [braille] / [Alfred Hollins].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2211

Holman, Portia,
Psychology and psychological medicine for nurses [braille] / [Holman].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1895

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, 1809-1894.
Autocrat of the breakfast table [braille] / [Oliver Wendell Holmes].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 412

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, 1809-1894.
Poet at the breakfast-table [braille] : he talks with his fellow-boarders and the reader / [Oliver Wendell Holmes].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 492

Holt, Edgar, 1900-
Carlist wars in Spain [braille] / [Edgar Holt].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2509

Holt, Victoria, 1906-1993
House of a thousand lanterns [braille] / [Victoria Holt].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2376

Holt, Victoria, 1906-1993
My enemy the Queen [braille] / [Victoria Holt].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2365

Holt, Victoria, 1906-1993
Shadow of the Lynx [braille] / [Victoria Holt].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2721

Holtby, Winifred, 1898-1935.
South Riding [braille] : an English landscape / [Winifred Holtby].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2013

Holy Bible [braille] : Authorized version, set forth in 1611 and commonly known as the
King James Version.
20 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 67

14 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2548

Holy Bible. First Corinthians, in the King James authorized version [braille].
Braille Bible Foundation.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2812

Holy Bible. Galations and Ephesians, in the King James authorized version [braille].
Braille Bible Foundation.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2813

Homer.
Iliad of Homer [braille].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1644

Homer.
Odyssey [braille] / translated by E.V. Rieu.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 810

Homer.
Odyssey [braille] / translated by E.V. Rieu.
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1971

Hood, Stuart, 1915-
Pebbles from my skull [braille] / [Stuart Hood].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1735

Hood, Thomas, 1799-1845.
Miss Kilmarnock and her precious leg [braille]: a golden legend / [Thomas Hood].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 397

Hope, Anthony, 1863-1933.
Prisoner of Zenda [braille] / [Hope, Anthony, Sir].
Sydney: Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1947.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2525

Horace.
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 995

Horne, C. Silvester (Charles Silvester), 1865-1914.
David Livingstone [braille] / [Charles Silvester Horne].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 684

Horne, Ethelbert.
Catholic customs [braille] / [Ethelbert Horne].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1568

Raffles [braille] / [Ernest William Hornung].
6 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2428

Household, Geoffrey, 1900-
Arabesque [braille] / [Geoffrey Household].
Burwood, N.S.W.: Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1953.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1009

Shropshire lad and last poems [braille] / [A. E. Housman].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 218

How to conduct meetings [braille] : a handbook for chairmen and all who conduct or attend meetings.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 979

Howard, Elizabeth Jane, 1923-
Odd girl out [braille] / [Elizabeth Jane Howard].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2619

Howard, J. Mark (Julian Mark)
Building a new nation [braille] : history for Form III / [Julian Mark Howard].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 814

Howard, Mary, 1907-
Repeating pattern [braille] / [Mary Howard].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2771

Howard, Mary, 1907-
Soldiers and lovers [braille] / [Mary Howard].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2720

Howard, Peter.
Give a dog a bone [braille] / by Peter Howard and Alan Thornhill.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 890

Howarth, David, 1912-
Sledge patrol [braille] / [David Howarth].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1071

Howarth, Patrick, 1916-
Dying Ukrainian [braille] / [Patrick Howarth].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1670
Howells, Roy.
Churchill's last years [braille] / [by Roy Howells]
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3028

Hoy, Hugh Cleland.
40 O.B., or, How the war was won [braille] / by Hugh Cleland Hoy ; foreword by Sir Basil Thomson.
London : Hutchinson, 1932.
3 v. of braille.
Braille 709

Huddleston, Trevor, 1913-
Naught for your comfort [braille] / [Trevor Huddleston].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 806

Hudson, Robert.
People's king (King George V) [braille] / [Robert Hudson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 697

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 708

Purple land [braille] : being the narrative of one Richard Lamb's adventures in Banda Oriental, in South America, as told by himself / [W. H. Hudson].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 553

Hughes, M. V. (Mary Vivian), b. 1866.
London child of the seventies [braille] / [M. V. Hughes].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 94

Hughes, Richard, 1900-1976.
High wind in Jamaica [braille] / [Richard Hughes].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1990
Hughes, Thea Stanley.  
Adventure in movement [braille] : a new approach to physical training / [Thea Stanley Hughes].  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 815

Hughes, Thomas, 1822-1896.  
Tom Brown's schooldays [braille] / [Thomas Hughes].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1904.  
6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1233

Hughes, W. M. (William Morris), 1862-1952.  
Crusts and crusades [braille] : tales of bygone days / [Billy Hughes].  
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1950.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 820

Hughes, W. M. (William Morris), 1862-1952.  
Policies and potentates [braille] / [Billy Hughes].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1953.  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 644

Hugo, Victor, 1802-1885.  
History of a crime [braille] / [Victor Hugo].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.  
9 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 641

Hugo, Victor, 1802-1885.  
Ninety-three [braille] / [Victor Hugo].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2739

Hugo, Victor, 1802-1885.  
Notre Dame de Paris [braille] / [Victor Hugo].  
6 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 718

Hugo's pocket dictionary, English-Spanish [braille].  
7 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1530

Hunt, John, 1910-
Ascent of Everest [braille] / [John Hunt].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2702

Hunt, Leigh, 1784-1859.
Essays [braille] / [James Henry Leigh Hunt].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 475

Hunter, Alan, 1922-
Gently where the roads go [braille] / [Alan Hunter].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1706

Hurley, Timothy.
St. Therese of the child Jesus [braille] : story of her life, with mysticism of spiritual
childhood / [Timothy Hurley].
Catholic Braille Writing Association, 1945.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1472

Egyptian childhood [braille] : the autobiography of Taha Hussein / translated from the
Arabic by E.H. Paxton.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1736

Stream of days [braille] / translated by Hilary Wayment.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1104

Hutchinson, F. E. (Francis Ernest), 1871-1947.
Milton and the English mind [braille] / [F. E. Hutchinson].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1412

Brave new world [braille] / [Aldous Huxley].
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1276

Huxley, Elspeth Joscelin Grant, 1907-
Flame trees of Thika [braille] / [Elspeth Joscelin Grant Huxley].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1834

Huxley, Julian, 1887-1975.
From an antique land [braille] : ancient and modern in the Middle East / [Julian Huxley].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1883

Huxley, Thomas Henry, 1825-1895.
Essays, ethical and political [braille] / [Thomas Henry Huxley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1041

Hyde, H. Montgomery (Harford Montgomery), 1907-
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2836

Hyde, H. Montgomery (Harford Montgomery), 1907-
Roger Casement [braille] / [H. Montgomery Hyde].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 31

Hymns, ancient and modern [braille].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1887.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1467

Cattle king [braille] : the story of Sir Sidney Kidman / [Ion Llewellyn Idriess].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1578

Forty fathoms deep [braille] : pearl divers and sea rovers in Australian seas / [Ion Llewellyn Idriess].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 920

Opium smugglers [braille] : a true story of our northern seas / [Ion Llewellyn Idriess].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1221

Over the range [braille] : sunshine and shadow in the Kimberleys / [Ion Llewellyn Idriess].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1942.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2017

Imitation of Christ [braille] / [Thomas a Kempis].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1483

Imitation of Christ [braille] / [Thomas a Kempis].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1491

Immigration Reform Group.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 280

In touch [braille]
4 v.
Braille 766

Inchfawn, Fay, 1880-
Through the windows of a little house [braille] / [Fay Inchfawn].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 559

Inchfawn, Fay, 1880-
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 540

4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2081

Ingersoll, Robert Green, 1833-1899
Lectures and essays (a selection) [braille] / [Robert G. Ingersoll].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 507

Inglis, Brian, 1916-
Forbidden game [braille] : a social history of drugs / by Brian Inglis.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2849

Ingoldsby, Thomas, 1788-1845.
Ingoldsby legends [braille] / by Richard Harris Barham (Thomas Ingoldsby)
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2914

Ingoldsby, Thomas, 1788-1845.
Leech of Folkestone [braille] / [Richard Harris Barham].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 763

Ingoldsby, Thomas, 1788-1845.
Selections from The Ingoldsby legends [braille] / [Richard Harris Barham].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 127

Innes, Hammond, 1913-
Atlantic fury [braille] / [Hammond Innes].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2764

Innes, Hammond, 1913-
Doomed oasis [braille] / [Hammond Innes].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1607

Innes, Hammond, 1913-
Golden Soak [braille] / [Hammond Innes].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2341

Innes, Hammond, 1913-
Mary Deare [braille] / [Hammond Innes].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2164
Innes, Michael, 1906-
Appleby's other story [braille] / [Michael Innes].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2176

Innes, Michael, 1906-
Christmas at Candleshoe [braille] / [Michael Innes].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2243

Innes, Michael, 1906-
Death at the President's lodging [braille] / [Michael Innes].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2723

Innes, Michael, 1906-
Hare sitting up [braille] / [Michael Innes].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2128

Insurance and assurance, Section 12 [braille] / for and on behalf of the Australian Life Assurance Office.
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1296

Ireland, David, 1927-
Chantic bird [braille] / by David Ireland.
[North Rocks, N.S.W.] : Royal New South Wales Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, [198?]
6 v of braille embossed on one side ; 28 x 32 cm.
Braille 1275

Irving, Washington, 1783-1859.
Bracebridge Hall [braille] : or The humorists, a medley / by Geoffrey Crayon [i.e. Washington Irving].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1907.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2118

Irwin, Margaret.
Stranger prince [braille] : the story of Rupert of the Rhine / [Margaret Emma Faith Irwin].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1911
Irwin, Margaret.
That great Lucifer [braille] / [Margaret Emma Faith Irwin].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1963

Irwin, Margaret.
That great Lucifer [braille] : a portrait of Sir Walter Raleigh / [Margaret Emma Faith Irwin].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1743

Isherwood, Christopher, 1904-
Goodbye to Berlin [braille] / [Christopher Isherwood].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1927

Isherwood, Christopher, 1904-
5 v.
Braille 165

Jack, Robert.
Arctic living [braille] : the story of Grimsey / [Robert Jack].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2378

Jackson, G. Gibbard (George Gibbard), b. 1877.
Trains and their story [braille] / [G. G. Jackson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1023

Jackson, Geoffrey, Sir, 1915-
People's prison [braille] / [Jackson, Geoffrey, Sir].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1656

Sea whispers [braille] / [W. W. Jacobs].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1824

Three stories from Sea Urchins [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2955

Jacobson, Dan, 1929-
Evidence of love [braille] / [Dan Jacobson].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1952

Jacobson, Dan, 1929-
Rape of Tamar [braille] / [Dan Jacobson].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2429

Early Christianity and Greek paideia [braille] / [Werner Wilhelm Jaeger].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 279

James, Douglas Compton.
Dear mother [braille] / [Douglas Compton James].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 571

James, Henry, 1843-1916.
Ambassadors [braille] / [Henry James].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1822

James, Henry, 1843-1916.
Europeans [braille] / [Henry James].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 237

James, Henry, 1843-1916.
Four meetings [braille] / [Henry James].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1030

James, Henry, 1843-1916.
Selected short stories [braille] / [Henry James].
James, Henry, 1843-1916.  
Washington Square [braille] / [Henry James].  
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1328

Jasper, A. S. (Albert Stanley), 1905-  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1694

Kew, Vic. : Christian Blind Mission International (Australia)  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1154

Jean Paul, 1763-1825.  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 259

Jeffrey, Adi-Kent Thomas.  
Bermuda Triangle [braille] / [Adi-Kent Thomas Jeffrey].  
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.  
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1368

Jenkins, Elizabeth, 1907-  
Elizabeth the Great [braille] / [Elizabeth Jenkins].  
3 v. of solid dot braille.  
Braille 1758

Jenkins, Geoffrey, 1920-  
Bridge of magpies [braille] / [Geoffrey Jenkins].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2130

Jenkins, Geoffrey, 1920-  
Southtrap [braille] / [Geoffrey Jenkins].  
6 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2775
Jobson, Hamilton, 1914-.  
Naked to my enemy [braille] / [Hamilton Jobson].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2673

John Bunyan [braille].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 740

Socialist sixth of the world [braille] / [Hewlett Johnson].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 754

Catherine Carter [braille] / [Pamela Hansford Johnson].  
7 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1966

Good listener [braille] / [Pamela Hansford Johnson].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1955

Honours board [braille] / [Pamela Hansford Johnson].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2626

Last resort [braille] / [Pamela Hansford Johnson].  
2 v. of solid dot braille.  
Braille 1821

Unspeakable Skipton [braille] / [Pamela Hansford Johnson].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1818

Johnson, Philip, 1900-.  
Lovers' leap [braille] : a comedy in three acts / [Philip Johnson].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 506

Johnson, Samuel, 1709-1784.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1919.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2917

Johnson, Samuel, 1709-1784.
Rasselas [braille] : poems, and selected prose / Samuel Johnson ; edited with introduction and notes by Bertrand H. Bronson.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1444

Johnson, Stanley Currie.
Look and learn [braille] / [Stanley Currie Johnson].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2714

Mutmassungen uber Jakob ; selected passages [braille] / [Uwe Johnson].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2200

Johnston, H. A. (Henry Aloysius), 1888-.
Our sacramental life [braille] / [H. A. Johnston].
Catholic Braille Association of South Australia, 1947.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1573

Jones, David Rees.
Nation’s heroes [braille] / [David Rees Jones].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1671

Jones, Henry Arthur, 1851-1929.
Liars [braille] : an original comedy in four acts / [Henry Arthur Jones].
Melbourne : Braille Writers’ Association of Victoria, 1938.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 347

Jones, Phyllis M. (Phyllis Maud)
Modern English short stories [braille] / [Phyllis Maud Jones].
11 v. of interline braille.
Jordan, Humfrey, 1885-
Sea way only [braille] / [Humfrey Jordan].
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 2700

Journal of visual impairment & blindness [braille].
Cincinnati, Ohio : Clovernook Printing House for the Blind, 1977-
v. : ill. ; 28 cm.

Braille 1379

Joyce, James, 1882-1941.
Dubliners [braille] / [James Joyce].
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 2625

Joyce, James, 1882-1941.
Portrait of the artist as a young man [braille] / [James Joyce].
4 v. of interline braille.

Braille 156

Judd, John W. (John Wesley), 1840-1916.
Coming of evolution [braille] : the story of a great revolution in science / [John W. Judd].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1911.
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 2261

Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924.
Ein Landarzt and other stories [braille] / [Franz Kafka].
1 v. of interline braille.

Braille 255

Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924.
Trial [braille] / [Franz Kafka].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1953.
4 v. of interline braille.

Braille 2689

Kafka, Franz, 1883-1924.
Verwandlung [braille] / [Franz Kafka].
1 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 239

Kant, Immanuel, 1724-1804.
10 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2837

Kant, Immanuel, 1724-1804.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2821

Kantor, MacKinlay.
Unseen witness [braille] / [Mackinlay Kantor].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2127

London : National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2974

Kata, Elizabeth.
Patch of blue [braille] / [Elizabeth Kata].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1274

Kavanagh, P. J. (Patrick Joseph), 1931-
Perfect stranger [braille] / [P. J. Kavanagh].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2684

Kaye-Smith, Sheila, 1887-1956.
History of Susan Spray, the female preacher [braille] / [Sheila Kaye-Smith].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1913

Kaye-Smith, Sheila, 1887-1956.
Sussex gorse [braille] : the story of a fight / [Sheila Kaye-Smith].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2288

Keating, H. R. F. (Henry Reymond Fitzwalter), 1926-
Inspector Ghote goes by train [braille] / [Henry Reymond Fitzwalter Keating].
Keats, John, 1795-1821.
Poetical works and other writings of John Keats [braille] / edited with notes and appendices by Forman.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 216

Keats, John, 1795-1821.
Selected poems and letters [braille] / chosen and edited by Roger Sharrock.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 264

Keeton, George W. (George Williams), 1902-
Passing of parliament [braille] / [G. W. Keeton].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1748

Keller, Gottfried, 1819-1890.
Regina [braille] / [Gottfried Keller].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 277

Keller, Helen, 1880-1968.
Chant of the stone wall [braille] / [Helen Keller].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1924.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2808

Keller, Helen, 1880-1968.
Midstream [braille] : my later life / [Helen Keller].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1795

Keller, Werner, 1909-
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1851

Kelly, Vince.
Shadow [braille] : the amazing exploits of Frank Fahy / [Vince Kelly].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1954.
Kemble, James, 1900-
Idols and invalids [braille] / [James Kemble].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1078

Kendall, Henry, 1839-1882.
Poems of Henry Clarence Kendall [braille] : with memoir by Frederick C. Kendall / [Henry Kendall].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1914.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 508

Keneally, Thomas, 1935-
Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith [braille] / [Thomas Keneally].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1278

Kenna, Peter, 1930-1987.
Hard god [braille] : a play / [Peter Kenna].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1273

Kennaway, James, 1928-1968.
Bells of Shoreditch [braille] / [James Kennaway].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2190

Kennedy, Benjamin Hall, 1804-1889.
Revised Latin primer [braille] / [Benjamen Hall Kennedy].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 249

Kennedy, Margaret, 1896-1967.
Heroes of clone [braille] / [Margaret Kennedy].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1931

Kennelly, Brendan,
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1139

Kenyon, F. W. (Frank Wilson), 1912-
Emma [braille] / [F. W. Kenyon].
9 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1690

Kettle, Jocelyn.
Athelsons [braille] / [Jocelyn Kettle].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2588

Keyes, Frances Parkinson, 1885-1970.
Came a cavalier [braille] / [Frances Parkinson Keyes].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1917

Keyes, Frances Parkinson, 1885-1970.
Christian Marlowe's daughter [braille] / [Frances Parkinson Keyes].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2735

Khrushchev remembers [braille] / [Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 811

Kincaid, Dennis, 1905-1937.
Tropic Rome [braille] / [Dennis Kincaid].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2693

King Edward VII [braille].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1911.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 691

King, Francis, 1923-
Dividing stream [braille] / [Francis King].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1858

King, Richard.
Over the fireside with silent friends [braille] / [Richard King].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1582

King-Hall, Magdalen, 1904-
Lord Edward [braille] / [Magdalen King-Hall].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 680

Kingsley, Charles, 1819-1875.
Hereward the Wake [braille] / [Charles Kingsley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1124

Kingsley, Charles, 1819-1875.
Hereward the Wake [braille] / [Charles Kingsley].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1987

Kingsley, Charles, 1819-1875.
Heroes [braille] : or, Greek fairy tales for my children / [Charles Kingsley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1217

Kingsley, Charles, 1819-1875.
Westward ho! [braille] / [Charles Kingsley].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2450

Kingsley, Henry, 1830-1876.
Ravenshoe [braille] / [Henry Kingsley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1900.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1126

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Book of words [braille] : selections from speeches and addresses delivered between 1906 and 1927 / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 358

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Captains Courageous [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1236

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Choice of Kipling's verse [braille] / Made by T. S. Eliot with an essay on Rudyard Kipling.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 76

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Conference of the powers [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2003

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Five nations [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 543

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Light that failed [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1926.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1075

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Light that failed [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1924.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1219

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Matter of fact [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 33

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Plain tales from the hills [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2392

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Puck of Pook's Hill [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1915.
4 v. of interline braille.
Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Something of myself [braille] : for my friends, known and unknown / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
3 v. of interline braille.

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Sons of Martha and other poems [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
1 v. of interline braille.

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Stalky and Co [braille] / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
5 v. of interline braille.

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936.
Story of Muhammed Din and other tales [braille] : from Plain tales from the hills / [Rudyard Kipling].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1959.
1 v. of interline braille.

Kirkpatrick, A. F. (Alexander Francis), 1849-1940.
Divine library of the Old Testament [braille] : its origin, preservation, inspiration and permanent value / [Alexander Francis Kirkpatrick].
1 v. of interpoint braille.

Kleist, Heinrich von, 1777-1811.
Michael Kohlhaas [braille] : aus e. alten Chronik / [Heinrich von Kleist].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Knight, G. Wilson (George Wilson), 1897-
This sceptred isle [braille] : Shakespeare's message for England at war / [G. Wilson Knight].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
1 v. of interline braille.

Knight, L. A. (Leonard Alfred)
Deadman's Bay [braille] / [L. A. Knight].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2057

Knowles, Marion Miller.
Songs from the heart [braille] : Christmas flowers of verse, and Christmas bells / [Marion Miller Knowles].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 533

Knowles, Marion Miller.
Songs from the hills [braille] / [Marion Miller Knowles].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 551

Art of thinking [braille] / [Thomas Sharper Knowlson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 356

Knox, Bill, 1928-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2769

Knox, Collie, 1899-
People of quality [braille] / [Collie Knox].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 679

Solved by inspection [braille] / [Ronald A. Knox].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1617

Three taps [braille] / [Ronald A. Knox].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1982

Darkness at noon [braille] / [Arthur Koestler].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1277

Darkness at noon [braille] / translated by Daphne Hardy.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2482

Konigsburg, E. L.
Father's arcane daughter [braille] / [Elaine L. Konigsburg].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1923

Konstan, Kenneth.
Card games for two [braille] / [Kenneth Konstan].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 950

Kuhlau, Friedrich, 1786-1832.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1408

Kunstler, Charles.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 714

Kuo, Pin-chia.
China, new age and new outlook [braille] / [Pin-chia Kuo].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 275

Kyd, Thomas, 1558-1594.
Spanish tragedy [braille] / edited with notes and glossary by J. Schick.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1422

Kyle, Duncan, 1930-
Flight into fear [braille] / [Duncan Kyle].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2077
Kyle, Duncan, 1930-
In deep [braille] / Duncan Kyle.
5 v. of braille.
Braille 1645

Lacey, Charles L.
Rosary Novenas to Our Lady [braille] / [Charles L. Lacey].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1513

Lagerlof, Selma, 1858-1940.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1845

Lamb, Charles, 1775-1834.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2921

Lamb, Charles, 1775-1834.
Letters of Charles Lamb [braille] / [Charles Lamb].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 342

Lane, Margaret, 1907-
Day of the feast [braille] / [Margaret Lane].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2248

Lane, Margaret, 1907-
Samuel Johnson and his world [braille] / by Margaret Lane.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2838

Lang, Andrew, 1844-1912.
Poems [braille] / [Andrew Lang].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 369

Langley, Noel.
Cage me a peacock [braille] / [Noel Langley].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2390

Lang-Manners, Grace.
Carla [braille] / [Grace Lang-Manners].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1369

Lanham, Edwin, 1904-.
Murder on my street [braille] / [Edwin Moultrie Lanham].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2692

Lawrence, Berta.
Bond of green withy [braille] / [Berta Lawrence].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2691

Lawrence, D. H. (David Herbert), 1885-1930.
Rainbow [braille] / [D. H. Lawrence].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2066

Lawrence, D. H. (David Herbert), 1885-1930.
Selected poems [braille] / chosen with an introduction by W.E. Williams.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2593

Lawrence, D. H. (David Herbert), 1885-1930.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 231

Lawrence, D. H. (David Herbert), 1885-1930.
Sons and lovers [braille] / [D. H. Lawrence].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1929

Lawrence, D. H. (David Herbert), 1885-1930.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2842

Lawrence, Maureen, 1937-
Shadow on the wall [braille] / by Maureen Lawrence.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1919

Lawson, Henry, 1867-1922.
Bush undertaker and other stories [braille] / [Henry Archibald Hertzberg Lawson].
10 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1288

Lawson, Henry, 1867-1922.
Children of the bush [braille] / by Henry Lawson.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2970

Lawson, Henry, 1867-1922.
Prose works of Henry Lawson [braille] / [Henry Archibald Hertzberg Lawson].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales.
26 v. of interline braille.
Braille 19a

Man's life [braille] / [Jack Lawson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 681

Le Carre, John, 1931-
Naive and sentimental lover [braille] / [John Le Carre].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1857

Le Fanu, Joseph Sheridan, 1814-1873.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1939.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2893

Le Guin, Ursula K. (Ursula Kroeber), 1929-
Wizard of Earthsea [braille] / [Ursula K. Le Guin].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1323
Le May, Alan, 1899-1964.
Searchers [braille] / [Alan Le May].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1370

Lear, Winifred.
Down the rabbit hole [braille] / [Winifred Lear].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2276

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 122

Lee, Laurie, 1914-
As I walked out one midsummer morning [braille] / [Laurie Lee].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1772

Lee, Laurie, 1914-
Cider with Rosie [braille] / [Laurie Lee].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1739

Leeming, John F. (John Fishwick), 1895-
Arnaldo my brother [braille] / [John Fishwick Leeming].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2427

Legal history [braille].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1247

Legendre, Sidney J.
Land of the white parasol and the million elephants [braille] / [Sidney J. Legendre].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1878

Leichhardt, Ludwig, 1813-1848.
Dr. Leichhardt's letters from Australia during the years March 23, 1842, to April 3, 1948 [braille] / by G. Neumayer ; translated by L.L. Politzer.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 675

Lemaitre, Jules, 1853-1914.
Serenus and other stories of the past and present [braille] / translated by ... A.W. Evans.
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1899

Lenin, Vladimir Ilich, 1870-1924.
On imperialism and imperialists [braille] / by V.I. Lenin.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2819

Lenin, Vladimir Ilich, 1870-1924.
State and revolution [braille] / by V.I. Lenin.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2850

Leslie, Anita.
Edwardians in love [braille] / [Anita Leslie].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1639

Lessing, Gotthold Ephraim, 1729-1781.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 322

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1853

Letters of an Indian judge to an English gentlewoman [braille].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 741

Letters of great writers from the time of Spencer to the time of Wordsworth [braille] / selected with an introduction by the Rev. Hedley V. Taylor.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2160
Levi, Hedwig.
Easy German stories [braille] / edited with notes and vocabulary by Luise Delp.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2199

Levy, Ben W.
Mrs Moonlight [braille] / [Ben W. Levy].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 417

Beyond personality [braille] : the Christian idea of God / by C.S. Lewis.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2951

Out of the silent planet [braille] / [Clive Staples Lewis].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2580

Lewis, J. R. (John Royston), 1933-
Secret singing [braille] / [Roy Lewis].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2717

Lewis, Maynah.
Make way for tomorrow [braille] / [Maynah Lewis].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2107

Lewis, Sinclair, 1885-1951.
Job [braille] / by Sinclair Lewis.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1938.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2883

Liberal Catholic Church,
Liturgy according to the use of the Liberal Catholic Church [braille] : extracts / [Liberal Catholic Church].
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1261
Lieberman, Herbert, 1933-
City of the dead [braille] / [Herbert H. Lieberman].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2097

Life of Peter the Great [braille].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 692

Lin, Yutang, 1895-1976.
Importance of living [braille] / [Yutang Lin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 391

Lin, Yutang, 1895-1976.
Leaf in the storm [braille] / by Lin Yutang.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1943.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2976

Lin, Yutang, 1895-1976.
My country and my people [braille] / [Yutang Lin].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1095

Lin, Yutang, 1895-1976.
Unexpected island [braille] / [Yutang Lin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1956.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1693

Lin, Yutang, 1895-1976.
With love and irony [braille] / [Yutang Lin].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1942.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1067

Lindop, Audrey Erskine, 1920-
Journey into stone [braille] / [Audrey Erskine Lindop].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2719

Linford, Madeline.
Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797) [braille] / [Madeline Linford].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 673

Literaturverzeichnis [braille]
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2861

Little book of verses selected from various poets [braille].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 526

Little, R. P. Scott.
Call of the homeland [braille] / [R. P. Scott Little].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 513

Lives of the saints [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1055

[Canberra : Dept. of Family and Community Services, 2003].
4 v. of braille, embossed on both sides ; 30 cm.
Braille 3054

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1038

Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 3003

6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1828

Llewellyn, Richard.
How green was my valley [braille] / [Richard Llewellyn].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 226
Lloyd, Joseph M.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1763

Locke, John, 1632-1704.
Of civil government [braille] / [John Locke].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 976

Locke, John, 1632-1704.
Second treatise of government [braille] / [John Locke]
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2851

Locke, William J. (William John), 1863-1930.
Joyous adventures of Aristide Pujol [braille] / [William J. Locke].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2550

Locke, William J. (William John), 1863-1930.
Red planet [braille] / [William J. Locke].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2457

Lockhart, Margaret.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1036

Lockhart, Margaret.
Ma vie [braille] / by Margaret D. Lockhart and Rhoda E. Brown.
Millswood, S. Aust.: Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1963.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1400

I, the Aboriginal [braille] / [Douglas Lockwood].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2578

Lodge, Oliver, Sir, 1851-1940.
Evolution and creation [braille] / [Lodge, Sir Oliver].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 991

Call of the wild [braille] / [Jack London].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1947.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2424

Jerry of the islands [braille] / [Jack London].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1952.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 913

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1244

Courtship of Miles Standish [braille] / [Henry Wadsworth Longfellow].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1903.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 555

King Robert of Sicily [braille] / [Henry Wadsworth Longfellow].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 831

Longford, Frank Pakenham, Earl of, 1905-
Kennedy [braille] / by Lord F.P. Longford.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2830

Longman's Latin course (complete edition of copious exercises and vocabularies) [braille].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 770

Lorac, E.C.R.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2053
Lorant, Stefan, 1901-
I was Hitler's prisoner [braille] : leaves from a prison diary / translated from the German by James Cleugh.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 652

Love, J. R. B. (James Robert Beattie)
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 442

Loveman, C. E. (Charles Edward)
Amis du taureau [braille] / [C.E. Loveman]
[Millswood, S. Aust.] : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, [19--]
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3045

Loveman, C. E. (Charles Edward)
Louis en vacances [braille] / [C.E. Loveman].
[Millswood, S. Aust.] : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, d19--]
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3047

Loveman, C. E. (Charles Edward)
Mystere a Montreux [braille] / [Charles Edward Loveman].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, [19--]
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3044

Loveman, C. E. (Charles Edward)
Trois camarades [braille] / [Charles Edward Loveman].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, [19--]
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3046

Lover, Samuel, 1797-1868.
Handy Andy [braille] / [Samuel Lover].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2541

Lovesey, Peter.
Case of spirits [braille] / [Peter Lovesey].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1983
Lowell, James Russell, 1819-1891.
Selections from the poems of Lowell [braille] / [James Russell Lowell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1904.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 396

Lubbock, John, Sir, 1834-1913.
Pleasures of life [braille] / [Lubbock, John, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 411

Lubbock, John, Sir, 1834-1913.
Use of life [braille] / [Avebury, John Lubbock, Baron].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 408

Lubbock, Percy, 1879-
Craft of fiction [braille] / [Percy Lubbock].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1766

Lucas, E. V. (Edward Verrall), 1868-1938.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 498

Lucas, E. V. (Edward Verrall), 1868-1938.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2809

Lucas, E. V. (Edward Verrall), 1868-1938.
Six essays [braille] / [E. V. Lucas].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 861

Lucie-Smith, Edward, 1933-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 863

Lund, Gilda.
Art of growing up for girls leaving school [braille] / [Gilda Lund].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 206

Things one hears [braille] / [Robert Lynd].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1950.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 488

Lyons, Eugene, 1898-
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 845

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Harold, the last of the Saxon kings [braille] / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 711

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Lady of Lyons, or, Love and pride [braille] : a play in five acts / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 405

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Last days of Pompeii [braille] / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1148

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Last of the barons [braille] / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 727

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Last of the barons [braille] / Abridged & edited by Seaforth Mackenzie [i.e.Kenneth Mackenzie].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1147

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Richelieu, or, The conspiracy [braille] : a play in five acts / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 403

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Rienzi, the last of the Roman tribunes [braille] / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1131A

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Strange story [braille] / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1906.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1146

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
What will he do with it? [braille] / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
20 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1123A

Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron, 1803-1873.
Zanoni [braille] : a Rosicrucian tale / [Lytton, Edward Bulwer Lytton, Baron].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1122A

Meras, Albert Amed ee.
Petit vocabulaire [braille] / [Albert Amed ee Meras].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2797

Macaulay, Mary Hope, 1902-
Art of marriage [braille] / [Mary Hope Macaulay].
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1682

Keeping up appearances [braille] / [Rose Macaulay].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2036


Macaulay, Thomas Babington Macaulay, Baron, 1800-1859.  
Samuel Johnson [braille] / [Macaulay, Thomas Babington Macaulay, Baron].  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1407

Macaulay, Thomas Babington Macaulay, Baron, 1800-1859.  
Selections from Macaulay's poems : Horatius, Battle of Lury and The Armada [braille] /  
[Macaulay, Thomas Babington Macaulay, Baron].  
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1877.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 422

Macaulay, Thomas Babington Macaulay, Baron, 1800-1859.  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1899.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 355

MacDonald, Alexander, 1878-1939.  
In the land of pearl and gold [braille] : a pioneer's wanderings in the backblocks and  
pearling grounds of Australia and New Guinea / [Alexander MacDonald].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 604

MacDonald, Betty Bard.  
Egg and I [braille] / [Betty Macdonald].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2063

MacDonald, George.  
Essays on conduct [braille] / [George Macdonald].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2810

MacDonald, Philip.  
Nursemaid who disappeared [braille] / [Philip Macdonald].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2787

Chill [braille] / [Ross Macdonald].
6 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2438

Mace, David, 1951-  
Soviet family [braille] / by David and Vera Mace.  
7 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 198

MacGraw, Hugh Patrick.  
Boon companions [braille] / [Hugh Patrick MacGraw].  
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1904

MacInnes, Helen, 1907-1985.  
Agent in place [braille] / [Helen MacInnes].  
7 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2334

MacInnes, Helen, 1907-1985.  
Salzburg connection [braille] / [Helen MacInnes].  
9 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2389

Mackail, Denis, 1892-  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.  
19 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 661

6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2875

Carnival [braille] / [Mackenzie, Compton, Sir].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2500

My record of music [braille] / [Mackenzie, Compton, Sir].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2074

Whisky galore [braille] / [Mackenzie, Compton, Sir].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1940

MacKenzie, James.
History of Scotland [braille] / [James Mackenzie].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 639

MacLean, Alistair, 1922-
Circus [braille] / [Alistair Maclean].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2506

MacLean, Alistair, 1922-
Fear is the key [braille] / [Alistair MacLean].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2760

MacLean, Alistair, 1922-
Golden rendezvous [braille] / [Alistair MacLean].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1611

MacLean, Alistair, 1922-
Night without end [braille] / [Alistair Maclean].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2056

MacLean, Alistair, 1922-
Seawitch [braille] / [Alistair MacLean].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2748

MacLean, Alistair, 1922-
Where eagles dare [braille] / [Alistair MacLean].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2545
Maclean, Fitzroy, 1911-
Back to Bokhara [braille] / [Fitzroy Maclean].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2220

Maclean, Meta.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 618

MacQuarrie, Hector.
Vouza and the Solomon Islands [braille] / [Hector Macquarrie].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 600

Madam [braille]
Edinburgh : Scottish Braille Press.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1318

Madame. Part 1 [braille].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1122

Maddock, Reginald.
Dragon in the garden [braille] / [Reginald Maddock].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1360

Central Australia [braille] / [Cecil Thomas Madigan].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 621

Crossing the dead heart [braille] / [Cecil Thomas Madigan].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 625

Maeterlinck, Maurice, 1862-1949.
Girl who found the bluebird [braille] / by Madame Maurice Maeterlinck (Georgette Leblanc)
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1948.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2894

Maeterlinck, Maurice, 1862-1949.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1995

Maeterlinck, Maurice, 1862-1949.
Wisdom and destiny [braille] / [Maurice Maeterlinck].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 796

Mair, George Brown.
Crimson jade [braille] : a David Grant story / [George Brown Mair].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2229

Mair, George Brown.
Kisses from Satan [braille] / [George Brown Mair].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2789

Mair, George Brown.
Live, love and cry [braille] / [George Brown Mair].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2181

Maitland, Alice Anne Mary.
Oh you great, big beautiful world! [braille] / [Alice Anne Mary Maitland].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1289

Majstro Jan Hus [braille].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1911.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1118

Malamud, Bernard.
Assistant [braille] / [Bernard Malamud].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1254

Male, David.
Story of the theatre [braille] / [David Male].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1751

Condition humaine [braille] / [Andre Malraux].
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1418

Mankowitz, Wolf.
Make me an offer [braille] / [Wolf Mankowitz].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2192

Mann, Jessica.
Mrs. Knox's profession [braille] / [Jessica Mann].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1933

Mann, Thomas, 1875-1955.
Death in Venice [braille] / [Thomas Mann].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1621

Mann, Thomas, 1875-1955.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2823

Mann, Thomas, 1875-1955.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2824

Manning, Anne, 1807-1879.
Mary Powell [braille] / [Anne Manning].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 662

Manning, Olivia.
Doves of Venus [braille] / [Olivia Manning].
Mansion, J. E. (Jean Edmond), 1870-1942.
Grammar of present-day French [braille] / by J.E. Mansion.
6 v. of braille
Braille 1440

Manzoni, Alessandro, 1785-1873.
Betrothed [braille] = I promessi sposi : a Milanese story of the seventeenth century / by
Alessandro Manzoni ; translated by Daniel J. Connor.
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2983

Mao, Tse-tung, 1893-1976.
Mao Tse-tung [braille] : an anthology of his writings / edited [with an introduction] by Anne
Fremantle.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 305

[Marburg] : Blindendruck der Deutschen Blindenstudienanstalt, [19--]
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2862

Marcus Aurelius, Emperor of Rome, 121-180.
Meditations of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus [braille] / [Aurelius Antoninus, Marcus, Emperor
of Rome].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 980

Marcus Aurelius, Emperor of Rome, 121-180.
Meditations of Marcus Aurelius Antonius [braille] / translated by John Jackson ; with an
introduction by Charles Bigg.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 854

Margach, James, d. 1979.
Abuse of power [braille] / by James Margach.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2843

Mariani, Antonio Francesco, 1680-1751.
Life of St. Ignatius Loyola, founder of the Jesuits [braille] / [Antonio Francesco Mariani].
St. Mary's Braille Writers, 1925.
Marlowe, Christopher, 1564-1593. 
Tragical History of Dr. Faustus [braille] : as it has been acted by the right honourable the Earl of Nottingham and his servants / written by Christopher Marlowe. 
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1937. 
1 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 2887

Wickford Point [braille] / [John Phillips Marquand]. 
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940. 
5 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 2048

Marriot, J. W. 
One act plays of today [braille] / J.W. Marriot. 
Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--] 
1 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 3007

Marryat, Captain, 1792-1848. 
Jacob Faithfull [braille] / by Captain Marryat. 
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938. 
8 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 1220

Death on the air [braille] / [Ngaio Marsh]. 
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1954. 
1 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 981

Died in the wool [braille] / [Ngaio Marsh]. 
4 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 2437

Final curtain [braille] / [Ngaio Marsh]. 
6 v. of solid dot braille. 
Braille 2772

Man lay dead [braille] / [Ngaio Marsh]. 
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2519

Tied up in tinsel [braille] / [Ngaio Marsh].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2147

When in Rome [braille] / [Ngaio Marsh].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2422

In mine own heart [braille] / [Alan Marshall].
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1252

Marshall, Archibald, 1866-1934.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2286

Marshall, Bruce, 1899-
White rabbit [braille] / [Bruce Marshall].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1952.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1069

Martin, Bob.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1000

Chinese boy [braille] / [David Martin].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1312

Martin, Hugh.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 706
My first fifty years in politics [braille] / as told to Robert J. Donovan.
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 841

Religions of the world [braille] / [C. C. Martindale].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2316

Martyr, Weston.
200 pounds millionaire [braille] / [Weston Martyr].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1989

Marx, Karl, 1818-1883.
14 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2834

Marx, Karl, 1818-1883.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2864

Mary Elizabeth Haldane [braille] / edited by her daughter.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 674

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Bird of dawning [braille] / [John Masefield].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1161

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Captain Margaret [braille] : a romance / [John Masefield].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1163

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1919.
Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Dead Ned [braille] : the autobiography of a corpse who recovered life within the coast of Dead Ned and came to what fortune you shall hear / [John Masefield].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2285

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Everlasting mercy ... [braille] / [John Masefield].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 363

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Gallipoli [braille] / [John Masefield].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 136

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Live and kicking Ned [braille] / [John Masefield].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1872

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Lost endeavour [braille] / [John Masefield].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2652

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
Nine days wonder (The operation dynamo) [braille] / [John Masefield].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 471

Masefield, John, 1878-1967.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1933.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2912

At the Villa Rose [braille] / [A. E. W. Mason].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2054

Broken road [braille] / [A. E. W. Mason].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1928

4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2161

House of the arrow [braille] / [A. E. W. Mason].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2727

Konigsmark [braille] / [A. E. W. Mason].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2728

Prisoner in the opal [braille] / [A. E. W. Mason].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2169

Massinger, Philip, 1583-1640.
New way to pay old debts [braille] / [Philip Massinger].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 359

Masson, Rosaline.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3018

Masson, Rosaline.
Robert Louis Stevenson [braille] / [Rosaline Orme Masson].
Edinburgh : Royal Blind School, 1922.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2576
Masterman, J. C. (John Cecil), 1891-
Case of the four friends [braille] : a diversion in pre-detection / [John Cecil Masterman].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2780

Masterman, Walter Sidney, b. 1876.
2 LO [braille] / [Walter Sidney Masterman].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2158

Masters, David, 1883-
Divers in deep seas [braille] : more romances of salvage / [David Masters].
Melbourne : Braille Writers’ Association of Victoria, 1939.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1162

Masters, David, 1883-
Romance of excavation [braille] : a record of the amazing discoveries in Egypt, Assyria, Troy, Crete, etc. / [David Masters].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1931.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 13

Fandango Rock [braille] / [John Masters].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1920

Nightrunners of Bengal [braille] / [John Masters].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2193

Mathematical tables [braille].
Sydney : New South Wales Dept. of Education.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 881

Mather, Berkely, 1909-
Gold of Malabar [braille] / [Berkely Mather].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1667

Mather, Berkely, 1909-
Terminators [braille] / [Berkely Mather].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2528

Matthews, Violet.
Life on fire [braille] : the life story of Alice Macfarlane / [Violet Matthews].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1952.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 682

Matthews, Wendy.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2152

Mattingly, Garrett, 1900-1962.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 332

Cakes and ale, or, The skeleton in the cupboard [braille] / [William Somerset Maugham].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2032

Outstation and other stories [braille] / [William Somerset Maugham].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1959.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 957

Ten novels and their authors [braille] / [William Somerset Maugham].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1664

South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1941.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2953

Maupassant, Guy de, 1850-1893.
Boule de suif, and other stories [braille] / by Guy de Maupassant ; translated by H. V. P. Sloman.
Mauriac, François, 1885-1970.
River of fire [braille] / [François Mauriac].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1066

Mauro, Philip, 1859-1952.
Life in the Word [braille] / [Philip Mauro].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1502

Maurois, André, 1885-1967.
Adrienne [braille] : the life of the Marquise de la Fayette / [André Maurois].
10 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 21

Maxwell, C. Bede, 1901-
Cold nose of the law [braille] / [C. Bede Maxwell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1502

Ring of bright water [braille] / [Gavin Maxwell].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1804

Mayne, William, 1928-
Game of dark [braille] / [William Mayne].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1336

McBain, Ed, 1926-
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2725

McBain, Ed, 1926-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2460
McBain, Ed, 1926-
Lady killer [braille] / [Ed McBain].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2793

McBain, Ed, 1926-
Last summer [braille] / [Evan Hunter].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1777

McBain, Ed, 1926-
Let's hear it for the Deaf Man [braille] : an 87th Precinct mystery / [Ed McBain].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2222

McBain, Ed, 1926-
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1769

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 154

McCaughey, Patricia.
Samuel McCaughey [braille] / [Patricia McCaughey].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1687

McCutchan, Philip, 1920-
Bluebolt One [braille] : a Commander Shaw novel / [Philip McCutchan].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2336

McCutchan, Philip, 1920-
Man from Moscow [braille] / [Philip McCutchan].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2386

McCutchan, Philip, 1920-
Redcap [braille] / [Philip McCutchan].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2781

McCutchan, Philip, 1920-
Screaming dead balloons [braille] / [Philip McCutchan].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2463

McCutcheon, Hugh.
Killer's moon [braille] / [Hugh McCutcheon].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2397

McFee, William, 1881-
Derelicts [braille] / [William McFee].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1846

Night of the juggler [braille] / [William McGivern].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2348

McKenna, M. T.
Stories of the rosary [braille] / [M. T. McKenna].
Catholic Braille Writing Association.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1054

McKie, Ronald, 1909-
Malaysia in focus [braille] / [Ronald McKie].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1080

McKie, Ronald, 1909-
Mango tree [braille] / [Ronald McKie].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1287

McMahon, John T. (John Thomas), 1893-
Catholic Braille Writing Association, 1937.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1477

McPherson, A. S. (Arthur Stewart)
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2207

Mead, Margaret, 1901-1978.
Male and female [braille] : a study of the sexes in a changing world / [Margaret Mead].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2296

Mednick, Sarnoff A.
Learning [braille] / [Sarnoff A. Mednick].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 324

Meighan, John.
Random rhymes for recitation [braille] / [John Meighan].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 525

Mellor, Warren.
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children.
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1373

Melville, Herman, 1819-1891.
Moby Dick [braille] / [Herman Melville].
16 v. of interline braille.
Braille 314

Menzies, Donald W.
Grey people [braille] : a study of the criminal mind / [Donald W. Menzies].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 963

Menzies, Robert, Sir, 1894-1978.
Central power in the Australian Commonwealth [braille] : An examination of the growth of
commonwealth power in the Australian Federation / [Menzies, Robert, Sir].
5 v. of interline braille.
Menzies, Stephen, Mrs.
Traveller's guide from death to life [braille] / [Menzies, Stephen, Mrs.].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1537

Meredith, George, 1828-1909.
Diana of the crossways [braille] / [George Meredith].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2409

Meredith, George, 1828-1909.
Egoist [braille] : a comedy in narrative / [George Meredith].
Edinburgh : Royal Blind School, 1921.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2532

Meredith, George, 1828-1909.
Ordeal of Richard Feverell [braille] : a history of father and son / [George Meredith].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2011

Merrick, Francis H.
First steps in chess [braille] / by Francis H. Merrick.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2998

Merriman, G.
In the footsteps of the explorers [braille] / [G. Merriman].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1904.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 150

Merriman, Henry Seton, 1862-1903.
Barlaseh of the guard [braille] / [Henry Seton Merriman].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1947.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2326

Methodist hymn book [braille].
11 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1458

Meynell, Esther.
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1934.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1909

Meynell, Esther.
Young Lincoln [braille] / [Esther Hallam (Moorhouse) Meynell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 747

Meynell, Laurence, 1899-.
Party of eight [braille] / [Laurence Meynell].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1819

Meynell, Laurence, 1899-.
Saturday out [braille] / [Laurence Meynell].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2543

Michaels, Barbara, 1927-.
Sea King's daughter [braille] / [Barbara Michaels].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2750

Mikes, George, 1912-.
Little cabbages [braille] / [George Mikes].
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2628

Militz, Annie Rix, d. 1924.
Primary lessons in Christian living and healing [braille] / [Annie Militz].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1487

Considerations on representative government [braille] / [John Stuart Mill].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 985

On liberty [braille] / by John Stewart Mill.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1923.
Utilitarianism, on liberty, and consideration on representative government [braille] / by John Stuart Mills.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2857

Miller, Alice Duer, 1874-1942.
Forsaking all others [braille] / [Alice Duer Miller].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 423

Miller, Alice Duer, 1874-1942.
White cliffs [braille] / [Alice Duer Miller].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 370

Miller, Robin.
Flying nurse [braille] / [Robin Miller].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1337

Mills, C. Wright (Charles Wright), 1916-1962.
Sociological imagination [braille] / [C. Wright Mills].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2486

Behind the lines [braille] / by A.A. Milne.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1942.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2886

Dover road [braille] / [A. A. Milne].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 371

House at Pooh Corner [braille] / [A. A. Milne].
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1362

Red house mystery [braille] / [A. A. Milne].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.  
4 v. of interline braille.

Braille 1222

Toad of Toad Hall [braille] / [A. A. Milne].  
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.  
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.

Braille 1352A

Truth about Blayds [braille] : a comedy in three acts / [A. A. Milne].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.  
2 v. of interline braille.

Braille 402

Winnie-the-Pooh [braille] / [A. A. Milne].  
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.

Braille 1363

Milton, John, 1608-1674.  
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1896.  
1 v. of interline braille.

Braille 2899

Milton, John, 1608-1674.  
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1938.  
6 v. of interline braille.

Braille 2962

Milton, John, 1608-1674.  
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 860

Milton, John, 1608-1674.  
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 527
Minney, R. J. (Rubeigh James), 1895-
Carve her name with pride [braille] / [Rubeigh James Minney].
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1313

Minney, R. J. (Rubeigh James), 1895-
Carve her name with pride [braille] / [Rubeigh James Minney].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1812

Minton, H. Garland.
Blind man's buff [braille] / [H. Garland Minton].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1698

Mirsky, D. S., Prince, 1890-1939.
History of Russia [braille] / [Mirsky, D. S., Prince].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1809

Mitchell, A. G. (Alexander George), 1911-
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 2997

Mitchison, Naomi, 1897-
Cloud cuckoo land [braille] / [Naomi Mitchison].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1912

Blessing [braille] / [Nancy Mitford].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2749

Don't tell Alfred [braille] / [Nancy Mitford].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1954

Madame de Pompadour [braille] / [Nancy Mitford].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1719

Voltaire in love [braille] / [Nancy Mitford].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1676

Mittford, Jessica, 1917-.
Hons and rebels [braille] / [Jessica Mittford].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1833

Mo e, Christian James.
Outline of ancient history - Rome [braille] / [Christian James Mo e].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1293

Mobile / Braille Library.
South Yarra, Vic. : Braille Library, 1979-
v. of braille ; 28 x 30 cm.
Braille 3059

Mobile braille magazine [braille].
[South Yarra, Vic.] : Louis Braille Productions.
v. of braille (thermoform)
Braille Serial 6

Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1925.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2890

Modern short plays [braille] / [edited by George Leslie Clarence Rees].
Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 3005

Modiano, Colette.
Twenty snobs and Mao [braille] : travelling de luxe in communist China / translated from
the French by Jacqueline Baldwick.
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2322

Moe, Christian J.
Outline of ancient history [braille] : Greece / [Christian James Moe].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1335

Moe, Christian J.
Outline of ancient history [braille] : Greece / [Christian James Moe].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1430

Moe, Christian J.
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1410

Moffatt, John Edward, 1894-
Another visit to God's Wonderland [braille] / [John Edward Moffatt].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1037

Moffatt, John Edward, 1894-
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1037A

Moll, Elick.
Mr. Seidman and the Geisha [braille] / by Elick Moll.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2988

Monash, John, Sir, 1865-1931.
Australian victories in France in 1918 [braille] / [Monash, John, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 137

Monash, John, Sir, 1865-1931.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 643

Fair day's work [braille] / [Nicholas Monsarrat].
_Nylon pirates_ [braille] / [Nicholas Monsarrat].  
7 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2604

_Richer than all his tribe_ [braille] / [Nicholas Monsarrat].  
9 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2124

_Smith and Jones_ [braille] / [Nicholas Monsarrat].  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2227

_Story of Esther Costello_ [braille] / [Nicholas Monsarrat].  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 960

8 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1666

Montgomery, James.  
_Nothing but the truth_ [braille] : a comedy in three acts / [James Montgomery].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 352

Montgomery, L. M. (Lucy Maud), 1874-1942.  
South Yarra, [Vic.]: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1942.  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2958

Montgomery, Norah.  
_To read and to tell_ [braille] / Norah Montgomery.  
4 v. of interline braille.
Am I too loud? [braille]: memoirs of an accompanist / [Gerald Moore].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1696

Moore, Leslie, 1888-1978.
Peacock feather [braille] / [Leslie Moore].
Sydney: Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1935.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2393

Moore, Thomas, 1779-1852.
Melbourne: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1925.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2911

Moorhouse, Geoffrey, 1931-.
Fearful void [braille] / [Geoffrey Moorhouse].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2064

More poems to read to young Australians [braille] / edited by Jenifer Rowe.
North Rocks, N.S.W.: Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1256

Moresby, Isabelle.
New Guinea, the sentinel [braille] / [Isabelle Moresby].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 151

Challenge to Venus [braille] / [Charles Morgan].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 852

Morgan, Louise.
Inside yourself [braille]: a new way to health based on the Alexander technique / [Louise Morgan].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2434
Morison, Frank.
Who moved the stone [braille] / [Frank Morison].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1935.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1506

Morland, Nigel, 1905-
Death and the golden boy [braille] : a Mrs Pym mystery / [Nigel Morland].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2099

Morris, Desmond.
Human zoo [braille] / [Desmond Morris].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1761

Morris, Jan, 1926-
Sultan in Oman [braille] / [Jan Morris].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2480

Morse, Charles.
Plain instruction on the principal articles of the Christian faith [braille] / [Charles Morse].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1480

Mortimer, Penelope, 1918-
My friend says it's bullet-proof [braille] / [Penelope Mortimer].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2162

Mortimer, Penelope, 1918-
Pumpkin eater [braille] / [Penelope Mortimer].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2065

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
In search of England [braille] / [H. V. Morton].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2681

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
In search of Scotland [braille] / [H. V. Morton].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2197

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
In the steps of St. Paul [braille] / [H. V. Morton].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2659

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
In the steps of the Master [braille] / [H. V. Morton].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2704

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
Middle East [braille] : a record of travels in the countries of Egypt, Palestine, Iraq, Turkey and Greece / [H. V. Morton].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 588

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
Nights of London [braille] / [H. V. Morton].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 592

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
Our fellow men [braille] / [H. V. Morton].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 495

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
Through lands of the Bible [braille] / [H. V. Morton].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1939.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1010

Morton, H. V. (Henry Vollam), 1892-
Women of the Bible [braille] / [H. V. Morton].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1941.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2466

Moser, Hugo.
Deutsche sprachgeschichte [braille] : mit einer Einführung in die Fragen der Sprachbetrachtung / [Hugo Moser].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 317

Mothersole, Jessie.
Isles of Scilly [braille] : their story, their folk and their flowers / [Jessie Mothersole].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 595

Mottram, R. H. (Ralph Hale), 1883-
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2317

Mottram, R. H. (Ralph Hale), 1883-
Spanish farm trilogy [braille] / [R. H. Mottram].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1907

Mottram, R. H. (Ralph Hale), 1883-
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1934

Mount Edgcumbe, Richard Edgcumbe, Earl of, 1764-1839.
Short lectures on the first chapter of Genesis, for school children [braille] / [Mount-
Edgcumbe, Richard Edgcumbe, 2nd Earle of].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1911.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1510

Moyes, Patricia.
Seasons of snows and sins [braille] / by Patricia Moyes.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2993

Muggeridge, Malcolm, 1903-1990.
Chronicles of wasted time [braille] / [Malcolm Muggeridge].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1943

Muir, Augustus, 1892-
Beginning the adventure [braille] / [Augustus Muir].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2476

Mulholland, Rosa.
Dreams and realities [braille] / [Rosa Mulholland].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1052

Story of San Michele [braille] / [Axel Martin Fredrik Munthe].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1633

Murdoch, Iris.
Black prince [braille] / [Iris Murdoch].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1864

Murdoch, Iris.
Red and the green [braille] / [Iris Murdoch].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2235

Murdoch, Iris.
Sacred and profane love machine [braille] / [Iris Murdoch].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2452

Murdoch, Iris.
Time of the angels [braille] / [Iris Murdoch].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2234

Murdoch, Iris.
Unicorn [braille] / [Iris Murdoch].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2379

Murdoch, Nina, 1890-1976.
She travelled alone in Spain [braille] / [Nina Murdoch].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 589
Murdoch, Nina, 1890-1976.
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2353

Murray, David Leslie, 1888-.
Commander of the mists [braille] / [David Leslie Murray].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2035

Murray, Les A. (Les Allan), 1938-
Selected poems [braille] : the vernacular republic / [Les A. Murray].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1357

Music & musicians [braille]
1978.
Braille 868

My best story for boys [braille] : a collection of stories chosen by their own authors.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1749

N.L.B. bulletin [braille].
v. of interpoint braille ; 34 cm.
Braille serial 4

Lolita [braille] / [Vladimir Nabokov].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2375

Naipaul, V. S. (Vidiadhar Surajprasad), 1932-
Guerrillas [braille] / by V.S. Naipaul.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2863

2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 660
Narborough, Fred D.
Murder on my mind [braille] / [Fred D. Narborough].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1709

National Library of Australia. National Advisory Committee on Library Services for People with Disabilities.
Canberra : National Library of Australia, 198-.
v. of interpoint braille ; 28.5 x 30 cm.
Braille serial 7

National purpose [braille] / by John K. Jessup ... [et al.].
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 842

National Seminar on Library Services for the Handicapped (2nd : 1981 : Canberra, A.C.T.)
Canberra : National Library of Australia, [198-]
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 2980

Naughton, Bill.
Alfie darling [braille] / [Bill Naughton].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2332

Naughton, Bill.
Goalkeeper's revenge and other stories [braille] / [Bill Naughton].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1361

Neal, Hilary.
Love letter [braille] / [Hilary Neal].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2186

Neal, Hilary.
Team [braille] / [Hilary Neal].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2439
Neal, Melvyl.
Living in the 80's [braille] : a course in home economics for years 7-8 / [Melvyl Neal].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1341

Neale, J. E. (John Ernest), 1890-
Queen Elizabeth I [braille] / [J. E. Neale].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1627

They have their exits [braille] / [Airey Neave].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1608

Neels, Betty.
Gemel ring [braille] / [Betty Neels].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2526

Neill, Robert.
Mist over Pendle [braille] / [Robert Neill].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2254

Neilson, John Shaw, 1872-1942.
Beauty imposes [braille] : some recent verse / [John Shaw Neilson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1939.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 365

Nelson, Walter Henry.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2340

Neville, Emily.
It's like this, cat [braille] / [Emily Neville].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1291

New covenant commonly called the New Testament of our lord and savior Jesus Christ [braille] / [American Bible Society].
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1211

New Covenant, commonly called The New Testament of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ [braille].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2549

New Testament extracts [braille].  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1464

New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ [braille] : a revision of the  
Challoner-Rheims version / edited by Catholic scholars under the patronage of the  
Episcopal Committee of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine.  
10 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 793

Newbigin, Alice M. S.  
Wayfarer in Spain [braille] / [Alice M. S. Newbigin].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 590

Newbolt, Henry, Sir, 1862-1938.  
Sailing of the long-ships and other poems [braille] / [Newbolt, Henry, Sir].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 534

Maginot line murder [braille] / [Bernard Newman].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1606

Newton, William Louis, 1894-.  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1060

Nichols, Beverley, 1899-1983.  
No man's street [braille] / [Beverley Nichols].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Nichols, Beverley, 1899-1983.
Verdict in India [braille] / Beverley Nichols.
South Yarra, [Vic.]: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1946.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2981

Nichols, Peter
Italia, Italia [braille] / [Peter Nichols].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2707

Nicholson, James Alexander.
Parallel passages for German translation and composition [braille] / [James Alexander Nicholson].
Millswood, S. Aust.: Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1967.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 278

Nickell, Paulena.
20 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1324

Nicole, Christopher, 1930-
Captivator [braille] / [Andrew York].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2761

Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm, 1844-1900.
Thus spake Zarathustra [braille] : a book for all and none / [Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 956

Nimzowitsch, Aron, 1886-1935.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2155

5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2985
Niven, Frederick, 1878-1944.
Canada west [braille] / [Frederick John Niven].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 591

Nobbs, Jack, 1923-
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2992

Norman, Lilith, 1927-
Climb a lonely hill [braille] / [Lilith Norman].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1271

North, M. A. (Michael Arthur), b. 1865.
Latin prose composition for the middle forms of schools [braille] / M.A. North and A.E. Hillard.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 713

Northcote, Nancy.
Pottle pig [braille] / [Nancy Northcote].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1307

Voltaire [braille] / [Alfred Noyes].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1615

Oakes, Lois.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1378

Oakley, Barry, 1931-
How they caught Kevin Farrelly [braille] / [Barry Oakley].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1330
Obey, Andre, 1892-1975.
Noah [braille] / by Andre Obey.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2927

O'Brien, Edna.
Girls in their married bliss [braille] / [Edna O'Brien].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2431

O'Brien, Edna.
Pagan place [braille] / [Edna O'Brien].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2617

O'Brien, Kate, 1897-1974.
As music and splendour [braille] / [Kate O'Brien].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2062

Observer.
Message from Moscow [braille] / by an observer.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 54

O'Connor, D. J. (Daniel John), 1914-
Introduction to the philosophy of education [braille] / [D. J. O'Connor].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 247

O'Connor, Patrick.
I met a miracle [braille] : the story of John Traynor / [Patrick O'Connor].
Catholic Braille Writing Association, 1945.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1490

Odell, Kathleen.
Chinnery in China [braille] / [Kathleen Odell].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2730

O'Hair, Lorna.
French exercises for schools [braille] : comprehension, translation, and dictation to matriculation standard / edited by Lorna O'Hair and Marcel Ropert. 
4 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 299

O'Hara, John Bernard, 1862-1927. 
Poems of John Bernard O'Hara [braille] / [John Bernard O'Hara]. 
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921. 
2 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 519

Old whim horse and other poems [braille]. 
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923. 
1 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 429

Oldenbourg, Zoe, 1916-. 
3 v. of solid dot braille. 
Braille 1859

Olivier, Stefan. 
I swear and vow [braille] / translated by Helen Sebba. 
6 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 1610

Ollard, Richard Lawrence. 
Pepys [braille] : a biography / [Richard Lawrence Ollard]. 
5 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 1638

Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--] 
3 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 3006

Opie, June. 
Over my dead body [braille] / [June Opie]. 
4 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 1922

Orczy, Emmuska Orczy, Baroness, 1865-1947. 
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Orczy, Emmuska Orczy, Baroness, 1865-1947.
Elusive Pimpernel [braille] / [Orczy, Emmuska, Baroness].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1939.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 478

Orczy, Emmuska Orczy, Baroness, 1865-1947.
Scarlett Pimpernel [braille] / [Orczy, Emmuska, Baroness].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 203

Orme, Eve.
Mountain magic [braille] / [Eve Orme].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 574

Orwell, George, 1903-1950.
Animal Farm [braille] / [George Orwell].
1 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 832

Orwell, George, 1903-1950.
English people [braille] / [George Orwell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1950.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 191

Ossendowski, Ferdinand, 1876-1944.
Beasts, men and gods [braille] / [Ferdinand Ossendowski].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 576

Ott, Wolfgang.
Sharks and little fish [braille] / [Wolfgang Ott].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2388

Otway, Thomas, 1652-1685.
Venice preserved [braille] / Thomas Otway.
2 v. of braille.
Braille 1384

Ouida, 1839-1908.
Under two flags [braille] / by Ouida.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 19--?
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2936

Ould, Hermon, 1886-1951.
John Galsworthy [braille] / by Hermon Ould.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1937.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2972

Overbeck, Alicia O'Reardon.
Living high [braille] : at home in the far Andes / [Alicia O'Reardon Overbeck].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1999

Owen, David Lloyd.
Desert my dwelling place [braille] / [David Lloyd Owen].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1001

Packard, Frank Lucius, 1877-1942.
From now on [braille] / [Frank Packard].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2648

Packard, Vance, 1914-
Status seekers [braille] / [Vance Packard].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1129A

Packer, Joy, 1905-
Dark curtain [braille] / [Joy Packer].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2182

Packer, Joy, 1905-
Glass barrier [braille] / [Joy Packer].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1715

Packer, Joy, 1905-
Glass barrier [braille] / [Joy Packer].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1915

Palmer, P. J. (Peter J.).
Past and us [braille] / [P. J. Palmer].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1025

Palmer, Vance, 1885-1959.
Cyclone [braille] / [Vance Palmer].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1950.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 567

Palmer, Vance, 1885-1959.
Passage [braille] / [Vance Palmer].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2404

Palmer, Vance, 1885-1959.
Swayne family [braille] / [Vance Palmer].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 339

Asia and Western dominance [braille] / [K. M. Panikkar].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 298

Common sense about India [braille] / [K. M. Panikkar].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 285

Pape, Richard, 1916-
No time to die [braille] / [Richard Pape].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2219

Parker, E. W. (Ernest Walter), 1896-
Galaxy of poems old and new [braille] / chosen by E. W. Parker with Australian poems
chosen by Enid Moodie Heddle.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 225

Parker, E. W. (Ernest Walter), 1896-  
Galaxy of poems old and new [braille] / chosen by E.W. Parker with Australian poems chosen by Enid Moodie Heddle.  
Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [between 1962 and 1990]  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 3002

Parker, Gilbert, 1862-1932.  
Lane that had no turning [braille] / [Parker, Gilbert, Sir].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2141

Parry, C. Hubert H. (Charles Hubert Hastings), 1848-1918.  
Art of music [braille] / [C. Hubert H. Parry].  
7 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1398

Pasternak, Boris Leonidovich, 1890-1960.  
Doctor Zhivago [braille] / Boris Pasternak ; translated from the Russian by Max Hayward and Manya Harari.  
7 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2464

Paterson, James, 1895-  
Wahroonga, N.S.W. : St. Edmund's School for Blind and Visually Handicapped Students, [between 1939 and 1986]  
9 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2562

Paterson, James.  
10 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 2560

Paterson, James.  
Wahroonga, N.S.W. : St. Edmund's School for Blind and Visually Handicapped Students.  
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 2561

Paton, Alan.
Cry, the beloved country [braille] : a story of comfort in desolation / by Alan Paton. South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1957. 5 v. of interline braille. Braille 2909

Patterson, Harry, 1929- To catch a king [braille] / [Harry Patterson]. Edinburgh : Scottish Braille Press, 1980. 4 v. of interpoint braille. Braille 2306


Peacock, Thomas Love, 1785-1866.
Braille 1097

Braille 2372

Braille 208

Braille 2166

Braille 1844

Braille 2831

Braille 490

Braille 175

Braille 2605

Peters, Ellis, 1913-
Means of grace [braille] / [Edith Pargeter].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1918

Braille 2387

Petronius Arbiter.
Satyricon [braille] / Petronius ; translated by William Arrowsmith.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2295

Braille 2295

Peyton, K. M.
Beethoven medal [braille] / [K. M. Peyton].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1253

Braille 1253

Harun al Rashid [braille] / [Harry St. John Bridger Philby].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2420

Braille 2420

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 384

Braille 384

Human boy [braille] / [Eden Phillpotts].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1905

Braille 1905

Thief of virtue [braille] / [Eden Phillpotts].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2804

Yellow sands [braille] : the story of the play ... / by Eden and Adelaide Phillpotts.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 386

Pickering, Aidan.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1228

Pie and the tart [braille] / adapted from the French by Hugh chesterman.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 3013

God's living oracles [braille] : some chapters / [Arthur T. Pierson].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1525

Key words of the Bible [braille] / [Arthur T. Pierson].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1536

Pike, E. Royston (Edgar Royston), 1896-
Republican Rome [braille] / [E. Royston Pike].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1797

Pilkington, Roger.
Facts of life [braille] / [Roger Windle Pilkington].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 282

Plaidy, Jean, 1906-1993
Goddess of the green room [braille] / [Jean Plaidy].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Plaidy, Jean, 1906-1993
Health unto His Majesty-VI [braille] / [Jean Plaidy].
7 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2507

Plaidy, Jean, 1906-1993
Indiscretions of the queen [braille] / [Jean Plaidy].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2008

Plaidy, Jean, 1906-1993
Italian woman [braille] / [Jean Plaidy].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1998

Regent's daughter [braille] / Jean Plaidy.
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2318

Plato.
Five dialogues of Plato, bearing on poetic inspiration [braille] / with an introduction by A.D. Lindsay.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1643

Plato.
Republic of Plato [braille] / translated with an introduction by A. D. Lindsay.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 988

Plato.
Republic of Plato in ten books [braille] / translated from the Greek by H. Spens.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 291

1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1026
Plowden, Joan M. C.
Once in Sinai [braille] : the record of a solitary venture / [Joan M. C. Plowden].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2600

Plumb, J. H. (John Harold), 1911-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1747

Plumb, J. H. (John Harold), 1911-
First four Georges [braille] / [J. H. Plumb].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2510

Plutarch.
Extracts from Plutarch's lives [braille] / Plutarch ; translated by Sir Thomas North.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1945

Plutarch.
Life of Marcus Antonius [braille] / Plutarch ; translated by Sir Thomas North.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 834

Plutarch.
Life of Marcus Brutus [braille] / Plutarch ; translated by Sir Thomas North.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1793

Plutarch.
Life of Paulus Aemilius [braille] / Plutarch ; translated by Sir Thomas North.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1791

Plutarch.
Life of Timoleon [braille] / Plutarch ; translated by Sir Thomas North.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1792

Plutarch.
Lives of Agis and Cleomenes [braille] / Plutarch ; translated by Sir Thomas North.
Plutarch.
Lives of Tiberius and Caius Gracchi [braille] / Plutarch ; translated by Sir Thomas North.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1790

Poe, Edgar Allan, 1809-1849.
Murders in the Rue morgue [braille] / [Edgar Allan Poe].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1299

Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 3008

Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3009

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2415

Pollard, Jack, 1926-
17 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 9

Ponder, Winifred.
Idler in the islands [braille] / [Winifred Ponder].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 582

Pope, Alexander, 1688-1744.
Essay on man [braille] / Pope ; edited by Mark Pattison.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1899.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2888

Popkin, Richard H. (Richard Henry), 1923-

Popper, Karl R. (Karl Raimund), 1902-

Popper, Karl R. (Karl Raimund), 1902-


Postcode S.A. and N.T. [braille]
[Australia : s.n., 19--] 1 v. of interpoint braille. Braille 2860


Potts, Jean.

Powell, Anthony, 1905-

Powell, Anthony, 1905-
Braille 2855
Powell, Anthony, 1905-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2818

Powell, Dilys.
Coco [braille] : a biography / [Dilys Powell].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2653

Powell, Margaret, 1907-1984.
Below stairs [braille] / [Margaret Powell].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 26

Powell, Margaret, 1907-1984.
Climbing the stairs [braille] / [Margaret Powell].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 34

Power, Rhoda.
Age of discovery from Marco Polo to Henry Hudson [braille] / [Rhoda Power].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 801

Power, Rhoda.
Age of discovery from Marco Polo to Henry Hudson [braille] / [Rhoda Power].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2709

Pownall, Eve.
Australia book [braille] / [Eve Pownall].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, [between 1960 and 1986]
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3036

Pratt, Ambrose, 1874-1944.
Lift up your eyes [braille] / [Ambrose Pratt].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 900
Prayer-book Psalms [braille].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1572

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 144

Price, B. J. (Barry John), 1936-.
Australian gold rushes [braille] / [B. J. Price].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children.
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1316

Price, Mary R. (Mary Roper), 1905-
Portrait of Britain in the Middle Ages, 1066-1485 [braille] / [Mary R. Price].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2805

Price, Mary R. (Mary Roper), 1905-
Portrait of Britain under Tudors and Stuarts, 1485-1688 [braille] / by Mary R. Price and C. E. L. Mather.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 858

Price, Mary R. (Mary Roper), 1905-
Portrait of Britain under Tudors and Stuarts, 1485-1688 [braille] / by Mary R. Price and C. E. L. Mather.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1406

Price, Willard, 1887-
Japan reaches out [braille] / [Willard Price].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 749

Golden miles [braille] / [Katharine Susannah Prichard].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 914

Moon of desire [braille] / [Katharine Susannah Prichard].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 915

Pioneers [braille] / [Katharine Susannah Prichard].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 908

Roaring nineties [braille] / [Katharine Susannah Prichard].
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 921

Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894- 
Angel pavement [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2537

Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894-
Daylight on Saturday [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 340

Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894-
English novel [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 348

Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894-
I have been here before [braille] / by J.B. Priestley.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1939.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2892

Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894-
Laburnum grove [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1939.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 372

Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894-
Let the people sing [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2076

Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894-
Three men in new suits [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1952.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 889

Priestley, J. B. (John Boynton), 1894-
Time and the conways [braille] / by J.B. Priestley.
South Yarra, [Vic.]: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1938.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2933

Eden end [braille] : a play in three acts / [John Boynton Priestley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 418

Good companions [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
15 v. of interline braille.
Braille 902

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 893

It's an old country [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2402

Let the people sing [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1242

Magicians [braille] / [John Boynton Priestley].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 53
Priestley companion [braille] : a selection from the writings of J.B. Priestley / [John Boynton Priestley].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 337

Catholic Braille Writing Association, 1938.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1476

Pritchett, V. S. (Victor Sawdon), 1900-
In my good books [braille] / by V. S. Pritchett.
2 v. of braille.
Braille 1596

Pritchett, V. S. (Victor Sawdon), 1900-
When my girl comes home [braille] / [Victor Sawdon Pritchett].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1583

Privat, Edmond, 1889-1962.
Karlo [braille] : Kun antauparolo de Marie Hankel / [Edmond Privat].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1117

Proudfit, Isabel Boyd, 1898-
River-boy [braille] : the story of Mark Twain / [Isabel Boyd Proudfit].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 699

Puccini, Giacomo, 1858-1924.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1140

Purpose of the theosophical society [braille] / Louisa Shaw.
Braille 877

Pushkin, Aleksandr Sergeevich, 1799-1837.
Captain's daughter : and other stories [braille] / [Alexander Pushkin].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1988

Quattrocchi, Angelo.
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1096

Queen, Ellery.
Cop out [braille] / [Ellery Queen].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2551

Queen, Ellery.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2055

Queensland Braille Writing Association.
Author catalogue of books available in braille in the Association's free lending library [braille] / Queensland Braille Writing Association.
v. of thermoform braille ; 29 cm.
Braille serial 5

Quentin, Patrick.
Green-eyed monster [braille] / [Patrick Quentin].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2101

Quentin, Patrick.
Ordeal of Mrs. Snow [braille] / [Patrick Quentin].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2777

Quentin, Patrick.
Puzzle for wantons [braille] / [Patrick Quentin].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2115

Quiller-Couch, Arthur Thomas, Sir, 1863-1944.
Foe-Farrall [braille] / [Quiller-Couch, Arthur Thomas, Sir].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2292

Quiller-Couch, Arthur Thomas, Sir, 1863-1944.
Hetty Wesley [braille] / [Quiller-Couch, Arthur Thomas, Sir].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1906

Braille 1936

Radall, Thomas H. (Thomas Head), 1903-.
Nymph and the lamp [braille] / [Thomas H. Radall].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2726

Braille 1695

Rainier, Peter W. (Peter William)
Pipeline to battle [braille] : an engineer's adventures with the British Eighth army / [Peter W. Rainier].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 481

Braille 802

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2170
Swallows and amazons [braille] / [Arthur Ransome].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2277

Ravenscroft, M. M.
Men of the Snowy Mountains [braille] / introduced by A. P. Elkin.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 199

Rawicz, Slavomir.
Long walk [braille] / [Slavomir Rawicz].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1947

Yearling [braille] / [Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1268

Raynaude de Lage, Guy.
Introduction a l'ancien Fran cais [braille] / [Guy Raynaude de Lage].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 315

Reade, Charles, 1814-1884.
Cloister and the hearth [braille] / [Charles Reade].
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1212

Reade, Charles, 1814-1884.
Hard cash [braille] / [Charles Reade].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2573

Reader's Digest Association.
Advanced reading skill builder, book 3 [braille] / [Reader's Digest Association].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1062

Reader's Digest Association.
Advanced reading skill builder, book 4 [braille] / [Reader's Digest Association].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1063

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1630

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1631

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1632

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1632A

Rebell, Fred.
Escape to the sea [braille] / [Fred Rebell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 665

Recitations [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 416

South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1953.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2954

Reese, Trevor R. (Trevor Richard)
Australia in the 20th century [braille] : a political history / [Trevor R. Reese].
Reeve, Joseph, 1733-1820.
History of the Holy Bible [braille] : ... the Old and New Testaments / [Joseph Reeve].
: Dominican Nuns, South Australia.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1460

Reeves, James.
Critical sense [braille] : practical criticism of prose and poetry / [James Reeves].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1629

Reeves, Marjorie.
Elizabethan Court [braille] / [Marjorie Reeves].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1750

Mayos, pioneers in medicine [braille] / [Adolph Casper Regli].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 657

[Adelaide : WorkCover Corporation, 2006?]
1 v. (unpaged) (braille) ; 30 cm.
Braille 3057

Reid, Carline.
Malayan climax [braille] : experiences of an Australian girl in Malaya, 1940-1942 / [Carline Reid].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 716

Reid, Wynwode.
Doomsday morning [braille] / [Wynwode Reid].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 916

Reinhardt, Kurt F. (Kurt Frank), 1896-
Germany [braille] : 2,000 years. Part I / [Kurt F. Reinhardt].
15 v. of interline braille.
Braille 297
Reinhardt, Kurt F. (Kurt Frank), 1896-
Germany [braille] : 2,000 years. Part II / [Kurt F. Reinhardt].
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 297A

8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1383

Renault, Mary, 1905-1983.
King must die [braille] / [Mary Renault].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2240

Renault, Mary, 1905-1983.
Last of the wine [braille] / [Mary Renault].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1993

Repairing the pianoforte [braille] : with chapters on regulating, toning, polishing, case
repairing etc.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1021

Representative English essays. Parts I-VII [braille].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1717

Reynolds, E. E. (Ernest Edwin), 1894-
Four modern statesmen [braille] : Winston Churchill, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Joseph Stalin,
Chiang Kai-shek / [E. E. Reynolds].
Melbourne : Braille Writers’ Association of Victoria, 1945.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 685

Reynolds, Quentin, 1902-1965.
Curtain rises [braille] / [Quentin Reynolds].
Melbourne : Braille Writers’ Association of Victoria, 1946.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 190

Reynolds, Quentin, 1902-1965.
Dress rehearsal [braille] : the story of Dieppe / [Quentin Reynolds].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 632

Reynolds, Quentin, 1902-1965.  
Officially dead [braille] : the story of Commander C. D. Smith / [Quentin Reynolds].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 440

Reynolds, Quentin, 1902-1965.  
Officially dead [braille] : the story of Commander C. D. Smith / [Quentin Reynolds].  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2585

Reynolds, Quentin, 1902-1965.  
Police headquarters [braille] / [Quentin Reynolds].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1957.  
7 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 181

Rhys, Jean, 1894-1979.  
Voyage in the dark [braille] / [Jean Rhys].  
1 v. of solid dot braille.  
Braille 1847

Rhys, Lloyd.  
5 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 688

Richards, Denis, 1910-  
Britain under the Tudors and Stuarts [braille] / [Denis Richards].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1810

Richards, Denis, 1910-  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1591

Richardson, Henry Handel, 1870-1946.  
Getting of wisdom [braille] / [Henry Handel Richardson].  
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1356

Richardson, Maurice, 1907-  
Best mystery stories [braille] / edited with an introduction by Maurice Richardson.  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1586

Ridge, W. Pett (William Pett), d. 1930.  
Son of the state [braille] / [William Pett Ridge].  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2171

Riding, Laura, 1901-  
Lives of wives [braille] / [Laura Riding].  
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1799

Riesman, David, 1909-  
Lonely crowd [braille] : a study of changing American character / [David Riesman].  
10 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 252

Rintelen, Franz von.  
Dark invader [braille] / [Franz von Rintelen].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2467

Rise and fall of the Dutch Republic [braille]  
22 v.  
Braille 745

Ritter, Robert, 1918-  
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1040

Ritter, Robert, 1918-  
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1107
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2618

Roberts, Cecil, 1892-.
And so to Bath [braille] / [Cecil Roberts].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2633

Roberts, Lynette.
Endeavour [braille] : Captain Cook's first voyage to Australia / [Lynette Roberts].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2773

Roberts, Rowland G.
Age shall not weary them; the story of H.M.A.S. Perth [braille] / [Rowland G. Roberts].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 152

Robertson, E. Arnot (Eileen Arnot), 1903-1961.
Four frightened people [braille] / [Eileen Arnot Robertson].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2289

Robertson, Frank C. (Frank Chester), 1890-.
Sagebrush sorrel [braille] / Frank C. Robertson.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3020

Robertson, Peter, 1944-.
Latin prose composition for schools and colleges [braille] / [Peter Robertson].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 283

Robinson, Bruce.
Record of service [braille] : an Australian medical officer in the New Guinea campaign / [Bruce Robinson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 500

Round table [braille] : a comic tragedy in three acts / [Lennox Robinson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1926.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 389

Lady and the lawyer [braille] / [Colin Roderick].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 338

Roe, Frederick C. (Frederick Charles), 1894-1968.
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 302

World of ancient times [braille] / [Carl Angus Roebuck].
31 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1332

What theosophy is [braille] / [L. W. Rogers].
Ojai, Calif. : Theosophical Book Association for the Blind.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 874

Romans and Corinthians and the Epistles of Paul [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1558

Roos, Kelley.
She died dancing [braille] / [Kelley Roos].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2102

Roosevelt, Eleanor, 1884-1962.
Lady of the White House [braille] / [Eleanor Roosevelt].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1952.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 690

Changing focus [braille] : the development of blind welfare in Britain / [June Rose].
1 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1745

Rosebery, Archibald Philip Primrose, Earl of, 1847-1929.  
Napoleon [braille] : the last phase / [Rosebery, Archibald Philip Primrose, 5th Earl of].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1921.  
5 v. of interline braille.

Braille 744

Rosebery, Archibald Philip Primrose, Earl of, 1847-1929.  
Napoleon [braille] : the last phase / [Rosebery, Archibald Philip Primrose, 5th Earl of].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 2391

Rosebery, Archibald Philip Primrose, Earl of, 1847-1929.  
Pitt [braille] / [Rosebery, Archibald Philip Primrose, 5th Earl of].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 696

Ross Williamson, Hugh, 1901-1978.  
Paul, a bond slave [braille] / [Hugh Ross Williamson].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1951.  
3 v. of interline braille.

Braille 406

Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, 1828-1882.  
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 228

Roth, Cecil, 1899-1970.  
Magnificent Rothschilds [braille] / [Cecil Roth].  
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.  
3 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 1880

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, 1712-1778.  
3 v. of interline braille.

Braille 207

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, 1712-1778.  
Social contract [braille] / [Jean Jacques Rousseau].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.  
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 990
Routh, C. R. N. (Charles Richard Nairne)
They saw it happen [braille] : an anthology of eye-witnesses' accounts of events in British history. [Vol.2]. 1485-1688 / [Charles Richard Nairne Routh].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1820

Rowe, Teresa.
Saint Louise de Marillac [braille] : co-founder of the Daughters of Charity and patroness of all Christian social workers / [Teresa Rowe].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1048

Rudd, Steele, 1868-1935.
Book of Dan [braille] / [Steele Rudd].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1913.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 884

Rudd, Steele, 1868-1935.
Our new selection [braille] / [Steele Rudd].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 885

Rudd, Steele, 1868-1935.
Sandy's selection [braille] / [Steele Rudd].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1905.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 883

Rumble, Dr., 1892-1975.
Apostle of Padua [braille] : Monsignor Stanislaus Verius / [Leslie Rumble].
St. Mary's Braille Writers.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1053

Ruskin, John, 1819-1900.
Golden thoughts [braille] / [John Ruskin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 354

Ruskin, John, 1819-1900.
Sesame and lilies [braille] / [John Ruskin].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2594
Ruskin, John, 1819-1900.
Unto this last [braille] : four essays on the first principles of political economy / by John Ruskin.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1912.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2903

Ruskin, John, 1819-1900.
Work [braille] / [John Ruskin].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 461

Has man a future? [braille] / [Bertrand Russell].
1 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1755

Russell, N. (Nancy)
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1396

Rutgers van der Loeff, An, 1910-
Children of the Oregon Trail [braille] / [A. Rutgers van der Loeff].
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1355

Rutherford, Douglas, 1915-
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2125

Rutter, Owen, 1889-1944.
Song of Tiadatha [braille] / [Owen Rutter].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 380

Rutter, Owen, 1889-1944.
Travels of Tiadatha [braille] / [Owen Rutter].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 512
Sabatini, Rafael, 1875-1950.
Banner of the bull [braille] : three episodes in the career of Cesare Borgia / [Rafael Sabatini].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1155

Sabatini, Rafael, 1875-1950.
Captain Blood [braille] : his odyssey / [Rafael Sabatini].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1160

Sabatini, Rafael, 1875-1950.
Lovers of Yvonne [braille] / [Rafael Sabatini].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1204

Sabatini, Rafael, 1875-1950.
Scaramouche [braille] / [Rafael Sabatini].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2643

Sabatini, Rafael, 1875-1950.
Snare [braille] / [Rafael Sabatini].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1931.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2533

Sabatini, Rafael, 1875-1950.
Sword of Islam [braille] / [Rafael Sabatini].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2174

Sackville-West, V. (Victoria), 1892-1962.
Daughter of France [braille] : the life of Anne Marie Louise d'Orl eans, duchesse de Montpensier, 1627-1693, la grande mademoiselle / [Victoria Sackville-West].
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 846

Sagan, Francoise, 1935-.
Those without shadows [braille] / [Francoise Sagan].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1701
Saint-Exupery, Antoine de, 1900-1944.
Night flight [braille] / [Antoine de Saint-Exupery].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 987

Saint-Simon, Louis de Rouvroy, duc de, 1675-1755.
M emoires [braille] / [Saint-Simon, Louis de Rouvroy, duc de].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 304

Salinger, J. D. (Jerome David), 1919-
Catcher in the rye [braille] / [Jerome David Salinger].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 955

Salinger, J. D. (Jerome David), 1919-
Catcher in the rye [braille] / [Jerome David Salinger].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1342

Salinger, J. D. (Jerome David), 1919-
Catcher in the rye [braille] / [Jerome David Salinger].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2167

Salisbury, Robert Cecil, marquess of, 1830-1903.
Lord Robert Cecil's gold fields diary [braille] / with introduction and notes by Professor Ernest Scott.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1952.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 637

Sallis, Susan.
Richmond heritage [braille] / [Susan Sallis].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2307

Salmond, John William, Sir, 1862-1924.
12 v. of braille.
Braille 1248

Sandys, Oliver, 1894-1964.
Just Lil [braille] / [Oliver Sandys].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2165

Santayana, George, 1863-1952.
Life of reason [braille] : or, The phases of human progress / revised by the author in collaboration with Daniel Cory.
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2426

Sapper, 1888-1937.
Black Gang [braille] / [Sapper].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2278

Sapper, 1888-1937.
Knock-out [braille] / by Sapper.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2977

Sapper, 1888-1937.
Word of honor and other stories [braille] / [Sapper].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 919

Mouches [braille] / [Jean-Paul Sartre].
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 296

2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2061

Sequestres d'Altona [braille] / [Jean-Paul Sartre].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 294

Sava, George, 1903-
They came by appointment [braille] / [George Sava].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 954

Saville, Malcolm, 1901-
Dark danger [braille] / [Malcolm Saville].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2333

Schaefer, Jack, 1907-
Shane [braille] / [Jack Schaefer].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1258

Schieder, Theodor.
Frederick the Great / Theodor Schieder ; edited and translated by Sabina Berkeley and
H.M. Scott.
xiv, 289 p. : maps ; 24 cm.
Braille 489

Schiller, Friedrich, 1759-1805.
Ra uber [braille] / [Friedrich Schiller].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 323

5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 286

Schuster, Ignatius.
Catholic Braille Writing Association, 1946.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1024

Schuster, Max Lincoln, 1897-1971.
Treasury of the world's great letters, from ancient days to our time [braille] / [Max Lincoln
Schuster].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1226

Scotson, John.
Introducing society [braille] / by John Scotson.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2828

Scott, Ernest, 1868-1939.
Short history of Australia [braille] / [Ernest Scott].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 753

Chinese love pavilion [braille] / [Paul Scott].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1589

Scott, Tom, 1918-
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1897

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Abbot [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 569

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Abbot [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1986

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Antiquary [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2752

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Betrothed [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1082

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1910.
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Bride of Lammermoor [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1856

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Bride of Lammermoor [braille] / by Sir Walter Scott.
South Yarra, [Vic.]: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1938.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2964

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1912.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3023

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Fair maid of Perth [braille] / by Sir Walter Scott, Bard.
South Yarra, [Vic.]: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1949.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2928

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Fortunes of Nigel [braille] / by Sir Walter Scott.
South Yarra, [Vic.]: Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1937.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2959

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Guy Mannering [braille] / by Sir Walter Scott.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1933.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2915

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Guy Mannering [braille] / Walter Scott.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1903

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Lady of the lake [braille] / by Sir Walter Scott ; with a short biography by Andrew Lang ;
introduction and notes by W. Horton Spragge.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2882

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Lay of the last minstrel [braille] : a poem in six cantos / by Sir Walter Scott, Bart.
Edinburgh : Royal Blind Assylum and School, 1914.
1 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 2961

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Legend of Montrose [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1909.
7 v. of interline braille.

Braille 1201

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Legend of Montrose [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 1862

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Marmion [braille] : a tale of Flodden Field in six cantos / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 511

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Monastery [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1907.
9 v. of interline braille.

Braille 1200

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Old mortality [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
10 v. of interline braille.

Braille 1187

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Old mortality [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
6 v. of interpoint braille.

Braille 2538

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Peveril of the Peak [braille] / by Sir Walter Scott, Bart.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1910.
14 v. of interline braille.

Braille 2942
Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832.
Pirate [braille] / by Sir Walter Scott. 
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1942. 
12 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 2966

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832. 
Quentin Durward [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir]. 
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916. 
12 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 570

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832. 
Red gauntlet [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir]. 
6 v. of interpoint braille. 
Braille 2398

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832. 
Red gauntletlet [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir]. 
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941. 
1 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 561

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832. 
Saint Ronan's well [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir]. 
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940. 
11 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 538

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832. 
Sir W. Scott's heroes and heroines [braille]. 
2 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 2923

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832. 
Talisman [braille] / by Sir Walter Scott. 
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1937. 
7 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 2938

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832. 
Waverley [braille] / [Scott, Walter, Sir]. 
11 v. of interline braille. 
Braille 2432

Scott, Walter, Sir, 1771-1832. 
Waverley [braille] : or, tis sixty years since ; Quentin Durward / [Scott, Walter, Sir].
Scullard, H. H. (Howard Hayes), 1903-
From the Gracchi to Nero [braille] : a history of Rome 133 B.C. to A.D. 68 / [H. H. Scullard].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1414

Searls, Hank, 1922-
Overboard [braille] / [Hank Searls].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1869

Seaver, George, 1890-
Albert Schweitzer, the man and his mind [braille] / [George Seaver].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1697

Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3011

Selections from daily round [braille].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1523

Selections from Tennyson [braille].
[South Yarra, Vic. : Victorian Association of Braille Writers], 1928.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2956

Selle, Earl Albert.
Donald of China [braille] / [Earl Albert Selle].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 677

Selous, Frederick Courteney, 1851-1917.
Hunter's wanderings in Africa [braille] : a narrative of nine years spent amongst the game of the far interior of South Africa / [Frederick Courteney Selous].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2253
Seltzer, Charles Alden, 1875-1942.
Silverspurs [braille] / [Charles Alden Seltzer].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2591

Championship chess [braille] / [Philip W. Sergeant].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2355

Seton, Anya, 1916-
Katherine [braille] / [Anya Seton].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1957.
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2173

From Munich to Danzig [braille] / [R. W. Seton-Watson].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 710

Sewell, William Gawan.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 667

Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922.
Heart of the Antarctic [braille] / [Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1910.
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 626

Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir, 1874-1922.
Shackleton in the Antarctic [braille] : being the story of The British Antarctic Expedition 1907-1909 / [Shackleton, Ernest Henry, Sir].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1843

Shade, E. D. (Elizabeth D.), 1943-
Fundamentals of economics, volume 1, year 11 [braille] : prepared in conformity with the syllabus approved by the N.S.W. Board of Senior School Studies for the higher school certificate / [E. D. Shade].
13 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1353
Shairp, Principal.
Robert Burns [braille] / [Principal Shairp].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 700

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
All's well that ends well [braille] / edited by William George Clark and William Aldis Wright.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1784

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1976

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
As you like it [braille] / edited by William George Clark and William Aldis Wright.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1783

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1957

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2446

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1912.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 707

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
Famous history of the life of King Henry the Eighth [braille] / [William Shakespeare].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2400

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark [braille] / [William Shakespeare].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 290

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2679

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 272

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 875

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2071

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2677

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2946

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2070

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
Loves labour's lost [braille] / [William Shakespeare].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1729

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2419

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2073

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
Merchant of Venice [braille] / by William Shakespeare ; edited by William George Clark and William Aldis Wright.
1 v. of interpoint braille ; 33 cm.
Braille 1722

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1975

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
Much ado about nothing [braille] / by William Shakespeare ; edited by William George Clarke [i.e., Clark] and William Aldis Wright.
117 p. of interpoint braille ; 34 cm.
Braille 1721

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2448

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1726
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1782

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1786

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1727

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1724

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1977

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2069

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2294

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1720
Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.  
Twelfth night [braille] : or, What you will / edited by William George Clark and William Aldis Wright.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2423  

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2444  

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616.  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 757  

Shann, Renee, 1907?-1979.  
Not wisely but too well [braille] / [Ren ee Shann].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2215  

Shannon, John H.  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2189  

Sharp, Margery, 1905-  
Eye of love [braille] / [Margery Sharp].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1604  

Sharp, Margery, 1905-  
Something light [braille] / [Margery Sharp].  
4 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2451  

Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.  
Androcles and the lion [braille] : an old fable / [Bernard Shaw].  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 381
Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.
Apple cart, a political extravaganza [braille] / [Bernard Shaw].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 268

Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.
Arms and the man [braille] / by Bernard Shaw.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2845

Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.
Captain Brassbound's conversion [braille] : a facsimile of the holograph manuscript / [Bernard Shaw].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1433

Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1914.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 887

Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.
In good King Charles' golden days [braille] / [Bernard Shaw].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1957.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 345

Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.
Major Barbara [braille] / by Bernard Shaw.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2832

Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.
Saint Joan [braille] : a chronicle play in six scenes and an epilogue / [Bernard Shaw].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2016

Shaw, Bernard, 1856-1950.
You never can tell [braille] / [Bernard Shaw].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 383

Sheean, Vincent, 1899-
Personal history [braille] : in search of history / [Vincent Sheean].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2283

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 1792-1822.
Prometheus unbound [braille] / [Percy Bysshe Shelley].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1794

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 1792-1822.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 217

Sheppard, Alfred Tresidder, 1871-1947.
Matins of Bruges [braille] / [Alfred Tressider Sheppard].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2279

Sheppard, H. R. L. (Hugh Richard Lawrie)
Sheppard's pie [braille] : an anthology / [Hugh Richard Lawrie Sheppard].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 427

Sheridan, Richard Brinsley, 1751-1816.
Rivals [braille] / [Richard Brinsley Sheridan].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1825

Hopkins manuscript [braille] / [Robert Cedric Sherriff].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2683

Journey's end [braille] / [Robert Cedric Sherriff].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 998

Shklar, Judith N.
Chequer board [braille] / [Nevil Shute].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1898

Rainbow and the rose [braille] / [Nevil Shute].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2172

Town like Alice [braille] / [Nevil Shute].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2454

Sidney, Philip, Sir, 1554-1586.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1937.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2941

Sienkiewicz, Henryk, 1846-1916.
Quo vadis [braille] / [Henryk Sienkiewicz].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1918.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 907

Siepmann, Otto.
Public school german primer [braille] / [Otto Siepmann].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 223

Simenon, Georges, 1903-
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2615

Simenon, Georges, 1903-
Maigret and the man on the boulevard [braille] / [Georges Simenon].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Simenon, Georges, 1903-
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Simenon, Georges, 1903-
Man who watched the trains go by [braille] / translated by Stuart Gilbert.
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Simenon, Georges, 1903-
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Simenon, Georges, 1903-
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Simenon, Georges.
Maigret has scruples [braille] / translated from the French by Robert Eglesfield.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Sitwell, Edith, 1887-1964.
Fanfare for Elizabeth [braille] / [Edith Sitwell].
4 v. of interline braille.
Sitwell, Edith, 1887-1964.
Taken care of [braille] : an autobiography / [Edith Sitwell].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Sitwell, Osbert, 1892-1969.
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Sitwell, Osbert, 1892-1969.  
Left hand right hand! [braille] : an autobiography / [Osbert Sitwell].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1775

Unofficial history [braille] / [Slim, William Slim, 1st Viscount].  
6 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 189

Smeaton, William Henry Oliphant, 1856-1914.  
English satires [braille] / [William Henry Oliphant Smeaton].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 829

Smith, Frederick E. (Frederick Escreet), 1922-  
633 Squadron [braille] / [Frederick E. Smith].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2718

Smith, Joseph Oswald, 1854-1924.  
Simple meditations on the life of our Lord [braille] / [Joseph Oswald Smith].  
: Dominican Nuns, South Australia, 1907.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1499

Smith, Raymond T. (Raymond Thomas), 1925-  
: Church of England Guild of Service to the Blind.  
8 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1421

Smith, Thomas H. M.  
Pianaforte tuning and repairing written expressly for the use and guidance of blind tuners [braille] / [Thomas H. M. Smith].  
1 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1020

Smyth, J. Paterson (John Paterson), d. 1932.  
People's life of Christ [braille] / [John Paterson Smyth].  
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1505
Affair [braille] / [Snow, Charles Percy, Baron Snow].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1601

Death under sail [braille] / C.P. Snow.
3 v. of braille.
Braille 1602

Homecomings [braille] / [Snow, Charles Percy, Baron Snow].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1874

Masters [braille] / [Snow, Charles Percy, Baron Snow].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1850

Time of hope [braille] / [Snow, Charles Percy, Baron Snow].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1600

Snow, Sebastian.
Rucksack man [braille] / [Sebastian Snow].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2180

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr Isaevich, 1918-
10 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1149

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr Isaevich, 1918-
One day in the life of Ivan Denisovich [braille] / [Aleksandr Isaevich Solzhenitsyn].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1367

History of Western Europe 1815-1926 [braille] / [D. C. Somervell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 724

Somervell, Theodore Howard, 1890-
After Everest [braille] : the experiences of a mountaineer and medical missionary / [Theodore Howard Somervell].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 733

Song celestial [braille] : or, Bhagavad-gita (from the Mahabnarata) / translated from the Sanskrit text by Sir Edwin Arnold.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1925.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 535

Sophocles.
Antigone [braille] / [Sophocles].
Kew, Vic. : St. Paul's School for the Blind and Visually Handicapped.
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1613

Sorenson, Edward S. (Edward Sylvester), 1869-1939.
Spotty, the bower bird and other nature stories [braille] / by Edward S. Sorenson.
[South Yarra, Vic.] : [Braille & Talking Book Library]
2 v. of interline of braille.
Braille 2870

Southall, Ivan, 1921-
Ash road [braille] / [Ivan Southall].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1266

Southall, Ivan, 1921-
Bread and honey [braille] / [Ivan Southall].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1351

Southall, Ivan, 1921-
Chinaman's Reef is ours [braille] / [Ivan Southall].
4 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1290

Southall, Ivan, 1921-
Woomera [braille] / [Ivan Southall].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 647

Southwell, E. A.
Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [19--]
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3010

Southworth, John Van Duyn, 1904-
American history, 1492 to the present day [braille] / by Gertrude Van Duyn Southworth
and John Van Duyn Southworth.
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1059

Spark, Muriel, 1918-
Prime of Miss Jean Brodie [braille] / [Muriel Spark].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2613

Speare, Elizabeth George.
Witch of Blackbird Pond [braille] / [Elizabeth George Speare].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1349

Spenser, Edmund, 1552?-1599.
Faerie Queen [braille] / [Edmund Spenser].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1937.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 982

Sperber, Hans, 1885-
Geschichte der deutschen Sprache [braille] / [Hans Sperber].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, 1968.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 318

Spillane, Mickey, 1918-
Survival ... Zero! [braille] / [Mickey Spillane].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 27

Spring, Howard, 1889-1965.
Eleven stories and a beginning [braille] / [Howard Spring].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1893

Spring, Howard, 1889-1965.
Heaven lies about us [braille] / [Howard Spring].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1944

Spring, Howard, 1889-1965.
Sampson's circus [braille] / [Howard Spring].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2041

Spring, Howard, 1889-1965.
These lovers fled away [braille] / [Howard Spring].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2546

North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
15 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1343

St. John, Patricia Mary, 1920-
2 v. of interpoint braille ; 33 cm.
Braille 1823

St. Paul, Mother.
Passio Christi [braille] : meditations of Lent / [St. Paul, Mother].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1468

Standish, Robert, 1898?-1981.
Honourable ancestor [braille] / [Robert Standish].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2399

Standish, Robert, 1898?-1981.
Mr On Loong [braille] / [Robert Standish].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 449

Standish, Robert, 1898?-1981.
Mr. On Loong [braille] / [Robert Standish].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2481

Stanlake, G. F. (George Frederick), 1919-
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2991

Stanwood, Donald A.
Memory of Eva Ryker [braille] / [Donald A. Stanwood].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1677

Stark, Freya.
Minaret of Djam [braille] : an excursion in Afghanistan / [Freya Stark].
1 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2655

Sterne, Laurence, 1713-1768.
Tristram Shandy [braille] / [Laurence Sterne].
15 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1438

English air [braille] / [Dorothy Emily Stevenson].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1870

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Black arrow [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1157

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Catriona [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1915.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 542

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Inland voyage [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 606

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Island nights' entertainments [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1911.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 562

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
New Arabian nights [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1197

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Pavilion on the links [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
Edinburgh : Royal Blind School, 1926.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2009

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Selections from Memories and Portraits [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1875

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Tales and fantasies [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1951.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2465

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Travels with a donkey in the Cevennes [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 78

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Treasure Island [braille] / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 792
Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894.
Virginibus puerosque [braille] : and other papers / [Robert Louis Stevenson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 353

Stewart, Mary, 1916-
Airs above the ground [braille] / [Mary Stewart].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2530

Stewart, Mary, 1916-
Gabriel hounds [braille] / [Mary Stewart].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2785

Stewart, Mary, 1916-
My brother Michael [braille] / [Mary Stewart].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2412

Stewart, Mary, 1916-
This rough magic [braille] / [Mary Stewart].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1651

Stewart, Mary, 1916-
Touch not the cat [braille] / [Mary Stewart].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2281

Stirling, Jessica.
Dark pasture [braille] / [Jessica Stirling].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2508

Stirling, Jessica.
Hiring fair [braille] / [Jessica Stirling].
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1673

Stirling, Jessica.
Spoiled earth [braille] / [Jessica Stirling].
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2765

Stitch, Wilhelmina, 1889-1936.
Catching the gleam [braille] / [Wilhelmina Stitch].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 524

Stitch, Wilhelmina, 1889-1936.
Silken threads [braille] / by Wilhelmina Stitch [ie. Ruth Collie].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1933.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 368

Stockton, C. E. (Charles Edward)
Graded German passages for unseen translation and dictation for middle and upper forms [braille] / compiled by G.E. Stockton.
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 316

Stoker, Bram, 1847-1912.
Dracula [braille] / [Bram Stoker].
14 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1279

Stokes, S. E. W.
Escape from Poland in war-time [braille] / [S. E. W. Stokes].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 633

Stone, Irving, 1903-
Immortal wife [braille] : the biographical novel of Jessie Benton Fremont / [Irving Stone].
13 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1081

Stories of the south seas [braille] / selected by E.C. Parnwell.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 573

Story, Jack Trevor.
Dishonourable member [braille] / [Jack Trevor Story].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2216

Story, Jack Trevor.
1 v. of braille.
Braille 1849

Stow, Randolph, 1935-.
Merry-go-round in the sea [braille] / [Randolph Stow].
8 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1347

Strachey, John, 1901-1963.
Strangled cry and other unparliamentary papers [braille] / [John Strachey].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1077

Eminent Victorians [braille] / [Lytton Strachey].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1417

Landmarks in French literature [braille] / [Giles Lytton Strachey].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1925.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1079

Straker, J. F. (John Foster), 1904-.
Final witness [braille] / [J. F. Straker].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2382

Stratton-Porter, Gene, 1863-1924.
Freckles [braille] / [Gene Stratton-Porter].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2038

Streeton, Hesba, 1832-1911.
Alone in London [braille] / [Hesba Streeton].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1899.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1495
Stringfellow, Olga.
Mary Bravender [braille] / [Olga Stringfellow].
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1700

Struther, Jan, 1901-1953.
Mrs Miniver [braille] / [Jan Struther].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 888

Stubbs, Jean, 1926-
Dear Laura [braille] / [Jean Stubbs].
5 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2001

Stuttard, Mason.
Esperanto teacher [braille] : a text-book of the international language with special
emphasis on the needs of non-grammarian and the home-student / [Mason Stuttard].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 39

Suetonius, ca. 69-ca. 122.
Twelve Caesars [braille] / Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus ; translated [from the Latin] by
Robert Graves.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2872

Under the northern lights [braille] / [Alan Sullivan].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 12

Sully, Kathleen.
Merrily to the grave [braille] / [Kathleen Sully].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2596

Summerton, Margaret.
Sand rose [braille] / [Margaret Summerton].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1672
Sutcliff, Rosemary, 1920-  
Dragon slayer [braille] : the story of Beowulf / [Rosemary Sutcliff].  
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.  
Braille 1350

Sutherland, Morris.  
Hunting ground [braille] / [Morris Sutherland].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2685

Sutherland, William.  
Death rides the air line [braille] / [William Sutherland].  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2072

Swedenborg, Emanuel, 1688-1772.  
Heaven and its wonders, and hell [braille] / [Emanuel Swedenborg].  
5 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1474

Sykes, John.  
Heat of summer [braille] / [John Sykes].  
3 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 1652

Sykes, Percy, Sir, 1867-1945.
History of exploration from the earliest times to the present day [braille] / [Sykes, Percy, Sir].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1598

Symons, Julian, 1912-
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2489

Symons, Julian, 1912-
Man who killed himself [braille] / [Julian Symons].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 32

Playboy of the western world [braille] / [J. M. Synge].
2 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1395

Tables of the values of the trigonometrical ratios [braille] / compiled by John R. Emblen.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 879

Tacitus, Cornelius.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 169

Tacitus, Cornelius.
9 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1415

Tanner, J. R. (Joseph Robson), 1860-1931.
3 v. of braille.
Braille 2179

Tarsis, Valerii.
8 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 833

Taylor, Patrick Gordon, Sir.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 20

Taylor, Theodore, 1922-.
Cay [braille] / [Theodore Taylor].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1339

Tedder, Arthur William Tedder, Baron, 1890-.
With prejudice [braille] / [Tedder, Arthur William, baron].
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1083

Telscombe, Anne,
Miss Bagshot goes to Tibet [braille] / [Anne Telscombe].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2249

Temple-Ellis, N. A.
Inconsistent villains [braille] / [N. A. Temple-Ellis].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1916

Tenen, Isidore.
This England. Part 1, from the earliest times to 1485 [braille] / [Isidore Tenen].
Church of England Guild of Service to the Blind, 1960.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1132A

Tenen, Isidore.
This England. Part 1, index [braille] / [Isidore Tenen].
Church of England Guild of Service to the Blind, 1960.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1132C
Tenen, Isidore.
This England. Part II, Tudor and Stuart periods, 1485-1714 [braille] / [Isidore Tenen].
Catholic Braille Association of South Australia, 1961.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1132B

Battlers [braille] / by Kylie Tennant.
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1945.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2987

Tiburon [braille] / [Kylie Tennant].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1946.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1245

Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, Baron, 1809-1892.
Idylls of the king [braille] : in twelve books / by Alfred Lord Tennyson.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2924

Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, Baron, 1809-1892.
In memoriam [braille] / [Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, Baron].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 516

Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, Baron, 1809-1892.
Princess [braille] : a medley / [Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, Baron].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 548

Terraine, John, 1921-
Life and times of Lord Mountbatten [braille] / [John Terraine].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 124

Terrot, Charles, 1917-
Angel who pawned her harp [braille] / [Charles Terrot].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 209

Terry, S. H.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 288

1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 880

Tey, Josephine, 1896-1952.
Daughter of time [braille] / [Josephine Tey].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2282

Tey, Josephine, 1896-1952.
Miss Pym disposes [braille] / [Josephine Tey].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1653

Tey, Josephine, 1896-1952.
Shilling for candles [braille] / [Josephine Tey].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1974

Thackeray, William Makepeace, 1811-1863.
Henry Esmond [braille] / [William Makepeace Thackeray].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2140

Thackeray, William Makepeace, 1811-1863.
History of Henry Esmond Esq., a colonel in the service of Her Majesty Queen Anne.
[braille] / [William Makepeace Thackeray].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1181

Thackeray, William Makepeace, 1811-1863.
History of Pendennis [braille] : his fortunes and misfortunes, his greatest enemy / [William
Makepeace Thackeray].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
19 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1183

Thackeray, William Makepeace, 1811-1863.
Lovel the widower [braille] / [William Makepeace Thackeray].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1920.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1202

Thackeray, William Makepeace, 1811-1863.
Men's wives [braille]. the Bedford-Row conspiracy / [William Makepeace Thackeray].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1923.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1185

Thackeray, William Makepeace, 1811-1863.
Newcomes [braille] : memoirs of a most respectable family / edited by Arthur Pendennis
[i.e. W. M. Thackeray].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
23 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1180

Thackeray, William Makepeace, 1811-1863.
Virginians [braille] / [William Makepeace Thackeray].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
20 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1191

Thayer, William Makepeace, 1820-1898.
Abraham Lincoln, the pioneer boy, and how he became President [braille] : the story of his
life / [William Makepeace Thayer].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 671

Therese, de Lisieux, Saint, 1873-1897.
Little white flower [braille] : the story of St Therese of Lisieux / [Therese de Lisieux,, Saint].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 715

Thiele, Colin, 1920-2006
Looking at poetry [braille] / [Colin Thiele]
Burwood, Vic. : Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind Educational Centre, [196-]
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 3004

Thiele, Colin, 1920-2006
Storm boy [braille] / [Colin Thiele].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1333

Thiele, Colin, 1920-2006
Sun on the stubble [braille] / [Colin Thiele].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1344

Thiele, Paul E.
Formats in non-print media for the blind and visually impaired [braille] / [Paul E. Thiele].
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1294

Thirkell, Angela, 1890-1961.
Wild strawberries [braille] / [Angela Thirkell].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2754

Thomas, Dylan, 1914-1953.
Under milk wood [braille] / [Dylan Thomas].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1326

Thomas, Hugh, 1931-
Spanish Civil War [braille] / [Hugh Thomas].
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1105

Thomas, Mary Gladys.
Great blind men and women [braille] / [Mary Gladys Thomas].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 37

Thompson, Francis, 1859-1907.
Selected poems [braille] / by Francis Thompson, with a biographical note by Wilfred Maynell.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1914.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2960

England in the nineteenth century, 1815-1914 [braille] / [David Thomson].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1137

England in the nineteenth century, 1815-1914 [braille] / [David Thomson].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1746

Europe since Napoleon [braille] / [David Thomson].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1403

World history from 1914-1950 [braille] / [David Thomson].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 864

Thomson, David, 1914-.
Woodbrook [braille] / [David Thomson].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1584

Thorndike, Russell.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2475

Thorne, Anthony.
Baby and the battleship [braille] / [Anthony Thorne].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2335

Thubten Jigme Norbu, 1922-.
Tibet is my country [braille] / by Thubten Jigme Norbu, as told to Heinrich Harrer ;
translated from the German by Edward Fitzgerald.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1702

Thurber, James, 1894-1961.
My life and hard times [braille] / [James Thurber].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1950.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 958

Thwaites, Frederick J. (Frederick Joseph)
Sky full of thunder [braille] / [Frederick J. Thwaites].
5 v. of interline braille.
Tickell, Jerrard.
Villa Mimosa [braille] / [Jerrard Tickell].
5 v. of interpoint braille.

Tiltman, Marjorie Hessell.
God's adventurers [braille] / [Marjorie Hessell Tiltman].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
6 v. of interline braille.

Timbury, F. R. V.
Battle for the inland [braille] : The case for the Bradfield and Idriess plan / [F. R. V. Timbury].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
3 v. of interline braille.

Tolstoy, Leo, graf, 1828-1910.
Anna Karenina [braille] / [Tolstoy, Leo, graf].
12 v. of interpoint braille.

Tolstoy, Leo, graf, 1828-1910.
Kreutzer sonata [braille] / [Tolstoy, Leo, graf].
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Tolstoy, Leo, graf, 1828-1910.
My husband and I [braille] / [Tolstoy, Leo, graf].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
2 v. of interline braille.

Tolstoy, Leo, graf, 1828-1910.
War and peace [braille] : in three parts / translated by Louise and Aylmar Maude.
21 v. of interpoint braille.

3 v. of interpoint braille.
Tomkinson, G.
African follies [braille] / [G. Tomkinson].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 997

All our yesterdays [braille] / [H. M. Tomlinson].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2755

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2021

Tonbandverzeichnis 1963 [braille]
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2846

Tovey, Doreen.
Cats in the belfrey [braille] / [Doreen Tovey].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1837

Townsend, John Rowe, 1922-
Gumble's Yard [braille] / [John Rowe Townsend].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1340

Toynbee, Arnold, 1889-1975.
9 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1753

Tranter, Nigel, 1909-
Balefire [braille] / [Nigel Tranter].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2670

Tranter, Nigel, 1909-
Drug on the market [braille] / [Nigel Tranter].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2611

Tranter, Nigel, 1909-
Man behind the curtain [braille] / [Nigel Tranter].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2383

Trapp, Maria von, 1905-1987.
Trapp family on wheels [braille] / by Maria Trapp with Ruth T. Murdoch.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1738

Travis, Elsie Beatrice, 1905-
Cours moyen de franL.cais, part 1 [braille] / by E. B. Travis and J. E. Travis.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1887

Travis, J. E. (James Ernest)
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1888

Travis, J. E. (James Ernest)
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1894

Treasury of verse [braille].
Sydney : Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1929.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1099

Tree, David.
Pig in the middle [braille] / [David Tree].
3 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2504

Tremayne, Penelope.
Below the tide [braille] / [Penelope Tremayne].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2020
Trevelyan, G. M. (George Macaulay), 1876-1962.
English social history [braille] : a survey of six centuries : Chaucer to Queen Victoria / by G. M. Trevelyan.
9 v. of braille.
Braille 1759

Trevelyan, George Macaulay, 1876-1962.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1787

Trevelyan, George Macaulay, 1876-1962.
11 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1877

Trevelyan, George Otto Sir, 1838-1928.
12 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1637

Trevor, Elleston, 1920-
Flight of the Phoenix [braille] / [Elleston Trevor].
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1267

Trew, Antony, 1906-
Two hours to darkness [braille] / [Antony Trew].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2587

Trine, Ralph Waldo, 1866-1958.
Character-building thought power [braille] / [Ralph Waldo Trine].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 410

Trine, Ralph Waldo, 1866-1958.
In tune with the infinite [braille] : or, Fullness of peace, power and plenty / [Ralph Waldo Trine].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1520
Trine, Ralph Waldo, 1866-1958.
What all the world's a-seeking [braille] / [Ralph Waldo Trine].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 529

Tripp, Miles, 1923-
Once a year man [braille] / [Miles Tripp].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2590

Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1942.
12 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2978

Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882.
Dr. Wortle's school [braille] / by Anthony Trollope.
South Yarra, Vic. : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1941.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3022

Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882.
Framley parsonage [braille] / Anthony Trollope.
13 v. of braille.
Braille 2287

Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882.
Old man's love [braille] / by Anthony Trollope.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1940.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2898

Trollope, Anthony, 1815-1882.
Warden [braille] / [Anthony Trollope].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2753

Turner, Ethel, 1870-1958.
Family at Misrule [braille] / [Ethel Sybil Turner].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1896.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2811

Turner, Ethel, 1870-1958.
Seven little Australians [braille] / [Ethel Sybil Turner].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1917.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1232

Turner, Ethel, 1870-1958.
Story of a baby [braille] / [Ethel Sybil Turner].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1143

Twain, Mark, 1835-1910.
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn [braille] / [Mark Twain].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1424

Twain, Mark, 1835-1910.
Adventures of Tom Sawyer [braille] / [Mark Twain]
North Rocks, N.S.W. : Royal N.S.W. Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, 1980.
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1371

Twain, Mark, 1835-1910.
Innocents abroad [braille] : or The New Pilgrim's progress / [Mark Twain].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1732

Twain, Mark, 1835-1910.
Mark Twain in Australia and New Zealand [braille] / [Mark Twain].
7 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1302

Twain, Mark, 1835-1910.
Roughing it [braille] / [Mark Twain].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1909.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1121

Twain, Mark, 1835-1910.
Stolen white elephant [braille] / [Mark Twain].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1926.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1731

Tweedsmuir, John Norman Stuart Buchan, Baron, 1911-
Always a countryman [braille] / [Tweedsmuir, John Norman Stuart Buchan, Baron].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Tyler, Poyntz.
Garden of cucumbers [braille] / [Poyntz Tyler].
3 v. of interpoint braille.

Tyrrell, James R.
Old books, old friends, old Sydney [braille] / [James R. Tyrrell].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1953.
4 v. of interline braille.

United States [braille]
3 v.

Unravelled knots [braille] / by Baroness Orczy.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1940.
3 v. of interline braille.

Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia.
4 v. of interline braille.

Unua espistolo generala de Johano [braille].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
1 v. of interline braille.

Updike, John.
Couples [braille] / [John Updike].
8 v. of interpoint braille.

Bony and the white savage [braille] / [Arthur William Upfield].
3 v. of interline braille.

5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2584
Madman's Bend [braille] / [Arthur William Upfield].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2581

4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2905

Using disability discrimination law [braille] : for people who have a disability.
[Melbourne : Victoria Legal Aid, 2006]
77 p. of braille ; 28 x 30 cm.
Braille 3056

Using disability discrimination law [braille] : for people who have a disability.
[Melbourne : Victoria Legal Aid, 2006]
ix, 105 p. of braille ; 28 cm.
Braille 3058

Hill, a romance of friendship [braille] / [Horace Annesley Vachell].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2735a

Vallotton, Benjamin.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1634

Van der Post, Laurens, 1906-
Night of the new moon [braille] / [Laurens Van der Post].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 25

Van Dersal, William Richard, 1907-
Successful manager in government and business [braille] / [by William R. Van Dersal].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2986

Van Dyke, Henry, 1852-1933.
Story of the other wise man [braille] / [Henry Van Dyke].
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1518

Murder in Haiti [braille] / [John W. Vandercook].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2360

Vann, Gerald, 1906-1963.
High green hill [braille] / [Gerald Vann].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1050

Life of the Blessed Virgin Mary [braille] / [Oliver Rodie Vassall-Phillips].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1567

Vaughan, John S.
Concerning the Holy Bible, its use and abuse [braille] / [John Stephen Vaughan].
St. Vincent de Paul Society, South Australia, 1910.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1521

Verne, Jules, 1828-1905.
Dropped from the clouds [braille] / by Jules Verne.
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1899.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2944

Verne, Jules, 1828-1905.
Field of ice [braille] / [Jules Verne].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1924.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1238

Verne, Jules, 1828-1905.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1914.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1189

Verne, Jules, 1828-1905.
Mysterious island [braille] / [Jules Verne].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1929.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1198

Vesselo, I. R. (Isaac R.)
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1662

Braille 1044

Victorian reader. Eighth book [braille].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1102

Braille 1029

Victorian readers ; fifth book [braille].
Kew, Vic. : St. Paul's School for the Blind and Visually Handicapped.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1102

Braille 1043

Victorian readers ; seventh book [braille].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1042

Braille 1028

Victorian readers ; sixth book [braille].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1028

Vidal, Gore, 1925-
Julian [braille] / [Gore Vidal].
8 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2293

Braille 2257

Vilar, Esther, 1935-
Manipulated man [braille] / Esther Vilar.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2257
Villey, Pierre, 1879-1933.
World of the blind [braille] : a psychological study / by Pierre Villey.
[South Yarra, Vic.] : [Braille and Talking Book Library], [19-]
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3017

Villiers, Alan, 1903-1982.
Cruise of the Conrad [braille] : a journal of a voyage round the world ... in the ship Joseph
Conrad / [Alan Villiers].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1930

Villiers, Marjorie Howard, 1903-
Charles Peguy [braille] : a study in integrity / [Marjorie Howard Villiers].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1008

Life of Edward the Seventh [braille] / [J. E. Vincent].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 742

Virgil.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1012

Virgil.
Wahroonga, N.S.W. : St. Edmund's School for Blind and Visually Handicapped Students.
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 2534

Virgil.
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 42

Virgil.
Bulary [braille] / by Publius Vergilius Maro.
1 v. of braille.
Braille 1014

Virgil.
Georgicon [braille]. Liber primus / P. Vergili Maronis.
2 v. of braille.  
Braille 1013

Virgil.  
Georgicon [braille]. Liber secundus / P. Vergili Maronis.  
3 v. of braille.  
Braille 1015

Vivian, Francis.  
Story-weaving [braille] : a textbook on the craft of story writing / [Francis Vivian].  
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.  
2 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 952

2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2067

2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2068

Voss, W. J.  
Light of the mind [braille] / W.J. Voss; with a forward by Sir Philip Gibbs.  
2 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2734

Wade, Jonathon.  
Boy with the sling [braille] / [Jonathon Wade].  
3 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 2713

Wain, John.  
Further education [braille] / [John Wain].  
1 v. of interline braille.  
Braille 1711

Wain, John.  
Strike the father dead [braille] / [John Wain].  
4 v. of interpoint braille.  
Braille 2687

Wain, John.  
Winter in the hills [braille] / [John Wain].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2456

Wainwright, John, 1921-
Freeze thy blood less coldly [braille] / John Wainwright.
3 v. (235 p.) of interpoint braille.
Braille 1649

Waitz, Sigmund.
Message from Konnersreuth [braille] / [Sigmund Waitz].
Catholic Braille Writing Association.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1046

Walker, Lucy, 1917-
Down in the forest [braille] / [Lucy Walker].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2566

Walker, Lucy, 1917-
Moonshiner [braille] / [Lucy Walker].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2567

Wallace, Carlton, 1903-
Mr Death [braille] / [Carlton Wallace].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1879

Wallace, Donald Mackenzie, Sir, 1841-1919.
Russia [braille]: on the eve of war and revolution / [Wallace, D. Mackenzie, Sir].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1910.
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 750

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Brigand [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 891

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Dark eyes of London [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1928.
4 v. of interline braille.
Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Feathered serpent [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1939.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 895

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Fellowship of the frog [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1922.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1174

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Fourth plague [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1916.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 897

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Fourth plague [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1921

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Golden Hades [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 894

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Ringer [braille] : a play in four acts / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1178

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Square emerald [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1175

Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Traitors' gate [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1179A
Wallace, Edgar, 1875-1932.
Valley of ghosts [braille] / [Edgar Wallace].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1935.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 886

Wallace, Elwyn J.
Sydney and the bush [braille] / by Elwyn Wallace.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2967

Walmsley, Leo, 1892-
Fishermen at war [braille] / [Leo Walmsley].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 722

Walmsley, Leo, 1892-
Three fevers [braille] / [Leo Walmsley].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2449

Walpole, Horace, 1717-1797.
Castle of Otranto [braille] : a gothic story / [Horace Walpole].
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 821

Walpole, Horace, 1717-1797.
Selected letters of Horace Walpole [braille] / [Horace Walpole].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 701

Walpole, Hugh, 1884-1941.
Cathedral [braille] : a play in three acts / [Hugh Walpole].
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institute, 1952.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 819

Walpole, Hugh, 1884-1941.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1928.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2913

Walpole, Hugh, 1884-1941.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1928.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2937

Walpole, Hugh, 1884-1941.
Jeremy [braille] / [Hugh Walpole].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1176

Walpole, Hugh, 1884-1941.
Joyful Delaneys [braille] / [Hugh Walpole].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2433

Walpole, Hugh, 1884-1941.
Old ladies [braille] / [Hugh Walpole].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1930.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1186

Walpole, Hugh, 1884-1941.
Thirteen travellers [braille] / by Hugh Walpole.
Ballarat, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1924.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2940

Walsh, Maurice.
Key above the door [braille] / [Maurice Walsh].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2078

Walter, Bruno, 1876-1962.
Theme and variations [braille] : an autobiography / translated from the German by James A. Galston.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2356

Man makes history [braille] : world history from the earliest times to the Renaissance : for boys and girls in the first year of secondary school courses / by Russel Ward ; illustrated by Ray Wenban ; with an introduction by A.P. Elkin.
3 v. of braille.
Braille 1431

Warner, George Townsend, 1865-1916.
13 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 178

Washington, Booker T., 1856-1915.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1915.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 704

Watson, George, 1927-
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 233

Watson, Macdonald.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1941.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 351

Watt, Alan, Sir, 1901-1988
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 61

3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 70

Decline and fall [braille] / [Evelyn Waugh].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1972

Handful of dust [braille] / [Evelyn Waugh].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2043

1 v. of solid dot braille.
Way, R. P. (Reginald Philip). 
Antique dealer [braille] / [Reginald Philip Way].
Burwood, N.S.W. : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 17

Shepherd remembers [braille] : a devotional study of the Twenty-Third Psalm / [Leslie Dixon Weatherhead].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1470

Weaver, Marjorie.
Hope against hope [braille] / [Marjorie Weaver].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 334

Webb, Mary, 1881-1927.
Precious bane [braille] / [Mary Webb].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2430

4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2853

Webster, John, 1580?-1625?
Duchess of Malfi [braille] / by John Webster ; edited by Elizabeth M. Brennan.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2848

Wedgwood, C. V. (Cicely Veronica), 1910-
King's peace, 1637-1641 [braille] / [C. V. Wedgwood].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 93

Wedgwood, C. V. (Cicely Veronica), 1910-
King's war 1641-1647 [braille] / [C. V. Wedgewood].
11 v. of interline braille.
Braille 776
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1978

Weir, Molly.
Best foot forward [braille] / [Molly Weir].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2501

Weir, Molly.
Shoes were for Sunday [braille] / [Molly Weir].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1740

Weir, Molly.
Toe on the ladder [braille] / [Molly Weir].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2027

Wells, H. G. (Herbert George), 1866-1946.
Country of the blind [braille] / [Herbert George Wells].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1915.
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1184

Wells, H. G. (Herbert George), 1866-1946.
History of Mr. Polly [braille] / by H.G. Wells.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2839

Wells, H. G. (Herbert George), 1866-1946.
In the days of the comet [braille] / [Herbert George Wells].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1936.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 898

Wells, H. G. (Herbert George), 1866-1946.
Kipps [braille] / [Herbert George Wells].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1942.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2654

Wells, H. G. (Herbert George), 1866-1946.
Love and Mr. Lewisham [braille] / [Herbert George Wells].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1924.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1193

Wells, H. G. (Herbert George), 1866-1946.
Mr Blettsworthy on Rampole Island [braille] / [Herbert George Wells].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 84

Wells, H. G. (Herbert George), 1866-1946.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1931.
8 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2794

Wells, H. G. (Herbert George), 1866-1946.
World set free and other war papers [braille] / [Herbert George Wells].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1730

Wells, J. (Joseph), 1855-1929.
Short history of Rome to the death of Augustus [braille] / [Joseph Wells].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1840

Wentworth, Patricia.
Chinese shawl [braille] / [Patricia Wentworth].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2583

Wentworth, Patricia.
Ivory dagger [braille] / [Patricia Wentworth].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2084

Wentworth, Patricia.
Silent pool [braille] / [Patricia Wentworth].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2359

Wentworth, Patricia.
Traveller returns [braille] / [Patricia Wentworth].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2000

Wentworth, Patricia.
Vanishing point [braille] / [Patricia Wentworth].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1450

Wershoven, F. J. (Franz Josef), 1851-1928.
Liliput ; English-French dictionary [braille] / [Franz Joseph Wershoven].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2203

Devil's advocate [braille] / [Morris West].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2678

Navigator [braille] / [Morris West].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2188

Weston, Christine.
Wise children [braille] / [Christine Weston].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2574

Introduction to musical history [braille] / [Westrup, Sir Jack Allan].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1393

Weyman, Stanley John, 1855-1928.
Gentleman of France [braille] : being the memoirs of Gaston Bonne ... / [Stanley John Weyman].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1855

Wheare, K. C. (Kenneth Clinton), 1907-
Legislatures [braille] / [K. C. Wheare].
4 v. of interline braille.
Wheatley, Dennis, 1897-1977.
Bill for the use of a body [braille] / [Dennis Wheatley].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2138

Wheatley, Dennis, 1897-1977.
Evil in a mask [braille] / [Dennis Wheatley].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 2044

Wheatley, Dennis, 1897-1977.
Irish witch [braille] / Dennis Wheatley.
4 v. of braille.
Braille 1642

Wheatley, Dennis, 1897-1977.
Launching of Roger Brook [braille] / [Dennis Wheatley].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2209

Wheatley, Dennis, 1897-1977.
Scarlet impostor [braille] / [Dennis Wheatley].
London: Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2757

Wheatley, Dennis, 1897-1977.
Secret war [braille] / [Dennis Wheatley].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2244

Wheatley, Dennis, 1897-1977.
Strange story of Linda Lee [braille] / [Dennis Wheatley].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1876

Whipple, Dorothy, 1893-.
High wages [braille] / [Dorothy Whipple].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2672

White, C. L.
Sydney : Royal Sydney Industrial Blind Institution, [19--]
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3035

White, Paul, 1910-
Jungle doctor spots a leopard [braille] / Paul White.
Sydney : Royal Blind Society of N.S.W., [19--]
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3033

White, Paul, 1910-
Jungle doctor's fables [braille] / Paul White.
Sydney : Royal Blind Society of N.S.W., [19--]
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3031

White, Paul, 1910-
Jungle doctor's monkey tales [braille] / Paul White.
Sydney : Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, [19--]
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3030

Sword in the stone [braille] / [T. H. White].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1985

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1945.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 730

White, W. Bertram.
Miracle of Haworth [braille] : a Bronte study / [W. Bertram White].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 85

Whitehead, A. N.
Aims of education and other essays [braille] / [A. N. Whitehead].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 248

Whitehead, Elizabeth.
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Whittington, Don, 1911-1977.
House will divide [braille] / by Don Whitington.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2990

Whitmarsh, W. F. H. (William Frederick Herbert)
12 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1034

Whitmarsh, W. F. H. (William Frederick Herbert)
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, [19--]
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3050

Whitmarsh, W. F. H. (William Frederick Herbert)
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1031

Whitmarsh, W. F. H. (William Frederick Herbert)
First French reader [braille] / [W.F.H. Whitmarsh].
[Millswood, S. Aust.] : Braille Writing Association of South Australia, [19--]
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3049

Whitmarsh, W. F. H. (William Frederick Herbert)
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1032

Whitmarsh, W. F. H. (William Frederick Herbert)
Simpler French course for first examinations [braille] / [W.F.H. Whitmarsh].
Millswood, S. Aust. : Braille Writing Association of South Australia ; Hove, S. Aust. : Townsend School for the Visually Impaired, [19--]
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3048

Whitmarsh, W. F. H. (William Frederick Herbert)
Simpler French course for first examinations [braille] / [William Frederick Herbert Whitmarsh].
8 v. of interline braille.
Whitney, Phyllis A., 1903-
Hunter's green [braille] / [Phyllis A. Whitney].
5 v. of interpoint braille.

Wicking, G. W. (George Walter)
Bales of trouble [braille] / [George Walter Wicking].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1943.
4 v. of interline braille.

Wieland, Christoph Martin, 1733-1813.
2 v. of interpoint braille.

Wilcox, Ella Wheeler, 1850-1919.
Gems [braille] / [Ella Wheeler Wilcox].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
1 v. of interline braille.

Wilcox, Ella Wheeler, 1850-1919.
Poems [braille] / [Ella Wheeler Wilcox].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1940.
1 v. of interline braille.

Wilcox, Ella Wheeler, 1850-1919.
Selected poems [braille] / [Ella Wheeler Wilcox].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1919.
1 v. of interline braille.

Wilde, Oscar, 1854-1900.
De profundis [braille] / by Oscar Wilde.
1 v. of interline braille.

Wilde, Oscar, 1854-1900.
Selected prose of Oscar Wilde [braille].
Melbourne : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, [19--?] 2 v. of interline braille.
Wilder, Robert, 1901-
Plough the sea [braille] / [Robert Wilder].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2517

Wilderblood, Peter.
Against the law [braille] / [Peter Wilderblood].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 69

George; an early autobiography [braille] / [Emlyn Williams].
10 v. of interline braille.
Braille 71

Williams, Eric (Eric Ernest), 1911 (July 13)-
Complete and free [braille] / [Eric Williams].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2612

Williams, Eric (Eric Ernest), 1911 (July 13)-
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2608

Williams, Eric (Eric Ernest), 1911 (July 13)-
Tunnel [braille] / [Eric Williams].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2458

Williams, J. H. (James Howard), 1897-1958.
Elephant Bill [braille] / [J. H. Howard].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2657

Williams, J. H.
Elephant Bill [braille] / [J. H. Williams].
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2559

Williams, Maslyn, 1911-1999
East is red [braille] : the view inside China / [Maslyn Williams].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 74

Williams, Maslyn, 1911-1999
Land in between [braille] : the Cambodian dilemma / [Maslyn Williams].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 773

Williams, Maslyn, 1911-1999
Stone age island [braille] : seven years in New Guinea / [Maslyn Williams].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1885

Williams, Orlo, 1883-
Some great English novels [braille] : studies in the art of fiction / [Orlo Williams].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1848

Williams, Robin Murphy.
American society [braille] : a sociological interpretation / [Robin Murphy Williams].
14 v. of interline braille.
Braille 14

Williams, Ruth C.
Aboriginal story [braille] / by Ruth C. Williams.
Sydney : Royal Blind Society of N.S.W., [between 1967 and 1991]
1 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 3037

Williams, Valentine, 1883-1946.
Portcullis room [braille] / [Valentine Williams].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2039

Williams, Wirt.
Ada Dallas [braille] / [Wirt Williams].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 73

Williamson, David, 1942-
Removalists [braille] / [David Williamson].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Williamson, Frank S. (Frank Samuel), 1865-1936.
Purple and gold [braille] : collected poems and lyrics / [Frank S. Williamson].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 456

Phasian bird [braille] / [Henry Williamson].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 45

Willis, Ted, 1918-
Death may surprise us [braille] / [Ted Willis].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2377

Willkie, Wendell L. (Wendell Lewis), 1892-1944.
One world [braille] / [Wendell L. Willkie].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1944.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 617

Wilmont, Chester, 1911-1954.
Tobruk 1941 [braille] : capture-siege-relief / [Chester Wilmont].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 68

Wilmore, Albert.
Groundwork of modern geography [braille] : an introduction to the science of geography / [Albert Wilmore].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 906

Wilson, Angus, 1913-
As if by magic [braille] / [Angus Wilson].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2015

Wilson, Angus.
Anglo-Saxon attitudes [braille] / [Angus Wilson].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 128
Wilson, Angus.
Late call [braille] / [Angus Wilson].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2046

Wilson, Angus.
Such darling dodos, and other stories [braille] / [Angus Wilson].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2033

Wilson, Colin, 1931-
Outsider [braille] / [Colin Wilson].
Burwood, N.S.W.: Royal Blind Society of New South Wales, 1956.
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 335

Wilson, Donald Powell, 1900-
My six convicts [braille]: a psychologists three years in Fort Leavenworth / [Donald Powell Wilson].
Melbourne: Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1954.
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 138

Wilson, Edmund, 1895-1972.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1802

Wilson, Edmund, 1895-1972.
Scrolls from the Dead Sea [braille] / [Edmund Wilson].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1910

Wiltse, Charles Maurice, 1907-
Jeffersonian tradition in American democracy [braille] / [Charles Maurice Wiltse].
5 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 839

Winkelman, Barnie F., b. 1894.
Modern chess endings [braille] / [Barnie F. Winkelman].
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2153
Man [braille] : the bridge between two worlds / [Franz E. Winkler].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 785

Winnerton, Frank Arthur, 1884-.
On the shady side [braille] / [Frank Arthur Winnerton].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2231

Winnington-Ingram, Arthur Foley, 1858-1946.
Friends of the master [braille] / [Arthur Foley Winnington Ingram].
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1898.
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1519

Winton, John, 1931-
H.M.S. Leviathan [braille] / [John Winton].
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1453

Winton, John, 1931-
We joined the navy [braille] / [John Winton].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1984

: Sisterhood of Temple Israel, 1950.
6 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 849

Wiseman, Foster.
Penguin handyman [braille] / [Foster Wiseman].
1 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1774

Wister, Owen, 1860-1938.
Straight deal, or, The ancient grudge [braille] / [Owen Wister].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 350

Witting, Clifford.
Catt out of the bag [braille] / [Clifford Witting].
London : Royal National Institute for the Blind, 1940.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2122

Eggs, beans and crumpets [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1948.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1223

Frozen assets [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1969

Ice in the bedroom [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1659

Indiscretions of Archie [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1927.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1142

Jeeves in the offing [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2602

Old reliable [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2330

Something fishy [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2327

Something fresh [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1939.
4 v. of interline braille.
Stiff upper lip, Jeeves [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
3 v. of interpoint braille.

Very good, Jeeves! [braille] / [Pelham Grenville Wodehouse].
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Wojciechowska, Maia, 1927-
Tuned out [braille] / [Maia Wojciechowska].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.

Wolfe, Lawrence.
Sabotage [braille] / [Lawrence Wolfe].
3 v. of interline braille.

Wolfe, Winifred, 1929-
Ask any girl [braille] / [Winifred Wolfe].
5 v. of interpoint braille.

Wood, James.
Be thou my judge [braille] / [James Wood].
4 v. of interpoint braille.

Wood, Thomas, 1892-1950.
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1934.
5 v. of interline braille.

Woolf, Virginia, 1882-1941.
Common reader [braille] / [Virginia Woolf].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Woolf, Virginia, 1882-1941.
Years [braille] / [Virginia Woolf].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2212

Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1938.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 81

2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2455

Wordsworth, William, 1770-1850.
Poems of Wordsworth [braille] / chosen and edited by Matthew Arnold.
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 98

Wordsworth, William, 1770-1850.
Prelude [braille] : or, growth of a poet's mind / [William Wordsworth].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 262

WorkCover Corporation (S. Aust.). Employee Advocate Unit.
Welcome to WorkCover Corporation's Employee Advocate Unit [braille].
[22] leaves ; 30 cm.
Braille 3055

Worvill, Roy.
Exploring space [braille] / by Roy Worvill.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 3025

Wren, Percival Christopher, 1885-1941.
Beau Geste [braille] / [Percival Christopher Wren].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1863
Wren, Percival Christopher, 1885-1941.
Beau ideal [braille] / [Percival Christopher Wren].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2649

Wren, Percival Christopher, 1885-1941.
South Yarra, [Vic.] : Victorian Association of Braille Writers, 1933.
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2919

Wright, Malcolm, 1912-.
If I die [braille] : coastwatching and guerrilla warfare ... / [Malcolm Wright].
5 v. of interline braille.
Braille 188

Wright, Sydney Fowler, 1874-1967.
Island of Captain Sparrow [braille] / [Sydney Fowler Wright].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1996

Wycherley, William, 1640-1716.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1435

Wyndham, George, 1863-1913.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1655

Wyndham, John, 1903-1969.
Midwich cuckoos [braille] / [John Wyndham].
4 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1981

Xenophon.
Hellenica [braille] / [Xenophon].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria.
2 v. of interline braille.
Braille 994
Ya sar Kemal, 1922-
Memed, my hawk [braille] / translated from the Turkish by Edouard Roditi.
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2220

Year of promise, prayer and praise [braille] : a text, hymn, and prayer.
London : British and Foreign Blind Association, 1887.
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1496

Yerby, Frank, 1916-
Rose for Ana Maria [braille] / Frank Yerby.
Edinburgh : Scottish Braille Press, [197-?]
5. v. (407 p.) of interpoint braille.
Braille 2137

Yerby, Frank.
Garfield honour [braille] / [Frank Yerby].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2553

Yerby, Frank.
Griffin's way [braille] / [Frank Yerby].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2139

Yerby, Frank.
Serpent and the staff [braille] / [Frank Yerby].
6 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1713

Young, B. W. M.
2 v. of solid dot braille.
Braille 1767

Young, Everild.
Rogues and raiders of the Caribbean and the South Sea [braille] / by E. Young and K. Helweg-Larsen.
4 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1004

Young, Francis Brett, 1884-1954.
Black roses [braille] / [Francis Brett Young].
3 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2159

Young, Francis Brett, 1884-1954.
Far forest [braille] / [Francis Brett Young].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2733

Young, Francis Brett, 1884-1954.
House under the water [braille] / [Francis Brett Young].
7 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2050

Young, Francis Brett, 1884-1954.
My brother Jonathan [braille] / [Francis Brett Young].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2542

Young, Francis Brett, 1884-1954.
They seek a country [braille] / [Francis Brett Young].
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1973

Young, Gordon, 1905-
Fall and rise of Alfried Krupp [braille] / [George Gordon Young].
3 v. of interline braille.
Braille 1065

Young, Michael, 1915-
2 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1778

Young, Percy M. (Percy Marshall), 1912-
6 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 809

Yurlova, Marina.
Russia farewell [braille] / [Marina Yurlova].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1951.
Zamenhof, L. L. (Ludwik Lazar), 1859-1917.
Deveno de esperanto [braille]: eltiro el privata letero de doktore L. L. Zamenhof al N. Borovko el la rusa linguo tradukis / [Ludwik Lazar Zamenhof].
Melbourne : Braille Writers' Association of Victoria, 1932.
1 v. of interline braille.
Braille 751

Zangwill, Israel, 1864-1926.
Children of the ghetto [braille] / [Israel Zangwill].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 135

Zangwill, Israel, 1864-1926.
4 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 2880

Ziegler, Philip, 1929-
King William IV [braille] / [Philip Ziegler].
5 v. of interpoint braille.
Braille 1780

Zindel, Paul.
Pigman [braille] / [Paul Zindel].
3 v. of braille, embossed one side.
Braille 1338

Zola, Emile, 1840-1902.
Nana [braille] / Emile Zola.
9 v. of interline braille.
Braille 2876

Zoo animals [braille] / by the Friends of the Zoos.
2 v. of interpoint braille : ill., (some col.), maps ; 28 x 30 cm + 1 print copy of braille text (36 leaves ; 29 cm)
Braille 3051

Zw o1f Erzahlungen f ur Angfanger [braille] / adapted and edited with exercises, etc., by F.W. Wilson.
3 v. of interline braille.
Zweig, Stefan, 1881-1942.
Beware of pity [braille] / [Stefan Zweig].
7 v. of interline braille.
Braille 966